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The rush of  our thought forward through its fringes is the everlasting 
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balance, something in transition, something that shoots out of  a 
darkness through a dawn into a brightness that we feel to be the 
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comes as an alteration. “Yes,” we say at the full brightness, “this is 
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full meaning, there is more to come.” (James, 1909, loc. 1975)







know this improvised studio has also taken over most of  the workspace that we 
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my wife takes the storage card from the digital camera and picks her way 
through the studio detritus to the computer. She uploads them and opens 
them into a photo editing programme. We both consider the images again. 
They are coming together but somehow not quite there yet. She suggests 
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In the following chapter I lay out some of  the debates around practice-
based research that were circulating at the beginning of  this study, and some 
of  the movements that began to orientate the research. I explore some of  
the questions surrounding the role of  artist as practitioner and researcher, 
along with some of  the frictions these questions precipitated. Many of  these 
were orientated around fears that arts practitioners writing about their own 
XZIK\QKM[_W]TLJM]VIJTM \W IKPQM^M []ٻKQMV\ KZQ\QKIT LQ[\IVKM NZWU \PMQZ
research, leading to excessively subjective, perhaps even ‘narcissistic’ writing 
(Holt, 2003; Crouch, 2007). These concerns were often aligned with calls for 
OZMI\MZZMÆM`Q^Q\aIVMML\WLQ[\IVKMZM[MIZKPMZNZWU\PMIK\Q^Q\QM[WN XZIK\QKM
I consider how these worries might be connected to model of  empirical 
research in which the observing subject and observed object are idealised, 
and by turning to the work of  sociologists Micheal Lynch and Karin Knorr-
Cetina and geographer Nigel Thrift, examine recent discourses that attempt 
to express the unpredictability of  practice and of  the research environment. 
Finally I outline the three phases of  study which form the backbone of  
this research, expressed here as three movements. Whilst they possess some 
suggestion of  beginning and ending, I propose that these are considered not 
as discrete ‘case studies’ but as pulses of  practical and theoretical interaction 
that act on one another, and in doing so propel ideas forward. 
Previous Page:
Fig. 2.1: Walking the Dog on Google Earth, 
(detail), 2008.
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eyes, in their transient marriage to that light, to those winds, and 
clouds. Perhaps tomorrow, or in a few hours’ time, that land would 
JMLQٺMZMV\-KW!! X
A number of  existing practice interests were instrumental in the geographically 
orientated origins of  this study. The works I had created prior to this research, 
that is, those that had developed from post-graduate study and professional 
QV^WT^MUMV\_MZMTM[[LQZMK\ML\W_IZL[IVL[XMKQÅK[M\WN XZWJTMU[\PIVI
set of  elliptical ‘interests’ generated around place. These would often use 
landscape images or models to work on connections between the quotidian 
and the utopian, for example, by associating habitual practices such as 
smoking and idealised images of  contemporary housing developments. 
These historical practices are not unimportant, since, as this study will show, 
much of  the work that evolves in response to the practical and theoretical 
challenges of  the research retains some sense of  a body of  work already in 
ÆW_0W_M^MZQVWZLMZ\W[MM\PM_WZSI[ZM[MIZKPZI\PMZ\PIV[QUXTa\PM
reiteration of  previous creative processes, it is useful to understand this study 
as a process of  discovery in which approaches to both practice and theory 
are continually repositioned in relation to occurrences in experimental 
environments of  the ‘studio’, ‘site’ or at the writing desk. 
?PMV \PQ[ [\]La JMOIV LMJI\M[ IZW]VL _Pa ÅVM IZ\ XZIK\Q\QWVMZ[
might enter into research, or indeed what research could do to the future 
of  arts practices, were still fraught with a certain resistance to notions of  
\PM »IKILMUQ[I\QWV¼ WN  \PM IZ\[ *WZOLWZٺ  X )Z\Q[\[ IVL KZQ\QK[
including John Baldessari and Michael Craig Martin, voiced open incredulity 
\W\PMQLMIWN IZ\Q[\[]VLMZ\ISQVO8P,[5ILWٺ!XIVLI[IZMKMV\
series of  exchanges in the letters pages of  Art Monthly show, anxieties over 
ÅVM IZ\ IVL LWK\WZIT ZM[MIZKP [\QTT KWV\QV]M ;]KPQV # *]ZOQV #
Contexts & Methods

8ZQKM -^MZITT IVL .][KW # +PIZTM[_WZ\P # ;]KPQV +QTTIU IVL
7¼3IVM  ?PQT[\ \PMZM Q[ [QOVQÅKIV\ IZO]UMV\ IJW]\ PW_ XZIK\QKM
JI[MLZM[MIZKPUQOP\JM]VLMZ[\WWLI[ZM[MIZKPIVL\PMLQٺMZMV\UWLITQ\QM[
of  research used by practice-based researchers, questions around why artists 
might undertake research at doctoral level are (on the whole) less evident. 
For my part, the idea of  turning an on-going ‘professional’ practice 
\W_IZL[ ZM[MIZKP [MMUML I\ ÅZ[\ \W JM I [QUXTM ZMQ\MZI\QWV WN  M`Q[\QVO
practical activity towards a broad interest in geographic questions around 
place and space, perhaps with the idea of  adapting my existing methods of  
making artwork with these notions framed as the problem to be investigated. 
Initially, less attention was given to the way in which these constructed 
situations that I intended to use to reveal something about the terms space 
and place, also involved complex spatiotemporal arrangements of  bodies, 
matter, and forces. But as the activities of  making artworks began to have 
IV QVKZMI[QVO MٺMK\ WV LM[KZQX\QWV[ WN  »ZM[MIZKP¼ \PM KWUXW[Q\QWV WN  \PM
environments in which work was made (and distributed), began to bring to 
the fore unexpected questions about what I meant by (a) practice and, by 
extension perhaps, practice-based research. These shifts in understanding 
were often concentrated at points where there appeared to be the sharpest 
divisions between an existing ‘professional’ practice and one that directed 
\W_IZL[ILMÅVMLZM[MIZKPXZWJTMUUW[\VW\IJTaQV\PMI\\MUX\[\WM[\IJTQ[P
theoretical frameworks for phases of  practical output that culminated in 
exhibition. Here the exhibitions themselves were not the goal of  a phase of  
research, but became points of  rumination and discussion. They became 
UWUMV\[I\_PQKP1_W]TL[P]\\TMJM\_MMVZMÆMK\QWV[WVIZ\_WZS[IZZQ^QVOI\
a point of  apparent consummation, and a growing acquaintance with a body 
of  spatial thinking. In this dialogic interweaving there is both a prehistory 
and an anteriority to the relationship between the work and the text, that is, 
a sense in which I am both ‘coming-to’ the research and ‘moving through’ it, 
shifting positions in the process. As the events of  practice become enmeshed 
with those of  theory-forming, they too become ‘objects’ of  research, the 
matter from which new formulations and directions for research emerge. 
When Katie MacLeod examines the functions of  written text in practice 
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based PhDs, she observes three particular distinct relationships between text 
and practice:
°\aXM)_PQKPQ[LMÅVMLI[XW[Q\QWVQVOIXZIK\QKM#\aXM*LMÅVMLI[
theorising a practice and type C which has been given the in-progress 
LMÅVQ\QWVWN ZM^MITQVOIXZIK\QKM5IK4MWL
Whilst one might question whether these functions of  the text are as discrete 
I[Q[QVQ\QITTa[]OOM[\ML5IK4MWL¼[QLMV\QÅKI\QWVWN \PZMM»\aXM[¼WN IXXZWIKP
to research practice appear to suggest some of  the ways in which the research 
text locates, frames, or forms through practice. In these cases the function of  
the text serves to either position, theorise, or reveal the practice. In ‘positioning 
IXZIK\QKM¼<aXM)5IK4MWLXWQV\[\W\PM][MWN \M`\I[WٺMZQVOK]T\]ZITWZ
historical markers through which the identity of  the artist and their approach 
to making can be located. Yet it is clear that text not only informs but in some 
KI[M[IT\MZ[WZ»ZMVM_[¼XZIK\QKM;QUQTIZTaQV»\PMWZQ[QVOIXZIK\QKM¼<aXM*
a conceptual framework is developed by which the researcher is able to make 
comparisons between philosophical propositions and the application of  
practical methods. The process of  creating work is then considered within a 
[XMKQÅK\PMWZM\QKIT[\Z]K\]ZM<PMÅVITM`IUXTM\PM»QVXZWOZM[[°ZM^MITQVO
a practice’ (Type C), text and practice unsettle one another in iterative phases: 
…what fascinated me about this type of  research was the seesaw 
MٺMK\WN _WZSQVOWV\PM_ZQ\\MV\M`\IVLWV\PMIZ\XZWRMK\[IN\MZ
the completion of  one phase of  the written text, when the seesaw was 
high in the air, the ensuing work on the art project would destabilise 
what had been achieved to the point that when the researcher 
returned to the next phase of  research on the written text, the seesaw 
_I[ÅZUTaLW_VWV\PMOZW]VLIVL\PM\M`\PIL\WJMKWUXTM\MTa
reconceived; when the next phase of  research on the written text was 
completed and the seesaw was high in the air, it was only to descend 
again when the work on the ensuing art project was underway. Thus, 
the written text was instrumental to the conception of  the art projects 
but the art projects themselves exacted a radical rethinking of  what 





In this example acts of  creation through text and practice are in a repeated 
KWV\ZIX]V\ITZMTI\QWV[PQXVMQ\PMZNWZUQVOIVM`IK\Å\_Q\P\PMW\PMZI[\PM
event of  writing gives way to the event of  the next art project. As MacLeod 
later acknowledges, these ‘types’ of  research overlap, although with limited 
LM\IQT[ WV QVLQ^QL]ITXZWRMK\[ Q\ Q[ LQٻK]T\ \W OM\ IXQK\]ZMWN  \PMLQٺMZMV\
forms of  negotiation between practice and theory. However it is the form of  
\PMÅVITZM[MIZKP[]JUQ[[QWV\PI\KWVKMZV[5IK4MWLIVLQV\PQ[LM[KZQX\QWV
of  research that continually oscillates between the text and the artwork that 
[PMÅVL[\PMUW[\MUXI\Pa
)[QUQTIZQ\MZI\Q^MZMXZM[MV\I\QWVQ[IT[WI\\PMKMV\ZMWN 0IbMT;UQ\PIVL
Roger Dean’s introduction to Practice-Led Research, Research-Led Practice In The 
Creative Arts ! I UWLMT \PI\ TQSM 5IK4MWL¼[ NWTTW_[ I [P]\\TQVO JIKS
and forth between academic research, practice-led research and research-
led practice. Both these models attempt to show how material produced 
in one domain, either in practice or in research, can be used to counter-
balance or disrupt material from another, and how both are co-dependent 
in forming research outputs, either as texts or visual works. Yet both these 
illustrations raise concerns about the construction of  a knowledge object and 
a research environment. First is the way in which theoretical and practical 
cycles of  research appear to form knowledge objects that can be selected and 
tested in relation to extant research. The second is the way in which these 
distinct phases articulate the particular structures in which this speculative 
SVW_TMLOMWJRMK\Q[QV,MIVIVL;UQ\P¼[M`IUXTM»LM^MTWXML¼»[aV\PM[Q[ML¼
and ‘interpreted’ (p.20). In more simple terms, how do ideas (and objects) 
emerge from the event of  research work? How are they conditioned by, or 
indeed condition, the research environments from which they ‘emerge’? And 
what happens to the synthesised remains? Are they taken up in subsequent 
iterations of  this experimental process? In this study both the event and the 
situations in which, or through which, practice-based research ‘happens’ have 
become pivotal to developing the broader spatial themes within the thesis. In 
I[MV[MQ\\PMM\PVWUM\PWLWTWOQKITÆI^W]ZWN I¹[\]LaQVWVM¼[W_VKZMI\Q^M
processes” that theorists like;¦ZMV3R¦Z]XX PI^MKITTMLNWZ
Turning Practice Towards Research
!
The study is narrated around three practical phases, which often correspond 
with the preparations for and exhibition of  a series of  works. Yet even in 
_ZQ\QVO\PQ[1PM[Q\I\MQVLM[KZQJQVO\PMÆW_WN _WZS[QV\WVMI\KQZK]U[KZQX\QWV[
WN  XZWRMK\ JMOQVVQVO[ UQLLTM[ IVL MVL[ [W 1 WٺMZ \PM KI^MI\ \PI\ \PM[M
are described in three phases not because they possessed a discrete order, 
but because it is useful to think of  their movement in this way. And it is 
useful to think of  it this way because at the close each begins to feel like the 
consummation of  one movement even as the next phase takes its material up 
IOIQV\WOMVMZI\MVM_NWZU[-IKPXPI[MNWTTW_[IY]ITQ\I\Q^MÆW_WN IK\QWV
from the conditions that precede a creative process, to the emergence of  a 
dynamic semblance of  experience. That said, ‘storying’ the research in this way 
also risks a certain teleology, and, given the autobiographic disposition of  
these accounts of  creative practice, has the potential to provoke accusations 
WN W^MZTa[]JRMK\Q^MWZM^MVVIZKQ[[Q[\QK_ZQ\QVO0WT\X!#+ZW]KP
X<PQ[Q[[WUM\PQVO1_QTT\]ZV\WQV\PMVM`\[MK\QWV
Looking back these three group exhibitions can be seen as markers 
between which practical and theoretical developments can be navigated, and 
so the works produced leading up to, and following on from these exhibitions 
are examined in relation to a emerging shift in my own understandings of  
[XI\QIT \PMWZaM^MV QN UIVaWN  \PM_WZS[_MZMVM^MZÅVITTa[PW_V These 
three exhibitions were periods of  intense practical activity that often 
JQN]ZKI\MLQV\W^MZaLQٺMZMV\[\ZIVL[WN IZ\Q[\QKZMI[WVQVO)\\PMW]\[M\\PM
concerns were directed towards positioning the artwork in relation to potential 
research ‘strategies’, and these were often founded on conceptualising creative 
activities as ways of  generating visual ‘data’—making drawings, video and 
I]LQW ZMKWZLQVO[ \ZIKSQVO UW^MUMV\[ ][QVO /TWJIT 8W[Q\QWVQVO ;a[\MU
/8;LM^QKM[NWZM`IUXTM)[\PM[M_WZS[_MZMJMQVOXZWL]KMLIV]UJMZWN 
\PMWZM\QKITXZWJTMU[IZW]VL[XI\QITZMXZM[MV\I\QWV_MZMIT[WJMQVOQLMV\QÅML
and yet often these theoretical developments seemed to be at odds with my 
W_V[MV[MWN _PI\\PM_WZS[_MZMLWQVO)\\QUM[Q\JMKIUMLQٻK]T\\WM`XTIQV
how the static outcomes of  practice elucidated increasingly dynamic and 
contingent understandings of  space, or how a developing body of  theoretical 
work might help to consider the images being created. It took some time 
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before a connection was made between the ideas developed through research 
and what was going on in and outside the ‘studio’. And yet each practical 
phase was being shaped by emerging theoretical questions, just as each new 
ZM\]ZV\WLQ[KW]Z[M_I[QVÆ]MVKMLJaKWVKMZV[\PI\IZW[M\PZW]OPKZMI\Q^M
activities. As the research progressed it became increasingly important to 
consider the act of  creating works and not simply the interpretation of  their 
outcomes.
*MQVOQV\PM5QLLTM":MÆM`Q^M6WV:MÆM`Q^M5WUMV\[
We ground things, now, on a moving earth. There is no longer any 
place of  overview (mountaintop) from which to map human ways 
of  life, no Archimedean point from which to represent the world. 
5W]V\IQV[ IZM QV KWV[\IV\ UW\QWV ;W IZM Q[TIVL[" NWZ WVM KIVVW\
occupy, unambiguously, a bounded cultural world from which to 
RW]ZVMaW]\IVLIVITabMW\PMZK]T\]ZM[+TQٺWZL! X
Winding between and moving alongside the events that unfold in the studio, 
WZQV\PW[MTWKI\QWV[1ÅVLUa[MTN UISQVOIZ\_WZS[IZMXMZQWL[[XMV\I\\PM
writing desk or in the library. Here I pick apart and reconstitute assemblages 
of  images and text that sometimes seem to situate, sometimes collapse and 
sometimes accelerate, my own artistic and theoretical understandings of  
space. Articulating these events originally took place in the periods between 
immersions in the process of  making, but since then much of  the research 
‘journey’ has also been reviewed and revisited as the acts of  artistic creation 
become re-enacted within the narrative of  research. 
<PM Q[[]MWN VIZZI\QWV Q[ [QOVQÅKIV\ QV \PQ[ [\]La [QVKM Q\ ZM[\[JW\PWV
the idiosyncrasies of  a self-authored arts practice, and in doing so connects 
to a number of  autoethnographic approaches within qualitative research. 
Broadly speaking autoethnographic accounts emphasise, variously, the 
ZM[MIZKP XZWKM[[ OZIXPa K]T\]ZM M\PVW[ IVL \PM [MTN  I]\W -TTQ[ IVL
Bochner, 2000, p.740), and grew from a postmodern disenchantment with 
\PM KTIQU[ NWZ KMZ\IQV SQVL[ WN  »\Z]\P¼ \PI\ _MZM \QML \W [KQMV\QÅK UI[\MZ
VIZZI\Q^M[ KN4I\W]ZIVL?WWTOIZ! #4I\W]Z!  #3]PV!!<PM
shift of  critical emphasis towards the author, the audience and the vocabulary 
*MQVOQV\PM5QLLTM":MÆM`Q^M6WV:MÆM`Q^M5WUMV\[
21
used, was a means of  debunking assumptions of  research objectivity and 
neutrality by accommodating the identity of  the author, their subjectivity 
IVL MUW\QWVITQ\a ZI\PMZ \PIV PQLQVO \PMQZ QVÆ]MVKM WV \PM XZWKM[[ -TTQ[
)LIU[IVL*WKPVMZ;WKQWTWOQ[\8I\ZQKQI<QKQVM\W+TW]OPM^MV




that is not also supported by ‘hard’ evidence, for example in the form of  
notebooks, photographic records, audio recordings, or externally created 
reports, (Duncan, 2004; Muncey, 2005; cf. Wall, 2008). 
For a study that centres on visual arts creation as an essential aspect of  the 
research, subject/object separations are highly problematic, especially when 
the narrator is so deeply embedded within the event of  practice. Art theorist 
0MVS *WZOLWZٺ  LZI_[ \PZMM KTMIZ LQ[\QVK\QWV[ JM\_MMV ZM[MIZKP
practices within the arts: research on the arts; research for the arts; research in 
the arts, a notion that, perhaps, derives from Christopher Frayling’s paper on 
»:M[MIZKPQV)Z\IVL,M[QOV¼!!X.WZ*WZOLWZٺZM[MIZKPon the arts 
is characterised by having arts practice ‘in the broadest sense of  the word as 
its object’ (p.37), whereas research for the arts is described as applied research 
\PI\»XZW^QLM[QV[QOP\[IVLQV[\Z]UMV\[\PI\UIaÅVL\PMQZ_IaQV\WKWVKZM\M
practices’ (p.38). Research in the arts involves the articulation of  embodied 
knowledge through the creative process, and the in the artefacts that are 
produced as a result.
Research in the arts is the most controversial of  the three ideal 
types… I earlier described this approach as the ‘immanent’ and 
‘performative perspective’. It concerns research that does not assume 
the separation of  subject and object, and does not observe a distance 
between the researcher and the practice of  art. Instead, the artistic 
practice itself  is an essential component of  both the research process 
and the research results… Concepts and theories, experiences and 
understandings are interwoven with art practices; and, partly for this 
ZMI[WV IZ\ Q[ IT_Ia[ ZMÆM`Q^M :M[MIZKP QV \PM IZ\[ PMVKM [MMS[ \W





we are both explaining a series of  actions we are performing and then looking 
for why these might be happening by turning on the situation and intentions 
WN \PMXMZNWZUMZ;\M_IZ\*]\\PM\M`\LWM[UWZM\PIV[QUXTaLM[KZQJM
or explain the actions of  a visual arts practice; it also reinvents them. The 
post-hoc explanations of  studio processes provide a means of  constructing a 
sense of  continuity; here narrative might be seen as ‘another powerful device 
by which the actual discontinuity between drops of  experience is passed over’, 
IVLI[»I^MZJITUM\IKWV\QV]Q\a°IVOZa_WZL[_QTTJMM`XTIQVMLR][\QÅML
rationalized, excused, given cause and made understandable, smoothed 
W^MZ 1\¼[ ÅK\QWVIT )VL Q\¼[ XITTQI\Q^M¼ 5I[[]UQ  X <PM IK\ WN 
‘storying’ also becomes central in drawing attention towards the dynamism 
of  the research process itself, by giving shape to the ‘something/happening’ 
?PI\UWZMXIVLLZI_QVOI\\MV\QWV\W\PM»implicate order’ of  a 
world continually in movement, in which understandings about the nature 
of  things are made ‘only by attending to their relations, or in other words, by 
\MTTQVO\PMQZ[\WZQM[¼1VOWTLX
Anthropologist Tim Ingold emphasises the knowledge generating 
capacity of  stories by arguing that we build our understanding of  the world 
VW\JaI[[MUJTQVOKTI[[QÅKI\QWV[IJW]\W]ZMV^QZWVUMV\IVL\PMVIXXTaQVO
them in practice, establishing ‘a homology between structures in the mind 
IVL [\Z]K\]ZM[ QV \PM _WZTL¼  X! J]\ \PI\ _M SVW_ IJW]\ W]Z
environment by way of practice, ‘that is, through an ongoing engagement, in 
perception and action, with the constituents of  [our] environment’ (ibid.). He 
goes on to claim that the telling of  stories is an act of  relating events of  the past 
in a way that they are brought back to life in the present, ‘recursively picking 
up the strands of  these past lives in the process of  spinning out their own’ 
X7VMM`IUXTMWN \PQ[UQOP\JMNW]VLQV\PM_IaVIZZI\Q^M[IZW]VL
XTIKMIZM][MLVW\ R][\I[I_IaWN VW[\ITOQKITTaZMÆMK\QVOWV\PMXI[\J]\




Over the last two decades, qualitative research methods have embraced 
‘partial, plural, incomplete, and contingent understandings’ (Denzin, 2003, 
p. 8) often through biographic and autobiographic practices. These have 
emerged as approaches to research that attempt to challenge the authoritative 
displacement of  the researcher/observer by reinstating her ‘at the scene of  
TQ^ML M`XMZQMVKM¼ /IVVWV  X )T\PW]OP \PM[M IZM WN\MV OI\PMZML
]VLMZ\PMZ]JZQKWN I]\WM\PVWOZIXPaUM\PWL[UIaQVKT]LM\PM][MWN ÅK\Q^M
_ZQ\QVO[ KWV^MZ[I\QWV[ XMZNWZUIVKM[ WZ ^Q[]IT XZM[MV\I\QWV[ -TTQ[ IVL
*WKPVMZ#,MVbQV!XX)[XZM^QW][TaVW\MLXZMKMLMVKM
for these approaches to research can be traced to a wider disenchantment with 
classical empiricist methods in the latter decades of  the twentieth century. 
Whilst the empirical voice was always manifested in the explanation and 
representation of  the research object, in classical empiricism, these personal 
experiences are suppressed by an overarching requirement for neutrality 
IVLWJRMK\Q^MLQ[\IVKM.WZM`IUXTM\PMPQ[\WZQIV2IUM[+TQٺWZL_ZQ\QVOWV
anthropological practice, contends that by treating cultures as ‘objects’ to be 





PQ[\WZQKITTa IVL IZM IK\Q^MTa KWV\M[\ML° 1N  ¹K]T\]ZMº Q[ VW\ IV
WJRMK\\WJMLM[KZQJMLVMQ\PMZQ[Q\I]VQÅMLKWZX][WN [aUJWT[IVL
UMIVQVO[\PI\KIVJMLMÅVQ\Q^MTa QV\MZXZM\ML+]T\]ZMQ[KWV\M[\ML
temporal, and emergent. Representation and explanation—both by 
QV[QLMZ[ IVL W]\[QLMZ[¸Q[ QUXTQKI\ML QV \PQ[ MUMZOMVKM +TQٺWZL
! XX !
+TQٺWZL TWKI\M[ \PQ[ ZMÆM`Q^M \]ZV _Q\PQV \PM KWV\M`\ WN  ZMXZM[MV\I\QWVIT
crisis, the destabilising of  taken-for-granted assumptions that subject and 
object form the stable poles of  an explanatory axis. By acknowledging the 
partiality of  the author and implicating her in the co-construction of  the 
ZM[MIZKPWJRMK\ZMÆM`Q^MIKKW]V\[WV\PMNIKMWN Q\IXXMIZ\WWٺMZIUMIV[




There is no one-way street between the researcher and the object of  
[\]La#ZI\PMZ\PM\_WIٺMK\MIKPW\PMZU]\]ITTaIVLKWV\QV]ITTaQV\PM
course of  the research process. A positivistic conception of  research, 
IKKWZLQVO\W_PQKP\PMWJRMK\Q[]VQVÆ]MVKMLJa\PMZM[MIZKPMZIVL
\PM ZM[MIZKPMZ Q[ ]VIٺMK\ML Ja \PM WJRMK\ Q[ \P][ ]V\MVIJTM *W\P
researcher and object are involved in common context, and are thus 
KWV\M`\LMXMVLMV\XX!
.WZXZIK\QKMJI[MLXZIK\QKMI[WZIZ\Q[\QKZM[MIZKPUM\PWLWTWOQM[ZMÆM`Q^M
attitudes are often seen as providing a way of  picking apart the knotty problem 




 [MM ZMÆM`Q^Q\a I[ IUMIV[WN  M[\IJTQ[PQVO »MUMZOMV\UM\PWLWTWOQM[¼
_Q\PQVIZ\[ZM[MIZKPXQV_PQKPZMTI\QWV[JM\_MMVZM[MIZKPMZIVLZM[MIZKP
WJRMK\IZMKWV\QV]ITTaZMILR][\ML.WZ*IZZM\\ZMÆM`Q^Q\aKZQ\QKITTa]V[MI\[\PM
notion of  the artist as the autonomous originating subject of  research material, 
QVLMXMVLMV\ NZWU \PM ZM[MIZKP XZWKM[[¸I ÅO]ZM LM[KZQJML Ja [WKQWTWOQ[\
8QMZZM *W]ZLQM] I[ \PM »]VKZMI\ML ¹KZMI\WZº¼ *W]ZLQM]  X! <PQ[
is an ideology of  the artist divorced from any of  the usual social groups. 
)[IUM\PWLWTWOQKIT\WWTZMÆM`Q^Q\aIK\[ZMK]Z[Q^MTa\Wsituate the researcher 
VW\ R][\ QV ZMTI\QWV \W \PM QUUMLQI\M ÅMTL WN  IZ\Q[\QK MVY]QZa J]\ QV \PM
M`\MVLMLÅMTLWN IZ\Q[\QKXZWL]K\QWVX!!WZI[*IZZM\\X]\[Q\»QV^WT^M[VW\
only a focus on the validation of  data and outcomes, but also the positioning 
WN  WVM[MTN  QV ZMTI\QWV \W W\PMZ ÅMTL[ QV WZLMZ \W ZM^MIT \PM KPIZIK\MZ IVL
[W]ZKM[WN WVM¼[QV\MZM[\[¼*IZZM\\IX,M[QOVPQ[\WZQIV+PZQ[\WXPMZ
+ZW]KPLM[KZQJM[ZMÆM`Q^MXZIK\QKMITWVO[TQOP\TaLQٺMZMV\TQVM[\PI\
is, as providing a means of  socially framing the results of  individual creative 
XZIK\QKM[:MÆM`Q^Q\aQ[IL^WKI\MLI[INWZUWN [Q\]I\MLKZQ\QKIT[MTNI_IZMVM[[
that allows the creative practitioner to be both conscious of  being within the 
act of  creative practice and, at the same time, ‘enables the concept of  the 
*MQVOQV\PM5QLLTM":MÆM`Q^M6WV:MÆM`Q^M5WUMV\[
25
creative act to be taken away from the supposedly autonomous individual and 
introduced into the social realm’ (p.107), and thus ‘takes the emphasis away 
from the narcissistic, without negating the importance of  the self ’ (p.108). 
;W[PQN\[QVZMÆM`Q^MIUXTQ\]LMIXXMIZ\WW[KQTTI\MJM\_MMV\PMM`XMZQUMV\IT
system itself  in which ‘knowledge creation… constantly undergoes change as 
VM_M`XMZQMVKM[¹\ITSJIKSº\PZW]OP\PMXZWKM[[IVLXZWOZM[[WN UISQVOIZ\¼
;]TTQ^IVXIVLUM\IIVITa\QKNZIUM[_PQKPZM^MIT»\PMXT]ZITQ\a




research domain whose truth claims are often seen as deeply subjective. At 
its root it can be seen as an attempt to lay bare the relationships between the 
knower and the known. And yet in the active and immediate experience of  
making work, attention to certain aesthetic impulses often overrode a rational 
[MV[QJQTQ\a\WI\\IQVI\MUXWZIZaÅ`WV\PM[MTNKWV[KQW][IZ\Q[\UIVQX]TI\QVO
an ‘object-in-formation’. Those observations that did emerge in the form 
WN  [\]LQW IVVW\I\QWV[XZW^QLMI TWOWN  \MKPVQKIT IVL ZMÆMK\Q^MVW\M[ IVL
scribbles which point not at an establishing of  viewpoints, but towards a series 
WN IZKQVOIVLW^MZTIXXQVO[\ZMIU[WN \PW]OP\[MM¹<ZIKQVOIVL)[[MUJTQVOº
WV XIOM ! 1\ Q[ WVTa TI\MZ I\ I _ZQ\QVO LM[S [QN\QVO \PZW]OP \PM KWV\IK\
sheets, annotations, images of  similar artworks or artefacts, academic papers 
IVL\M`\JWWS[\PI\1UQOP\PI^M[\IZ\ML\WNMMT[]ٻKQMV\TaZMUW^MLNZWU\PM
M`XMZQMVKMWN XPa[QKITTaUISQVO\W[\MXJIKSQVWZLMZ\WÅVLI\ZIV[Q\QWVIT
point from which to establish a series of  meta-analytic frames through which 
these apparently truculent art ‘objects’ might be explained. Yet even here 
1 ÅVL Ua[MTN  KI]OP\ ]X QV \PM M^MV\ WN  _ZQ\QVO NZWU _PQKP \PM UI\MZQIT[
collected and collated for the purposes of  ‘reveal[ing] the plurality of  new 
views’ (ibid, p.101), are assembled and disassembled in varying formulations. 
<PMUI\MZQIT[WN »ÅMTL_WZS¼XPW\WOZIXP[WN W]\KWUM[/8;\ZIKS[LZI_QVO[
and notebooks, etc., take new forms in the image ‘archive’ (Lorimer, 2010) 
and ‘transcript’ (Laurier, 2013). 
<PM »ZM^MITQVO¼ OIbM WN  ;]TTQ^IV¼[ ZMÆM`Q^M ]VLMZ[\IVLQVO WN  KZMI\Q^M
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practice implies distance from the event or act in order to invoke a meta-
framing of  the self  doing research, one that is ‘one step up’ from the research 
process and in which it is ‘both feasible and important to talk about something 
and simultaneously talk (at least a little) about the talking itself ’ (Pels, 2000, 
X *]\ QV \]ZVQVO \W_IZL[ [MTNZMÆM`Q^M UWLM[ WN  IVITa[Q[ \W IKPQM^M I
greater depth of  insight into creative processes, how do we maintain a 
XTIKM NWZ \PW[M IٺMK\Q^M [\I\M[ WZ UW^MUMV\M`XMZQMVKM[ \PI\ WKK]Z QV \PM
M`XMZQUMV\IT [XIKM WN  \PM [\]LQW aM\ LWV¼\ Å\ MI[QTa _Q\PQV \PM []JRMK\Q^M
XW[Q\QWVQVO\PI\KMZ\IQV\aXM[WN UM\PWLWTWOQKITZMÆM`Q^Q\aQUXTa',MKWLQVO
and interpreting the written and audio annotations made in the studio or 







Q\ \PM KTIQU \PI\ ZMÆM`Q^Q\a I[ I KWV\MUXWZIZa \PMWZM\QKIT \WWT KI[\[ IV
QVKQ[Q^M KZQ\QKIT MaM W^MZ \PM W]\UWLML IVL »]VZMÆM`Q^M¼ XZIK\QKM[ WN  W]Z
predecessors, often fails to recognise the degree to which these too often ‘had 
\PMQZ¹ZMÆM`Q^MºUWLM[IVLUWUMV\[¼X\PI\_MZMWN\MVLMMXTaI[[WKQI\ML
with disciplinary or programmatic approaches to knowledge production:
-IKP WN  \PM ZMÆM`Q^Q\QM[ QV Ua QV^MV\WZa¸UMKPIVQKIT
substantive, methodological, meta-theoretical, interpretative and 
ethnomethodological—involves some sort of  recursive turning back, 
but what does the turning, how it turns, and with what implications 
LQٺMZ[NZWUKI\MOWZa\WKI\MOWZaIVLM^MVNZWUWVMKI[M\WIVW\PMZ
_Q\PQVIOQ^MVKI\MOWZa<PMM`\IV\^MZ[QWV[WN ZMÆM`Q^Q\aOWITWVO
with divisions among schools, programmes and perspectives in 
philosophy and the human sciences. (Lynch, 2000, p.34)
Lynch proposes a recognition of  LQٺMZMVKM over quantity, arguing that what 




arguments advanced by Barrett and Crouch. Barrett, for example, suggests an 
QLMIWN MXQ[\MUQKZMÆM`Q^Q\aJI[MLWV*W]ZLQM]QV_PQKP»ZMÆM`Q^Q\aLMUIVL[
that both the researcher and her/his methods be submitted to the same 
Y]M[\QWV[\PI\IZMI[SMLWN \PMWJRMK\WN \PMMVY]QZa¼*IZZM\\IX
or as Bourdieu puts it ‘[h]ow and by what right can the researcher ask, about 
researchers of  the past, questions that he does not put to himself  (and vice 
^MZ[I'¼*W]ZLQM]!!X!<W[]JUQ\JW\P\PM»WJRMK\WN MVY]QZa¼IVL
\PMWJRMK\QNaQVOOIbMQ\[MTNLMUIVL[ILW]JTMWJRMK\QÅKI\QWV\PI\LMXMVL[WVI
further detached position ‘from which it is possible to objectify naive practice’ 
4aVKP X.WZ*W]ZLQM] \PQ[ ZMÆM`Q^Q\a Q[ O]QLMLJa I\\MUX\[ \W
establish the social determinations behind all epistemic structures, an attempt 
to see the social (collective) behind the personal, and in doing so is resolutely 
impersonal and anti-narcissistic. And yet paradoxically, by returning the 
emphasis to the individual analyst, and creating an object of  the objectifying 
OIbM\PMZMQ[QV\PMWZa\PMLIVOMZ\PI\\PQ[NWZUWN ZMÆM`Q^Q\abecomes both 
VIZKQ[[Q[\QK IVL QVÅVQ\MTa ZMK]Z[Q^M 8MT[  X# 5I\WV  X
;WKQWTWOQ[\3IZT5I\WVLM[KZQJM[\PMXZWJTMUTQSM\PQ["
Imagine, for example, an author or knower A, who analyses an 
object of  study B to produce knowledge C … Following Bourdieu’s 
M`IUXTM \PQ[J]LLQVOZMÆM`Q^MI]\PWZKWVL]K\[IVIVITa[Q[WN  \PM
relation between himself  or herself  and the object so as to produce 
I UWZM ZMÆM`Q^M IKKW]V\ \PI\ Q[ \PM WJRMK\QNaQVO ZMTI\QWV )*
JMKWUM[IVWJRMK\WN QVY]QZa7JRMK\QNaQVOWJRMK\QÅKI\QWVQV\PQ[_Ia
however, raises the question of  the relation of  A to this new object 
of  inquiry (A-B): In what ways does the objectifying relation between 
A and A- B shape the resultant knowledge claims, C? It becomes, 
QVW\PMZ_WZL[ I N]Z\PMZXW[[QJTM NWK][ NWZ ZMÆM`Q^M IVITa[Q[<PQ[
ZMK]Z[ NWZI\ MIKP [\IOM \PMXZWL]K\WN  ZMÆM`Q^MIVITa[Q[JMKWUM[
IVM_WJRMK\ NWZWJRMK\QÅKI\QWV# Q\ Q[IT_Ia[XZWL]KMLJaI[WKQITTa
positioned actor in an objectifying relation, providing the potential for 
ZMÆM`Q^MZMOZM[[QWV°<PQ[NWZUWN ZMÆM`Q^Q\aIT[WY]QKSTaJMKWUM[
VIZKQ[[Q[\QK)T\PW]OPKWVKMZVML_Q\P¹WJRMK\QNaQVOWJRMK\QÅKI\QWVº




Bourdieu himself  was not unaware of  the paradoxical possibilities, but he 
saw his own self-referential appearance in his work ‘not in a narcissistic sense, 
but as one representative of  a category’ (Bourdieu cited in Pels, 2000, p.13). 
It is this categorical distinction between the individual and her determination 
in relation to a social collective that Crouch also sees as providing a critical 
self-awareness that preserves self-actualisation from narcissism (2007, p.108). 
)V\PWVa /QLLMV[ XZW^QLM[ \PM ^MZ[QWV WN  [MTNZMÆM`Q^Q\a \PI\ +ZW]KP [MM[
I[WٺMZQVO\PMUW[\IXXZWXZQI\MZW]\MUIXW]\WN [MTNQVL]TOMV\[]JRMK\Q^M
VIZZI\Q^M[ X 0M ZIQ[M[ \PM Y]M[\QWV »CPEW_ UIVa QVLQ^QL]IT[ LM\IKP
themselves from their cultural circumstances in order to dispassionately assess 
their actions?’ (p.107), and extends the idea of  a performative attitude in 
order to create ‘the potential for the individual to assess the creative act from 
W]\[QLMWN \PMIK\\PMVILWX\QVOIZMÆM`Q^M^ QM_XWQV\ITTW_[IV]VLMZ[\IVLQVO
of  the creative process from a subjective viewpoint, revealing the dynamic 
relationship between the context, construction and the articulation of  the 
IK\¼X 1VLWQVO[WPMKWV[\Z]K\[\PMQLMIWN IZMÆM`Q^M[]JRMK\Q^Q\aNZWU
outside the activities or events of  creation, and reaches towards an image 
WN  \PM ZMÆM`Q^M XZIK\Q\QWVMZ I[ I UWZM KZQ\QKITTa OZW]VLML ZM[MIZKPMZ *]\
by abstracting the researcher from their actions, does he not also deny the 
XW[[QJQTQ\a \PI\JMQVO QV\PMIK\WN KZMI\Q^MM`XMZQMVKM Q[ \PMÅMTL QV_PQKP
subjectivities are also constructed? Perhaps there is a need to consider the 
possibility that the ‘event itself  is a subjective self-creation’ (Massumi, 2011, 
p.8). For both Barrett and Crouch, the bigger project is centred on ensuring 
greater research presence in the visual arts within an Australian university 
culture, and in establishing research methods that might be more broadly 
accepted within this academic environment. The need to demonstrate the 
potential newness of  artistic research methodologies, and simultaneously 
assert their rigour, is often manifested in introductions that stress the 
particularities of  artistic practices whilst aligning them to the social sciences 
KN*WZOLWZٺ
And yet over the last decade many writers in the social sciences are 
TWWSQVO\W_IZL\PMIK\Q^MMVMZOaIVLIٺMK\Q^MQV\MV[Q\aWN IZ\UISQVOIVL




the research environment (Vannini, 2015). Many emphasise the experimental 
and unpredictable potential of  a broad range of  practices, from studio to 
TIJWZI\WZaIVL[MM\PMUI[WٺMZQVOUWZMXTIaN]TWXMVMVLMLIVLU]\IJTM
understandings of  a world whose wholeness and solidity has been assumed, 
perhaps, for too long (cf. Knorr Cetina, 2001; Thrift, 2008; Massumi, 
;W NWZM`IUXTM_PMV [KQMVKM [WKQWTWOQ[\3IZQV3VWZZ+M\QVII[S[
‘how can we theorize practice in a way that allows for the engrossment and 
excitement—the emotional basis—of  research work? What characterization 
of  practice might make the notion more dynamic and include within it the 
potential for change?’ (Knorr Cetina, 2001, p.184), I believe she is asking us 
\WKWV[QLMZI\PMWZQ[I\QWVWN XZIK\QKM\PI\ZM[Q[\[Å`MLZMXZM[MV\I\QWVX!
QVNI^W]ZWN QVKWUXTM\MVM[[IVLITIKSWN »WJRMK\Q^Q\a¼X!:I\PMZ\PIV
seeing the epistemic practices as simply learned behaviour that is we ‘deploy 
or enact in concrete situations’, Knorr Cetina argues for a less ontologically 
solid understanding ‘based upon a form of  relationship… that by the nature 
of  its dynamic transforms itself  and the entities formed by the relationship’ 
X!#KN1VOWTLX!+]T\]ZITOMWOZIXPMZ6QOMT<PZQN\I[[MUJTM[
his argument not in the laboratory but directly in dance studio, proclaiming: 
I want to pull the energy of  the performing arts into the social 
[KQMVKM[QVWZLMZ\WUISMQ\MI[QMZ\W¹KZI_TW]\\W\PMMLOMWN \PMKTQٺ
of  the conceptual”… To see what will happen. To let the event sing 
you. To some this will appear a retrograde step: hasn’t the history of  
the social sciences been about attaining the kind of  rigour that the 
performing arts supposedly lack? … I believe that the performing 
arts can have as much rigour as any other experimental set-up, once 
it is understood that the laboratory, and all the models that have 
resulted from it, provide much too narrow a metaphor to be able 
to capture the richness of  the worlds… Consider just the rehearsal: 
would anyone seriously say that it is not a rigorous entity? (Thrift, 
2008, p.12)
6MQ\PMZ 3VWZZ +M\QVI WZ <PZQN\ MV\QZMTa RM\\Q[WV ZMÆM`Q^M KWV[KQW][VM[[ QV
favour of  a form of  naïve practice, and indeed for Knorr Cetina it is precisely 
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a dissociative moment in routine practice that invokes the researcher’s 
I_IZMVM[[WN JMQVO»QVZMTI\QWV¼3VWZZ+M\QVIXX   !)VL_PQT[\
<PZQN\[MM[\PMQLMIWN »XZQ^QTMOQVOZMÆM`Q^MKWV[KQW][VM[[IVLQ\[XZM\MV[QWV[
to invariance’ (p.13) as providing no greater critical insight, neither does he 
want to drop the human subject entirely; rather he sees the human subject 
UQ`ML _Q\P W\PMZ »[]JRMK\[¼ QV »QTTLMÅVML KWV[\MTTI\QWV[¼ IVL »QVKZMI[QVOTa
polymorphous combinations’ (Thrift, 2008, p.118). However, Thrift rejects 
the possibility of  maintaining unequivocal positionality by asserting that there 
Q[»VWTWVOMZ[]KPI\PQVOI[IZMTI\Q^MTaÅ`MLIVLKWV[Q[\MV\XMZ[WV¸IXMZ[WV
with a recognisable identity—confronting a potentially predicable world but 
rather two turbulences enmeshed with each other’ (Phillips cited in Thrift, 
2008, p.13). And it is precisely this interest in the quasi-chaos of  practice, 
‘compelled by their own demonstrations’ that leaves room for ‘values like 
messiness, and operators like the mistake, the stumble and the stutter’ (p.18), 
which provide opportunities to consider the epistemic untidiness of  artistic 
work in terms of  a research engagement.
;WQV\PQ[[\]La1LZI_WV_Ia[WN \PQVSQVO\PI\IZM[WUM_PI\[KMX\QKIT
of  the ‘metaphysical aura and (apparent) ideological potency’ (Lynch, 2000, 
XIKKWZLML\WKMZ\IQVSQVL[WN ZMÆM`Q^M_ZQ\QVOIVLUISQVO\PI\KTIQU[
to achieve greater methodological rigour by developing an idea of  a meta-
analytic subject that sits outside the event of  practice. Instead I prefer to draw 
on theorisations that attempt to take account of  the ontological insecurities 
and subject-forming possibilities of  a dynamic research environment. In part 
\PQ[Q[IVIKSVW_TMLOMUMV\WN \PMQVÆ]MVKMWN IV]UJMZWN _ZQ\MZ[_PW[\Ia
faithful to the idea of  a radical empiricism, which include Thrift (2008, p.5), 
5I[[]UQX!IVL3WV\\]ZQX:ILQKITMUXQZQKQ[U_PQKP
originates in the work of  American pragmatist William James, emphasises 
continual change, or as Massumi describes: ‘[w]hat is radical about radical 
empiricism is that there are not on the one hand objective-transformations-
leading-to-functional-ends and on the other, experiences-and-percepts 
corresponding to them in the subject… both are in the transition. Things and 
their experiences are together in the transition’ (2011, p.30). 
Although this is by no means a study in radical empiricism, what these 
Three Movements
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ideas lend to the practical-theoretical journey is a sense of  immersion and 
IV MٺWZ\ \W IKSVW_TMLOM \PI\ \PM IK\QWV WN  KZMI\QWV Q[ IT[W \PM IK\QWV WN 
subject and object creation that is continually remade in new meshworks 
of  relation. These movements are less described than echoed in the research 
through passages that attempt to make sense of  the chaotic, partial and 
contingent associations variously in-formation during the course of  the study. 
At times these appear as elliptical dialogues rather than neat correlations 
JM\_MMVIK\QWV[IVLMٺMK\[)K\QVOI[UIZSMZ[ZI\PMZ\PIVLQ[KZM\MXZIK\QKIT
‘projects’ in which research was ‘put to work’, three exhibitions form instances 
of  practical intensity through and around which theoretical formulations 




QV\ZWL]KM[ \PM ÅZ[\ WN  \PZMM M`PQJQ\QWV[ Meeting Place: Contemporary Art and 
the Museum Collection (2007), which was to be situated at the Russell-Cotes 
Museum and Gallery in Bournemouth. The museum, once the home of  
Victorian hoteliers and art collectors Merton and Annie Russell-Cotes, is now 
one of  Bournemouth’s cultural attractions and houses, among other things, 
a sizeable collection of  British Pre-Raphaelite paintings. The premise of  
the exhibition gestured towards a series of  recent curatorial interventions in 
which contemporary artworks intervene or share space with historic cultural 
collections, often with the idea that one might shed a critical light on the 
other. 
At the beginning of  the 2007 I had been exploring the use of  drawing 
along with audio and video recording, and geographical information systems 
/1; LI\I NZWU /8; \ZIKSQVO LM^QKM[ 1 I\\MUX\ML \W TW[M Ua[MTN  QV \PM
British countryside and record the experience of  ‘becoming familiar’ with a 
place. I also tried to see how accurately I could narrate the passing landscape 




XTIKMUISQVO \W JMKWUQVO NIUQTQIZ _Q\P I [XMKQÅK MV^QZWVUMV\ 1V \PM[M
early experiments I was sceptical of  idea that technology would provide 
a more truthful account of  the event, yet still held to the idea that its use 
provided a certain facticity in what were a series of  largely subject-centred 
artistic ventures. This was less a question of  putting creative practice ‘in the 
¹[MZ^QKMº WN  OMWOZIXPa¼ 0I_SQV[  X \PIV IV MٺWZ\ \W M[\IJTQ[P
some form of  neutral, systematic and experimental process that might 
legitimise strategies for creating visual arts works within an idea of  doing 
research. Underlying this was a certain nervousness about the role of  practice 
as research, a nervousness that is not entirely unfounded given the debates 
\PI\[]ZZW]VLML\PMZMTI\QWV[PQXJM\_MMVÅVMIZ\IVLIKILMUQKZM[MIZKP[MM
IT[W*WZOLWZٺ
When an opportunity arose to contribute to a group project around a 
U][M]U QV *W]ZVMUW]\P 1 \WWS Q\ I[ Q\ IXXMIZML \W WٺMZ \PM XW[[QJQTQ\a
WN  \]ZVQVO \PM[M MIZTa _IVLMZQVO[ NZWU \PM TIVL[KIXM \W I LQٺMZMV\ SQVL
of  environment—the interior of  a public museum. Here, perhaps, I might 
OM\\W»SVW_¼IXTIKMQVILQٺMZMV\_IaWVM_PQKPKW]TLJMVI^QOI\MLI[I
curated environment with a deeply layered history, but one that might also 
be mapped subjectively. Certainly there are no shortages of  references to 
\PMPWUM\W\ZI^MTIVL\WIKWTWVQITM`W\QKQ[U<PQ[Q[ÅT\MZML\PZW]OP\PM
composition and display of  objects, reconstructed interior spaces, positioning 
of  explanatory texts, and by the addition of  a gift shop and café. This glorious 
decorative time capsule feels isolated from the outside world. Perhaps this is 
why I approached the Russell-Cotes as if  it were an island rather than a 
public space. 
The initial works described the edges and outlines as I was walking the 
boundaries of  the museum. Made from observation in continuous lines they 
were direct drawings that described the movement of  following the edge of  
something, taking in the smallest turns. Moving inside the museum these 
continued to follow the same journey, this time around tables, skirtings, 
decorative frames or displayed artefacts. I had in mind that it was a way of  
Overleaf:
Fig. 2.2: Preliminary tracings for 




generating some kind of  ‘visual data’, but it became a means of  describing 
the dynamics of  my own movements, across the street, the room or the page, 
that seemed to enmesh the acts of  looking and moving. 
Later these drawings would become part of  more elaborate assemblages 
that attempted to harness together my own journeys with photographs of  
artefacts and images of  social struggle that were contemporaneous with 
the dates and places of  Annie and Merton Russell Cotes global travels, the 
Victorian owners who collected the assembled artefacts and who bequeathed 
\PMU][M]U \W \PMKQ\a QV!.ZWU \PM[M_MZMKWV[\Z]K\ML \_W QUIOM[
made up of  tracings that would form various architectural and artefactual 
MTMUMV\[ QV\W LMKWZI\Q^M ÆW]ZQ[PM[ WZ ^QOVM\\M[ <PM[M _MZM QV\MVLML I[
attempts to reassemble of  the existing order of  presentation, one which 
temporarily bound artefacts, display cases, annotations and signage to an 
order of  coloured rooms, paths and vistas throughout the interior of  the 
public museum. But it was also an approach to creating work that fell into 
line with overarching curatorial ambitions of  our contemporary intercession, 
that is to ‘intervene’ by way of  inserting our own work into the logic of  the 
museum display.
5]KP TI\MZ ZMÆMK\QVO WV \PM [PW_ IVL WV Ua W_V ZM[XWV[M[ \PM
curatorial predisposition towards institutional critique would, itself, raise new 
spatial questions. These were less easy to visualise than the marking out of  
architectural extents, but they would become pivotal in directing attention 
towards the activity of  creating work rather than an interpretation of  the 
outcome. This move was, in part, an attempt to move the focus of  research 
beyond an idea that by reframing this historic collection in relation to 
contemporary cultural concerns I might reveal the hidden power geometries 
underlying the display (cf. Kwon, 2004, p.47). 
(2.)
Originally sketched out with the title Island, the exhibition Borderlands took 
XTIKMIaMIZTI\MZQV <PM[MKWVLUW^MUMV\¹1[TIVL[ºNWK][M[WV\PM




visual artists. They would consider not only geographic ideas, but also the 
bordering between the visual work and written text, all of  which aimed at the 
idea of  a discretely bounded entity, and a negotiation of  the boundaries that 
appear to describe it.
The work produced for this show was grounded on a return to the studio, 
or at least that temporary part of  the home I appropriated for the purpose 
of  creative production. In claiming a small area of  the house as a studio 
space the works I began to produce became contingent on the environment 
in which they were being created. The two by four metre space, one half  
WN I[PIZMLWٻKM[TI[PJW`ZWWUIٺWZLMLIKMZ\IQV[KITMWN IZ\XZWL]K\Q^M
activity, and whilst there was nothing preventing works from being created 
independently from the space, there was also a sense that the space in which 
works were created had some impact on the kind of  works produced. As a 
[MTNZMÆM`Q^M ZMNMZMVKM \W \PM TWK][WN  IZ\Q[\QKXZWL]K\QWV Q\_W]TLJMKWUM
one that progressed beyond the idea of  the studio as simply ‘a symbolic place 
of  production’ that might be contrasted with the street or site (cf. Wallace, 
2012, pp.170-171), towards one that was constantly under (re)construction. 
Attending to what these arrangements of  objects, technologies and human 
agents did, rather than what they represented, developed as a semblance of  
these activities as an entity also began to form.
(3.)
Four years later, in 2012, the exhibition, Drawing Lines in the Sand, opened 
WV+WKSI\WW1[TIVLQV;aLVMa0IZJW]Z<PM\PQZLUW^MUMV\¹0WUMIVL
Abroad”, follows the creation and distribution of  work for a show that was by 
far the longest in development and most ambitious in production. The image-
WJRMK\[\PI\ÅVITTaUILMQ\\W)][\ZITQIMUMZOMLNZWU[QUQTIZZMIZZIVOMUMV\[
of  household space and matter as the preceding works for Borderlands. But 
if  these beginnings sprung from assemblages of  domestic detritus they 
quickly departed from the near-habitual behaviours that had begun to form 
a regulated method for producing certain kinds of  island-images. 
Whereas Borderlands turned in on a space of  creative activity, in the 
process becoming increasingly self-referential, Drawing Lines in the Sand 
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pointed towards a series of  geographical locations that were not only 
JMaWVL \PM _ITT[ WN  \PM PWUM [\]LQW J]\ WN\MV Ua ÅZ[\PIVL M`XMZQMVKM
7VMWN \PM[MTWKI\QWV[_I[+WKSI\WW1[TIVLQV;aLVMaPIZJW]Z/ZI^Q\I\QVO
\W_IZL[\PMWVTaM`XMZQMVKM[1PILWN )][\ZITQI\PMÅZ[\QUIOM[MKPWML\PW[M
representations of  landscapes often found on souvenir tea towels or printed 
on ceramic ornaments. I associated some of  these with objects that returned 
with my grandmother on the trips she made to see our aunt, who emigrated 
to Australia in the mid-nineteen sixties, and others with ideas of  British 
landscapes that I found in local charity shops. As the images progressed I 
found myself  collecting material, both as a reference and for its potential use, 
in the gift and charity shops on the local high street. Gathering artefacts such 
as ceramic tankards or printed with picturesque images of  rural scenes was a 
means of  alluding to the exchange of  landscape narratives that accompanied 
the gifting of  souvenir objects. Many of  the objects that accumulated in 
charity shop windows already showed signs of  travel fatigue. From their 
original source of  consumption; gifted and displayed; exchanged or bartered 
for; reused and recycled through the secondhand outlets in the town centre. 
Working with these objects created new dynamics and new problems. 
These might be summed up, as the artist Richard Wentworth does (Wentworth, 
!  " "QV\MZU[WN U]\]ITKWWXMZI\QWV*]\_PQT[\\PMKWTTMK\ML
objects can be seem as more or less useful in one or other personal artistic 
scheme, their co-operation was not a one-way thing—objects impressed 
material and iconic qualities that shaped the direction of  work in the studio. 
And these charity-shop bibelots were not the only objects that were being 
assembled. In this phase of  the research attention also turned to the things 
JMQVONWZUMLI[IZ\_WZS[IVL\W\PMQZUWJQTQ[I\QWV,QOQ\ITQUIOMÅTM[+),
LZI_QVO[TI[MZK]\IVLPMI\NWZUMLXTI[\QK[+6+ZW]\MZMLÅJZMJWIZL_MZM
ordered, shipped, emailed. Versions, mock-ups, tests. Underlying the careful 
construction of  each image was a meshwork of  exchanges that brought new 
arrangements of  material through the rooms I appropriated as studio spaces 
or workshops. 
<PMÅVIT_WZS[UILM\PMQZ_Ia\WIVLJIKSNZWU)][\ZITQI_Q\PW]\UM
and whilst I started out with the semblance of  half-remembered souvenir 
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gifts that described a place I have never been to, the resulting artworks were 
repeatedly reconstituted into a various alternative narratives of  place and 
displacement. In Australia the image-objects I produced were themselves re-
XZWL]KML QV ÆaMZ[ XZM[[ ZMTMI[M[ UIOIbQVM IZ\QKTM[ _MJ[Q\M[ WV[Q\M \ITS[
and catalogue pages, often alongside descriptions, explanations and other 
discursive tracts. Together these images, texts and objects became part of  a 
curatorial response to Cockatoo Island’s institutional heritage, to the legacies 
of  colonialism, to ideas of  interiority and exteriority in an Australian context, 
and to ‘the Western colonialist tropism of  island territories as condensed sites 
of  acquisition, containment and control.’ (McMahon cited in Taylor and 
8MTW\WVVX-IKP ZMXZM[MV\I\QWV QV^WT^M[UISQVO \PM_WZSIVM_
in which constellations of  material objects, biographical events, contextual 
links form a continuum of  successive ‘takings’, a term Brian Massumi uses 
to describe the relaying between events through which experience forms an 
object of  itself  (2011, p.8).
;WQV\PMTI[\WN \PM[MM`PQJQ\QWV[\PMNWK][\]ZV[\W_IZL[\ZI^MTTQVOVW\
Fig. 2.3: Pencil sketch for6ILQZ2008.
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simply of  the artworks but, as geographer Tim Cresswell puts it, the ‘ideas 
that travel alongside humans and things.’ (Cresswell, 2014, p.713). This is not 
to turn away from material agency of  the work in favour of  an interpretation 
of  what they mean or show, rather it is to follow a co-presence of  ideas, 
humans and things in motion.
As I have previously noted, these exhibitions were not conceived or narrated 
as ends in themselves, that is, they are not discrete case-studies or separate 
ZM[MIZKPXZWRMK\[_Q\PLMÅVQ\Q^MW]\KWUM[J]\XWQV\[QV\PMXZWOZM[[QWVWN 
practical engagements around which rumination and discussion take place. 
;WUM NMMT TQSM \]ZVQVO XWQV\[ IT\PW]OP \PM[M [PQN\[ QV LQZMK\QWV UIa PI^M
felt marginal at the time, a question of  degrees rather than a seismic lurch. 
Once travelled, however, some of  these small rifts begin to look like chasms. 
It is often between these projects, as a culmination and separation from one 




of  the research. 
If  one recurrent motif  that weaves between these pulses of  creative intensity 
might be brought to mind here it is that of  the island. It is an image that 
immediately seems to conjure separation and origination, or as Gilles Deleuze 
describes it ‘extends the double movement’ (Deleuze, 2004, p.10) not simply 
of  being formed in its singularity, but also of  forming in the imagination a 
separation from the world. Geographer John R. Gillis also remarks on the 
hold that islands have had on the Western imagination, observing that the 
‘image of  the island was one of  humanity’s initial means of  thinking about 
its place in the world and in the cosmos’ (2007, p.275). But Gillis also goes 
WV\WZMÆMK\WVJW\P\PMXMZ^I[Q^MVM[[IVL\PMXMZ[]I[Q^MVM[[WN \PQ[QUIOM
in helping to form an idea of  the world in terms of  neatly bounded entities 
and insulated things. Citing the American poet and travel writer Gretel 
-PZTQKP PM LZI_[ XIZITTMT[ JM\_MMV Q[TIVL[ IVL SVW_TMLOM NWZUI\QWV" »<W




more attention to the gap between these bounded entities, in this case the 
movements between islands and sea. Numerous similar arguments, advanced 
by geographers such as Kenneth Olwig, (2007), Godfrey Baldacchino (2007), 
-TIQVM;\ZI\NWZL # [MM IT[W;\ZI\NWZL M\ IT  IVL/TWZQI8]VOM\\Q
(2012), urge us to ‘unsettle certain tropes: singularity, isolation, dependency 
IVLXMZQXPMZITQ\a¼QVWZLMZ\W]VLMZ[\IVL»PW_\PQ[¹_WZTLWN Q[TIVL[ºUQOP\
JM M`XMZQMVKML QV \MZU[ WN  VM\_WZS[ I[[MUJTIOM[ ÅTIUMV\[ KWVVMK\Q^M
\Q[[]M UWJQTQ\QM[ IVL U]T\QXTQKQ\QM[ ;\ZI\NWZL M\ IT  X 1N  \PM[M
projects share this island-motif  it is perhaps with the acknowledgement that 
thinking of  islands, and perhaps with islands, is also bound up in a transition 







Walking, Drawing & Map-Making
Central to this chapter is the creation of  work for the exhibition Meeting Place: 
Contemporary Art and the Museum Collection, a group exhibition that the curators 
intended to be both a response to, and an intervention in the housing of  a 
historic collection of  artefacts at the Russell-Cotes Museum and Gallery. This 
show, however, also occupies the middle-ground between two other bodies 
of  map-related works, narrated here in the sections “Driving Blind & LOST 
in Dorset”, and “A Swiss Sojourn”. These ambulatory drawing excursions 
QV\ZWL]KM[WUMWN \PMLQٻK]T\QM[1MVKW]V\MZMLQVMeeting Place and extend 
some of  the more performative aspects of  drawing following the show, in order 
\WNWZMNZWV\\PMÆW_WN \PMLZI_QVOM`XMZQMVKM5IVaWN \PM[MMIZTaQLMI[
_MZMO]QLMLJa\PMKWV^QK\QWV\PI\1_I[»UIXXQVO¼QVWVM_IaWZIVW\PMZ




tried to draw whilst walking through these environments.
1V\PMÅZ[\UWV\P[WN [\]La1LM^W\MLIOWWLLMITWN Ua\QUM\WJW\P\PM
history and activities of  artists that have used, and are still using, mapping 
XZIK\QKM[I[IKMV\ZITI[XMK\WN \PMQZ_WZS<PM[MQVÆ]MVKM[IVLZMNMZMVKM[
_MZMOI\PMZMLI[U]KPNZWU\PMXW[\[\]LQWM^QK\QWV[WN \PMTI\M!¼[I[
they were from the recent growth in various forms of  artistic cartography 
(Bourriaud, 2003; Watson, 2009) that are often centred on critical engagements 
within contemporary cityspace. A number of  these, for example Christian 
6WTL¼[[MZQM[WN MUW\QWVUIX[#KN6WTL!WZ8QMZZM2W[MXP¼[XTIV
WN \PM8IZQ[5u\ZWI\\MUX\\WZMQV[MZ\IP]UIV[]JRMK\Q^Q\aQV\W\PMQZ
mappings as an apparent challenge to the neutrality of  cartographic science. 
0W_M^MZQ\Q[LQٻK]T\\W[Ia_PM\PMZ\PMIZ\_WZS[1JMOIVUISQVOQV
preceded or progressed from the idea of  cognitive or emotional map-making, 
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Fig. 3.1: Sketchbook drawings made on 
motorway journeys, 2002 
[QVKM\PMZMPILJMMVI[MZQM[WN WVOWQVO[SM\KPJWWS[\PI\»UIXXML¼QVITWW[M
[MV[MUW\WZ_IaRW]ZVMa[\PI\1PIL\ISMV\PZW]OP-]ZWXMQV\PMXZM^QW][
two to three years—maps that focussed on repetitious images of  road markers 
IVL UW\WZ_Ia IZKPQ\MK\]ZM J]\ 1 IT[W KIUM \W \PW[M MIZTa »XZWRMK\[¼ _Q\P





IXXZWXZQI\M \W ILIX\ IV M`Q[\QVO _Ia WN  _WZSQVO \W I\\MVL \W \PQ[ [XMKQÅK
Y]M[\QWVJ]\\WÅVLI_IaWN IZ\QK]TI\QVOQ\[W\PI\Q\UQOP\JMKWV[QLMZML
_Q\PQV\PMNZIUM_WZSWN »ZM[MIZKP¼1TWWSMLNWZI[MZQM[WN KWV\M`\]ITXQ^W\[
from within the visual arts that were directed at similar problems. These 
KIUM NZWU UQL \W TI\M \_MV\QM\P KMV\]Za -]ZWXMIV IVL )UMZQKIV _WZS[
whose central concerns had been the representation and presentation of  
[XIKMIVL_PW[MXZQVKQXITQV\MZM[\[UQOP\JMLMÅVML]VLMZ\PMJIVVMZWN 





a broad range of  literary, artistic and political strategies for dealing with the 
environment (Coverley, 2006, p.9).
1 ITZMILa PIL [WUM SVW_TMLOM WN  \_MV\QM\P KMV\]Za IZ\Q[\[ IVL
K]T\]ZIT IK\Q^Q[\[ NWZ M`IUXTM \PM ;Q\]I\QWVQ[\ 1V\MZVI\QWVIT _PW PIL [M\
out to present an experiential understanding of  the city as a retort to the 
J]ZMI]KZI\QKI]\PWZQ\aWN ]ZJIVXTIVVMZ[IVLLM^MTWXMZ[1ZMKWOVQ[ML\PI\
this had developed in late-twentieth century post-urban landscape, into a 
search for new spatial understandings that acknowledged a shift towards 
the periphery and away from the progressively regionalised centres of  the 
UWLMZVQ[\UM\ZWXWTQ[1IT[W[I_\PMLMJ\UaW_VUIXXQVOXQMKM[W_ML\W
British psychogeographers such as Richard Long and Hamish Fulton, whose 





Fig. 3.2: Stills from Driving Blind
Digital Video.

Fig. 3.3: From the sketchbook LOST in 
Dorset
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the land and landscape. These seemed important considerations as the early 
practical work was located miles from the nearest urban metropolis, around 
the open agricultural spaces and villages of  North Dorset.
)[ 1 TWWSML \W_IZL[ UWZM ZMKMV\ _WZS[ 1 JMOIV \W NZIUM \PM[M MIZTa
experiments in relation to the interests of  recent contemporary artists such 
as Franz Ackermann, Nathan Carter and Christian Nold, and alongside 
\PMWZM\QKITLM^MTWXUMV\[_Q\PQV\PMÅMTL\PI\PI[JMKWUMSVW_VI[»KZQ\QKIT
KIZ\WOZIXPa¼ ?WWL !!# +ZIUX\WV # KN +ZIUX\WV IVL 3ZaOQMZ
2006). Between these disciplinary perspectives a narrative began to develop in 
which assumptions about the oppositional role played by artists in strategically 
un-mapping or re-mapping underlying power geometries and signifying 
systems of  maps, gave way to a more process-orientated understanding that 





ZIQ[ML Y]M[\QWV[ IJW]\ \PM _Ia 1 \PW]OP\ WN  \PM WJRMK\[ 1 XZWL]KML UWZM
broadly.
Driving Blind & LOST in Dorset
<PM ÅZ[\ _WZS[ 1 XZWL]KML I[ XIZ\ WN  \PQ[ [\]La 1 KWV[QLMZML I[ \IK\QKIT
endeavours — played out in the form of  discrete projects. Driving Blind 
ÅONWZUML\PMÅZ[\M`XMZQUMV\ITXQMKMQV_PQKP1LWK]UMV\ML




QV \PM \]ZV[ IVL J]UX[ [W]VL[ IVL [UMTT[ WN  I ZW]\M 1 PIL \ISMVUIVa
\QUM[JMNWZM8MZPIX[ \PMJMTQMN  \PI\[WUM_PMZMPQLLMVJMPQVL\PM\ISMV
NWZOZIV\MLM`XMZQMVKM[WN \ZI^MTTQVO\PQ[ZW]\M1PILKWV[\Z]K\MLI[MV[WZa
UIX\PI\UQOP\JMZM^MITMLJa\PMLMXZQ^I\QWVWN ^Q[QWV)VL1NMT\\PI\QV





[WUM\PQVO »NIK\]IT¼¸I KPIZ\ \PI\ UMI[]ZML \PM \QUM JM\_MMV _PMV 1
LM[KZQJMLIXTIKM1\PW]OP\_M_MZMXI[[QVOIVL\PMXWQV\I\_PQKP_MXI[[ML
Q\ZMKWZLMLWVI^QLMWKIUMZIWV\PMLI[PJWIZL1VIXIZITTMTM`XMZQUMV\IT
work, LOST in DorsetÅO]VLMZ\ISMV[PWZ\TaIN\MZ_IZL[1NMT\1








\PM M`XMZQMVKM[ 1 NMT\ 1 _I[ PI^QVO Ja KWVVMK\QVO \PM XMZNWZUIVKM[ WN 
travelling or moving to the collection of  empirical data through Geographical 
1VNWZUI\QWV;a[\MU[/1;[]KPI[/8;ZMKWZLMZ[)VL[W1\WWS_Q\PUMI
number of  tools to document the experience, an audio recorder to record 
Ua[XWSMV\PW]OP\[IXMVKQTIVLVW\MXIL\WZMKWZLPW_1KWVVMK\ML^Q[]IT
TIVLUIZS[IVLI/8;LM^QKM\WZMKWZLUa_IVLMZQVO[
Both these early works are, in some ways, prescient of  later attempts 
to consider the mobile and contingent creative spaces in which work is 
produced. But these early works were founded on the belief  in space and 
place as distinct objects of  inquiry, hidden entities from which certain 
Y]ITQ\QM[UQOP\JMZM^MITML\PZW]OP_MTTLM[QOVMLIZ\ZM[XWV[M[1PILNZIUML
these ideas against a broad interpretation of  place and space drawn from the 
work of  phenomenological geographers such as Yi-Fu Tuan. The interest in 
I[MV[WZa]VLMZ[\IVLQVOWN »XTIKM¼\PI\_I[LMZQ^MLNZWUIVIٺMK\Q^MJWVL
with the environment (Tuan, 1990, p.4) provided the opportunity to explore 
IXMZKMX\]ITIXXZWIKP\WUIXUISQVO\PI\UQOP\ZMÆMK\WVILQٺMZMV\QI\QWV
between the immediacy of  various experiences of  a place. And yet it was 
IT[WI_IaWN LMÅVQVO»XTIKM¼QV\MZU[WN NIUQTQIZQ\a#XTIKMI[[XIKM_PQKPQ[
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meaningful or in which an emotional relationship has been invested (Tuan, 
2001, pp.6; see also Cresswell, 2004). Conceiving a relationship between the 
two in this way suggested an approach that would navigate a relationship 
between the familiar, the not-yet-familiar and the entirely unfamiliar as if  there 
were a borderline across which the work would navigate these two terms as if  
in tension?PQT[\XMZPIX[VW\WٺMZQVOI_MTTKWV[QLMZMLIZO]UMV\NWZXTIKMI[
meaningful space, this was also to be considered a practical and experimental 
XZWXW[Q\QWVIVQV^WT^MUMV\QV\PMXZWKM[[WN UISQVO»_WZS¼Driving Blind and 




from the experiment, in an attempt to draw on other bodily senses. For the 
[MKWVL1I\\MUX\ML\WLM[KZQJMJW\P^MZJITTaIVL^Q[]ITTa"
<PMXMZ[WV_PWR][\»[MM[¼Q[IVWVTWWSMZI[QOP\[MMZ[WUMWVMVW\
otherwise involved with the scene. The world perceived through the 
eyes is more abstract than that known to us through the senses… A 
human being perceives the world through all senses simultaneously. 
The information potentially available to him is immense. (Tuan, 
p.10).
<PMZM_MZMIT[WV]UMZW][ZMKMV\KZMI\Q^MXZWRMK\[\PI\1NMT\UQOP\XZW^QLM
R][\QÅKI\QWV NWZ \PM[M IXXZWIKPM[ QV \MZU[ WN  JW\P ZM[MIZKP IVL IZ\Q[\QK
production. Some of  these were cartographically-based art projects that 
presented the possibility of  new discourses on place by using collaborative 
\MKPVWTWOQM[ IVL TWKI\Q^M UMLQI WZ OTWJIT XW[Q\QWVQVO [a[\MU[ /8;
Group works such as Urban Tapestries (2002-2004) and Social Tapestries (2004-
 Ja8ZWJW[KQ[KMV\ZMLWV»IN]VLIUMV\ITP]UIVLM[QZM\W¹UIXºIVL
“mark” territory as part of  belonging and of  feeling a sense of  ownership 
WN W]ZMV^QZWVUMV\¼IVLMVIJTM»IKWUU]VQ\a¼[KWTTMK\Q^MUMUWZa\WOZW_
organically, allowing ordinary citizens to embed social knowledge in the new 
wireless landscape of  the city… [and] to enable people as their own authors 
and agents, not merely as consumers of  content provided to them by telecoms 




IT[WQVLQ^QL]ITXZWRMK\[[]KPI[4IaTI+]Z\Q[¼Polar Wandering, (2006) which also 
XZM[MV\ML»[XMKQÅKXWQV\[IVLQVKQLMV\[¼+]Z\Q[ITWVO[QLMI/8;\ZIKQVO






M`XMZQMVKMWN I[XMKQÅKXTIKM1VJW\PKI[M[ \PM QLMI\PI\WVMKW]TLMI[QTa
[MXIZI\MQVNWZUI\QWVXZW^QLMLQV\PMNWZUWN Y]IV\Q\I\Q^MOMWOZIXPQK»LI\I¼
NZWU\PW[M\WXWOZIXPQKM`XMZQMVKM[\PI\UQOP\JMUWZMY]ITQ\I\Q^MTaLMÅVML
seemed, at the time, quite reasonable.
Yet, as evidence of  a sensorial exchange between myself  and the landscape, 
\PM_ZQ\\MVIVL^IZQW][TaZMKWZLML»LI\I¼XZW^MLLQٻK]T\\WQV\MZXZM\JW\PI[
ZM[MIZKPUI\MZQIT IVLIZ\Q[\QK ZM[W]ZKMUI\MZQIT XMZPIX[ TIZOMTaJMKI][M 1
also seemed to be grasping at an idea of  conducting an empirical research 
project, whilst remaining somewhat coy about what my intentions were in 
terms of  an arts practice. As both experimental records of  an experience and 
as material that would be constituted as, or in, visual artworks it immediately 
began to raise questions around the purpose of  both drawing and recording 
QV M[\IJTQ[PQVO ILQITWO]MJM\_MMV »NIUQTQIZ¼ IVL »]VNIUQTQIZ¼ OMWOZIXPQM[
how these works navigated between artful (gestural, abstract) and direct 
(documentary, descriptive) presentations. The implied formality of  a direct 
»LWK]UMV\I\QWV¼ WN  I [XI\QIT MV\IVOTMUMV\ _PQT[\ XZWNM[[QVO I KMZ\IQV
WJRMK\Q^Q\aIT[WOMVMZI\MLVM_XPQTW[WXPQKITLQٻK]T\QM[QV\PM\ZMI\UMV\WN I
[XI\QITM`XMZQMVKMI[[WUM\PQVO\PI\Q[»W]\\PMZM¼\WJM»UIXXML¼ZI\PMZ\PIV
a complex recognition of  the role of  the self  that is doing the mapping.
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Meeting Place: Contemporary Art and the Museum Collection.
;MX\MUJMZ
Mainlanders often harbor a subconscious obsession to frame and 
map an island cognitively, to “take it all in,” to go up to its highest 
XWQV\WZ_ITSIZW]VLQ\[[PWZM\P][KIX\]ZQVOQ\[ÅVQ\MOMWOZIXPa°
1V [W LWQVO WVM NMMT[ \PI\ WVM SVW_[ IVL \PMZMNWZM KWV\ZWT[ \PM
Q[TIVLUWZM\PWZW]OPTaIVLQV\QUI\MTa*ITLIKKPQVWX
1V_PQT[\LM^MTWXQVOMIZTaXZWRMK\[[]KPI[LOST in Dorset1_I[XZM[MV\ML
with the opportunity to produce work for a group show. The exhibition was 
organised as a group response to the collection at the Russell-Cotes Art Gallery 
IVL5][M]UQV<PQ[_I[I[Q\M[XMKQÅKXZWRMK\IZM[XWV[M\WIU][M]U
and gallery that housed a noted collection of  Victorian art and artefacts. The 
premise of  the show was to provide a contemporary response to the site itself, 
and the collection of  artefacts and paintings amassed by the Russell-Cotes 
Family between the latter half  of  the 19th and early 20th Centuries. The 
show acknowledged the legacy of  a number of  previous projects that had 
brought together museum collections and contemporary art: Time Machine 
QV \PM -OaX\QIV :WWU[ WN  \PM *ZQ\Q[P 5][M]U !!# Retrace Your Steps: 
Remember Tomorrow at the Soane Museum and Give and Take at the Victoria and 
)TJMZ\5][M]UIVL\PM;MZXMV\QVM/ITTMZaJW\PQV1V\PM[IUM^ MQVI[
these exhibitions, and probably many similar, the curatorial emphasis was to 
provide the audience with a visual dialogue in which the museum collection 
_I[ ZMÆMK\ML WZ ZMNZIK\ML \PZW]OP \PM _WZS WN  KWV\MUXWZIZa IZ\Q[\[ <PM
contemporary work would sit alongside, cover, or intervene in the displays of  
artefacts that made up this Victorian collection. 
)[I[Q\M\PM:][[MTT+W\M[5][M]UIXXMIZML\WWٺMZIXWQV\I\_PQKP
a number of  earlier interests might be converged into one project, and 
directed towards disclosing a complex site. And indeed the shifting history, 
from an architecturally commissioned residence to civic museum and gallery, 
_I[M^QLMV\\PMIZKPQ\MK\]ZITNIJZQK<PMWZQOQVITZM[QLMVKM-I[\+TQٺ0ITT




the property to house their growing collection of  art and antiquities in 1898 
?I\MZÅMTL!!!X <PMJ]QTLQVOPI[JMMVLM[KZQJMLI[»IVM`]JMZIV\
1\ITQIV ^QTTI.ZMVKP KPI\MI];KW\\Q[P JIZWVQIT [\aTM¼ IZKPQ\MK\]ZM 3I\PZaV
Moore Heleniak, 1999), but whilst the exterior displays a playful facade, the 
QV\MZQWZ_I[KTMIZTaUMIV\NWZ[MZQW][MV\MZ\IQVQVO»[]UX\]W][LQOVQÅMLTQ^QVO
IVL°\PMLQ[XTIaWN _WZS[WN IZ\¼?I\MZÅMTLWXKQ\5MZ\WV:][[MTT+W\M[
was considered a serious collector and traveller, whose travels to Australasia, 
)UMZQKI 1VLQI \PM 6MIZ -I[\ -OaX\ \PM 8IKQÅK 1[TIVL[ IVL 2IXIV PIL
VM\\MLPQUI[QbMIJTMKWTTMK\QWVWN »\PMZIZM[\\ZMI[]ZM[¼.]ZVQ[[ !X
NZWU^IZQW][KW]V\ZQM[IZW]VL\PM_WZTL*M[QLM[\PM[M»[W]^MVQZ[¼5MZ\WV
and Annie Russell-Cotes also visited the houses and studios of  some of  the 
most well known artists of  their generation, including those of  Alma-Tadema, 
-L_QV 4WVO IVL 4WZL 4MQOP\WV <PMa WN\MV JW]OP\ _WZS[ LQZMK\Ta NZWU
artists or from the autumn exhibitions at the Walker Art Gallery, Liverpool 
IVL \PM []UUMZ [PW_[I\ \PM:WaIT)KILMUa 3I\PZaV5WWZM0MTMVQIS
!!! 1V LWQVO [W \PMa IUI[[ML I ^I[\ KWTTMK\QWV WN  >QK\WZQIV IVL 8ZM
:IXPIMTQ\MXIQV\QVOQVKT]LQVOVW\IJTM_WZS[JaTMILQVO8ZM:IXPIMTQ\MIVL
)M[\PM\QKQ[\XIQV\MZ[[]KPI[)TJMZ\2W[MXP5WWZM
<PM QV\MZQWZ WN  -I[\ +TQٺ 0ITT _I[ ^Q[]ITTa MKTMK\QK _Q\P MTIJWZI\M
decorative plasterwork, ornate moldings and architectural features, stained 
glass and stencilling. This was matched in the contents of  these rooms and, 
\W[WUMM`\MV\\PM_IaQV_PQKPIZKPQ\MK\]ZMIVLWZVIUMV\[ÅO[




This, however, did not appear to be just a recent curatorial conceit:
.ZWU\PMMIZTaLIa[\PQ[PITT_I[ÅTTML_Q\PIJQbIZZMI[[WZ\UMV\WN 
WJRMK\[<PM[MQVKT]LMLIÅVMKWTTMK\QWVWN 5IWZQI`M[KTWIS[IVL
armor; the natural history specimens that particularly appealed to 
)VVQM:][[MTT+W\M[#[Q`\MMV\PKMV\]ZaIZUWZ#+PQVM[MIVL-VOTQ[P
porcelain and assorted earthenwares; Norwegian wood carvings; 

Fig. 3.4: Cabinets in the Mikado Room at the Russell-Cotes Museum.

.QO: Ornamental chairs in the Russell-Cotes Museum.

Fig. 3.6: Furniture molding: Russell-Cotes Museum.

.QO: Architectural decoration: Russell-Cotes Museum.
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laundry mangles; illuminated testimonials to the Russell-Coteses in 
silver; and marble busts of  Lord Nelson, Oliver- Cromwell, Florence 
Nightingale, and other worthies, including, of  course, Sir Merton 
IVL4ILa:][[MTT+W\M[)Va ZMUIQVQVO_ITT [XIKM_I[ÅTTML_Q\P
XQK\]ZM[?I\MZÅMTL!!!X 
?PQT[\ \PMPW][M_I[WٻKQITTaOQN\ML \W*W]ZVMUW]\P QV!  \PM NIUQTa
continued to reside there until 1922, when Sir Merton Russell-Cotes died, 
one year after his wife Annie. Various restorations and redevelopments 
have provided a modern cafeteria and shop and an extension to the existing 
gallery that largely houses exhibitions of  contemporary craft. Most of  the 
original architecture inside the hall itself  has been restored and a number 
WN \PMZWWU[TIQLW]\MQ\PMZ\WZMKZMI\MIV»WZQOQVIT¼LWUM[\QK[M\\QVOWZI[I
more formal display of  museum objects.
)T\PW]OP1KWV[QLMZMLDriving Blind and LOST in Dorset to be the principle 
strategies for developing practice in terms of  a particular view of  research, 
WVMQV_PQKPI[MZQM[WN KWV[\Z]K\MLXZWRMK\[UQOP\JMITQOVML\WQLMV\QÅIJTM
goals, this exhibition seemed like an opportunity to take a detour from the 
_PI\ 1 [I_I[OI\PMZQVO »ÅMTL_WZS¼LI\I 1VQ\QITTa 1 \PW]OP\ \PQ[_W]TLJM
an extension of  personal practice, albeit one that was already beginning to 
adopt some of  the approaches to making drawings that were extended in 
works like LOST in Dorset1\[MMUMLI[QN \PQ[_I[IT[WIVXWQV\I\_PQKP\W







my wanderings, the built up environment, these provided a series of  traces in 
which the tracking of  my position was continually being realigned—drifting 
QV[MZQM[WN KZQ[[KZW[[ML TQVM[:MT]K\IV\Ta1X]\ \PMLM^QKMI_IaIVL_MV\




prepared for the catalogue some time later, one that is still telling about the 
_Ia1KWV[QLMZML\PMM`XMZQMVKM
This catalogue text begins with a quote taken from the book Desert 
1[TIVL[ IVL:WJQV[WV+Z][WM !  Ja \PMXWM\ IVLI]\PWZ?IT\MZLM TI
Mare. De la Mare is, in fact, quoting another author, the journalist and travel 
_ZQ\MZ05<WUTQV[WV_PWQ[LM[KZQJQVOIRW]ZVMa\W4]VLa1[TIVL<PQ[Q[





between the property and the road beyond by walking its periphery and 
drawing a line across the A4 page of  a sketchbook that in some way described 
WZQV\MZXZM\ML\PQ[»MLOM¼1_I[VW\I[NIZI[1ZMKITT\PQVSQVOIJW]\\PQ[IK\
I[»ZM[MIZKP¼IVaUWZM1_I[VW\QVNIK\\PQVSQVOIJW]\U]KPI\ITT[I^MNWZ





of  the impossibility of  measuring the shoreline, since in performing this 




I\ \PM [PWZM_M_QTTÅVL \PI\ \PMZMIZM QV NIK\IVaV]UJMZWN JMVL[IVL
changes of  direction where we had drawn only a perfunctory line… the line 
that took us straightaway to our destination has to become more tortuous, 
perhaps even turning back on itself  as it traces a previously unrecorded bay 
WZQVTM\4QVL[TMa!!XX
1VQ\QITTa \PM TQVM 1 LZM_ JWZM I KTW[M ^Q[]IT ZMTI\QWV[PQX \W \PW[M 1 PIL
produced on the experimental excursion LOST in Dorset1\_I[LQIOZIUUI\QK
IVLKT]U[a1_I[[\IVLQVO_PQT[\PWTLQVOIV)[SM\KPJWWSIVLLZI_QVO
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and sparse. The drawings and brief  annotations tended to point at things: 
»J][PM[¸[KZ]J¸PITNPQLLMVTIUXXW[\¸ÅZ[\^QM_WN \PMJIT][\ZILM¼NZWU
the sketchbook Russell Cotes Drawings, Sept-Nov 2006)[1KWV\QV]ML\W_IZL[
\PMVM_M`\MV[QWV1IT[WJMOIV\WZMKWZL\PW]OP\["»6W_QVLW_[J]\UILM
\WTWWSTQSMXIZ\WN \PMPW][M)VWVN]VK\QWVITJ]QTLQVO'¼*]\Ja\PM\QUM
1 PIL ZW]VLML \PM KWZVMZ I\ \PM XWQV\ \PI\ -I[\ 7^MZKTQٺ ,ZQ^M JMKWUM[
:][[MTT+W\M[:WIL1PILJMO]V\WILWX\INWZUWN KWV\QV]ITTQVMLZI_QVO
that is a staple of  British art school pedagogy, particularly as an approach to 
observational drawing. 
The emphasis of  this exercise is often placed on removing the observer 
from thinking about the image being produced in order to focus on 
coordinating a movement between eye and hand. As the eye traces an invisible 
XI\PITWVO\PMKWV\W]Z[WN \PMÅO]ZMWZWJRMK\]VLMZWJ[MZ^I\QWV\PMPIVL
keeps pace, maintaining continual contact between the drawing material and 
\PMXIXMZWZW\PMZ[]XXWZ\<PMÆ]QLQ\aWN \PQ[ZMTI\QWV[PQXQ[LMXMVLMV\WV
ILQ[I[[WKQI\QWVNZWUIVaNWZUWN IKK]ZI\MZMXZM[MV\I\QWVWN I»\PQVO¼WV\PM
paper. Within this tradition of  drawing pedagogy, students may also be asked 
to work without looking at the paper to further remove their dependence on 
conveying a likeness, or literal representation, in other words in focussing too 
closely on the depiction and not on the act of  observation and movement, 
XMZPIX[[QUQTIZ\W\PM_IaQV_PQKP8I]T3TMMLM[KZQJM["
Shortly after the application of  the pencil, or any other pointed tool, 
a (linear-active) line comes into being. The more freely it develops, 
\PMKTMIZMZ_QTTJMQ\[UWJQTQ\a3TMM!X
The line that Lindsley describes begins in the elevated position of  the Modern 
cartographer, but as it moves towards greater accuracy and shifts in scale 
closer towards 1:1, the edges it purports to describe become increasingly 
uncertain; progressively fuzzy. As the focus moves from pictorial description 
toward the tracing of  visual and ambulatory movement, there appeared to be 
MKPWM[WN :WJMZ\;UQ\P[WV¼[IKKW]V\WN »[]Z^MaQVO¼IVL»[KIVVQVO¼QV_PQKP
\PMXMZ[XMK\Q^IT^QM_IVL \PMIMZQITOZQL_PQKPKQZK]U[KZQJM [XIKM »_Q\PQV





*IKS WV \PM KWZVMZ WN  :][[MTT+W\M[ :WIL IVL 7^MZKTQٺ ,ZQ^M \PM[M
walking inscriptions were about to turn through the entrance of  the 




or physical marking out through walking and re-walking the site and a way of  
spatialising the site, setting things out side by side by inscribing a line between, 
or around them. At the time one of  my key concerns was the sense that 
QV\PQ[TQVMIZIVLUWJQTMUIXXQVO1_I[UISQVOLMKQ[QWV[MQ\PMZ\W[M\WVM
thing aside from another or to unite them in one continuous stroke in a form 
WN LQ[KZM\M\I`WVWUQKWZLMZQVO-`IUXTM[UQOP\JMNW]VLQV\PMLZI_QVO[
through lines that connected an arch or decorative door frame to a heating 
L]K\WZ\PM[PILW_[KI[\WV\PMÆWWZWN IZWWUWZ\PI\LM[KZQJMLJW\P\PM
cabinet and the displayed objects with the same pressure and continuation 
WN  TQVM ÅO  QQ^,ZI_QVOUILMUMQVKZMI[QVOTaKWV[KQW][WN  \PM_Ia
in which the architecture of  display was amalgamated within the existing 
fabric of  the building, the decorative wall stencilling became rephrased in 
the graphic language used to support the public information displays or even 
printed on the modern blinds that prevented too much direct sunlight from 
damaging the artefacts. 
1V \PMKI\ITWO]M \M`\ 1XZMXIZML \W []XXWZ\ \PM_WZS 1LM[KZQJML \PM[M
as an overlapping of  histories, one of  a series of  separations. The logic of  
the museum and the collection seemed to demand taxonomic divisions 
and hierarchies to separate function from collection, historic place from 
KWV\MUXWZIZa U][M]U »[XIKM¼ )[ I ^Q[Q\WZ WVM Q[ VI^QOI\ML JM\_MMV \PM
apparently discrete spaces of  the museum: the Red Room, the Study, the 
5QSILW¼[:WWU4QSMUIVaW\PMZ^ Q[Q\WZI\\ZIK\QWV[[WUMWN \PM[MPI^MJMMV
designed to simulate, or provide an impression of, having some original and 
[QOVQÅKIV\ N]VK\QWV *]\ _PQT[\ [WUM IZM ZMKZMI\QWV[ \PI\ OM[\]ZM \W_IZL[
some authentic historical usage, others are presented not as dwelling spaces 
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but as room-sized cabinets or displays. Still others document restoration work 
by revealing, layer by layer, the complex veneers of  material that has been 
inscribed, coated and covered over through the hundred years or so since 
the residence had been built. Most of  these rooms came with some textual 
reference as to the role they played in this grand Victorian residence—
perhaps as a bedroom for visiting guests, a study or reception. Working inside 
\PMU][M]U1JMKIUMI_IZM\PI\\PQ[XZWKM[[WN _ITSQVOIVLUIXXQVOPIL
\PMXW\MV\QIT\WZMWZLMZ\PM[M\I`WVWUQM[IVLKTI[[QÅKI\QWV[IVLZMQV\MZXZM\
the curatorial logic that presented, say, the artefacts in terms of  geographic 




begun to establish which materials seemed to be more amenable to making 
[_QN\ OM[\]ZIT UIZS[ [_IXXQVO KIZ\ZQLOM XIXMZ NWZ [UWW\P LZIN\QVO ÅTU
1V \PQ[ WZKPM[\ZI\QVOWN JWLaUI\MZQIT IVLUW^MUMV\ 1 \ZQML \WUISM \PM
XPa[QKITIK\WN LZI_QVOUWZMMٺWZ\TM[[[WI[\WZML]KMKWV[KQW][I\\MV\QWV
\W \PMUI\MZQIT[ 1\_I[IVMٺWZ\ \WZML]KM \PM [XMMLWN  ZM[XWV[MJM\_MMV
MaMIVLOM[\]ZMIVLI_IaWN KWWZLQVI\QVO¼\PM\_W<PM[MLZI_QVO[\PMV
XZWOZM[[MLW^MZIKW]XTMWN _MMS[IVLWVMIKP^Q[Q\1KWV\QV]ML\WJ]QTLWV
this rhythm of  walking, scanning, tracing.
Wandering & Desiring Lines
Drawing is the opening of  form. (Nancy, 2013, p.1)
1VPQ[JWWSLines: A Brief  History IV\PZWXWTWOQ[\<QU1VOWTLUISM[I
LQ[\QVK\QWVJM\_MMVI»_ITS¼IVLIV»I[[MUJTa¼1VOWTLWJ[MZ^M[Ja_IaWN 
8I]T3TMM\PI\"»\PMTQVM\PI\LM^MTWX[NZMMTaIVLQVQ\[W_V\QUM¹OWM[W]\
for a walk” […] And in reading it, the eyes follow the same path as did the 
PIVLQVLZI_QVOQ\¼1VOWTLX1VWZLMZ\WQTT][\ZI\M\PQ[PMZMNMZ[
\WITQVM\ZIKMLQV\PMIQZJa\PM[\QKSWN \PM+WZXWZITQV4I]ZMVKM;\MZVM¼[
The Life and Opinions of  Tristram Shandy, Gentleman. 1VOWTLVW\M[\PI\ were this 
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gestural line to be reduced to a series of  points, and each of  those connected 
JaI[\ZIQOP\TQVM\PMKWUXTM\MXI\\MZVVWTWVOMZNWZU[\PMXI\PWN I»_ITS¼
J]\I_MTLML\WOM\PMZKWV[\Z]K\QWV#IV»I[[MUJTa¼
Once the construction is complete there is nowhere further for the 
line to go. What we see is no longer the trace of  a gesture but an assembly 
of  point-to-point connectors<PMKWUXW[Q\QWV[\IVL[I[IÅVQ[PMLWJRMK\
IVIZ\MNIK\1\[KWV[\Q\]MV\TQVM[RWQV\PQVO[]XJ]\\PMaLWVW\OZW_
WZLM^MTWX1VOWTLX
The perfunctory-ness of  these connectors endows the line with a completeness, 





1 \ZIKML UIZSML [KZI\KPML IVL [KZQJJTML UIZS[ WV\W \PM []ZNIKM WN  \PM
XIXMZ1KIZZQMLILLQVOIVLZML]KQVOWN XZM[[]ZMWV\PMLZI_QVOUI\MZQITI[
1XZWOZM[[MLIZW]VL\PMU][M]U)Z\Q[\5IZaKTIZM.Wn¼[_WZSIT[WQV^WT^M[
walking whilst drawing. She describes the relationship between the observing 
MaMIVL\PMOM[\]ZQVOPIVLI[\PM»XMZNWZUI\Q^MZMKWZLQVOWN \PI\_PQKPQ[
[MMVWZQUIOQVML¼.WnXWVMQV_PQKP\PMIK\WN LZI_QVOKWVRWQV[
with, and is conditioned by, the environment in which it occurs (p.1). Whilst 
_WZSQVOW]\[QLM.WnIT[WJMKWUM[I_IZMWN \PMZWTM\PI\JMQVOQVUW^MUMV\
plays in the drawing process, not only in the physical articulation of  head and 
PIVL[J]\IT[WQV\PM[PQN\QVOWN \PMJWLa1VPMZWalking Drawing works (2004), 






<PMLZI_QVO[ \PMU[MT^M[_MZMJW\PKT]U[aaM\ QVXIZ\[ IT[WÆ]QL
combining the out-of-control skidding, scribbling and scratching of  
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my pencil with some determined stabs attempting to capture motion 
IVL [\Z]K\]ZM IV QUIOM 1V \PM XZWKM[[ WN  \PQ[ _WZS 1 NW]VL \PI\
\PMMV^QZWVUMV\QVÆ]MVKMLUaKPWQKMWN []JRMK\_PQTM\PMUW\QWV
IٺMK\MLUaXPa[QKITKWVLQ\QWV<PMUW\QWVIT[WIٺMK\ML \PM NWZU





,M[XQ\M \PM[M [PIZML IXXZWIKPM[ QUX]T[M[ IVL MV^QZWVUMV\IT QVÆ]MVKM[
1 VW\ MV\QZMTa KWUUQ\\ML \W \PM JMTQMN  \PI\ [PM PI[ VW QVÆ]MVKM WV \PM
MV^QZWVUMV\ [PM_ITS[ \PZW]OPIVL \PI\ [PM ZMUIQV[ [MXIZI\ML NZWU »\PM
W\PMZ¼ <W M`\MVL \PM[M LQٺMZMVKM[ R][\ I TQ\\TM 1 _IV\ \W JZQMÆa X]Z[]M
XMZ[XMK\Q^M[X]\NWZ_IZLWVLZI_QVOX]\NWZ_IZLJa1VOWTLIJW^MIVLJa
XPQTW[WXPMZ2MIV4]K6IVKa
*W\P1VOWTLIVL6IVKaXWQV\\W\PMuTIV of  the drawn line—the open 
potential created in the gesture that moves outwards in the air or on the paper, 
_PQT[\XPQTW[WXPMZ2MIV4]K6IVKaIT[WLM[KZQJM[\PMLW]JTMUW^MUMV\\PI\
arises in the instant of  drawing, one that not only proceeds from self  but also 
WXMV[W]\ \W_IZL[ [MTN  X 1VOWTL¼[LZI_[PQ[ \PMWZQ[I\QWVWN  \PM
line that traces out across the surface from distinctly Deleuzian ground by 
ILWX\QVO/QTTM[,MTM]bMIVL.MTQ`/]I\\IZQ¼[KWVKMX\WN  »TQVM[WN ÆQOP\¼WZ
»TQVM[WN JMKWUQVO¼ITWVO_PQKP\PMa[MMTQNMI[JMQVOTQ^ML»4QVM[WN ÆQOP\¼
LW VW\ KWVVMK\ \PQVO[ \W WVM IVW\PMZ J]\ ZI\PMZ »XI[[° JM\_MMV \PMU






broader theorisations of  the concept of  environment, and he outlines his 
^QM_JaQUIOQVQVO\PM»MV\IVOTMLJIVS¼LM[KZQJMLJa+PIZTM[,IZ_QVQVThe 
Origin of  Species:
Wandering & Desiring Lines

7J[MZ^MPW_\PMÅJZW][J]VLTM[KWUXZQ[QVOM^MZaXTIV\IVLJ][PIZM






)OIQV \PZW]OP,MTM]bM 1VOWTLZMXZM[MV\[][_Q\PIÆ]QL TQNM[XIKM_PQKP
M^MV QN  Q\ Q[LM^WQLWN IXXIZMV\ »TQNM¼ Q[ QVKWV\QV]ITUWL]TI\QWV<PQ[ TQNM
_WZTLQ[VW\LMÅVMLQV\MZU[WN XWQV\[WZWJRMK\[J]\QV[M\[WN ZMTI\QWV["
[H]aecceities are not what _MXMZKMQ^M [QVKM QV \PM_WZTLWN  Æ]QL
space there are no objects of  perception. They are rather what we 
perceive with 1V [PWZ\ \W XMZKMQ^M \PM MV^QZWVUMV\ Q[ VW\ \W TWWS
back on the things to be found in it, or to discern their congealed 
[PIXM[IVLTIaW]\[J]\\WRWQV_Q\P\PMUQV\PMUI\MZQITÆW_[IVL
movements contributing to their—and our—ongoing formation 
1VOWTLX  
4QSM1VOWTL6IVKaLQZMK\[][ \W_IZL[\PM^Q\ITQ\aWN  \PMOM[\]ZMIVL\W Q\[
non-closure. The word drawingPMVW\M[QUXTQM[JW\PIK\IVLNWZKM»_PMZM
the sense of  the act, the state, or the being in question cannot be detached 
MV\QZMTaNZWUI[MV[MWN OM[\]ZMUW^MUMV\WZJMKWUQVO¼X<PMIK\WN 
LZI_QVOQ[VW\R][\\PMLM[QZM\W[PW_J]\IT[W\PMIK\WN ÅVLQVOIVLI[[]KP
drawing does not simply reproduce, but produces anew»IVQLMII\PW]OP\
[MV[MWZ\Z]\P¼X1VOWTL\WWXWQV\[\W\PQ[QVKQXQMV\UWUMV\QV_PQKP
drawing both draws out and seeks out form: 
At the same time that the gesturing hand draws out its traces upon a 
surface, the observing eye is drawn into the labyrinthine entanglements 
of  the lifeworld, yielding a sense of  its forms, proportions and 
textures, but above all of  its movements—of  the generative dynamic 
WN I_WZTLQVNWZUI\QWV1VOWTLX
Yet Nancy also turns to the self-forming moment, the double movement in 
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which the act of  formation discovers itself. The form—the idea—that becomes 
present through the act and gesture of  drawing remains in suspension, it is 
IT_Ia[»\ISQVO[PIXM¼ZI\PMZ\PIVJMKWUQVOKWUXTM\MIVLQ\Q[QV\PQ[\MV[QWV
\PI\6IVKa QLMV\QÅM[ \PMXTMI[]ZMWN LZI_QVO 6IVKaX0MWٺMZ[ \PM
XZWXW[Q\QWV\PI\\PQ[[MV[MWN XTMI[]ZMQ[»CVEW\PQVOW\PMZ\PIV[MTNIٺMK\QWV°
the relation of  the self, the subject, or becoming subject… of  a “renewed self-
LM[QZQVOº_PQTMLQ[XTMI[]ZMQ[\PM[MTNIٺMK\QWVWN ¹[MTN_Q\PLZI_ITºX1\
is through this double movement of  desiring and withdrawing that Nancy sees 
\PM»[MTN ¼I[JMQVONWZUML»QV\PMM`XIV[QWVIVLZM\ZIK\QWVWN Q\[JMQVO¼X 
1N \PQ[NMMT[ITQ\\TM\WW[]JRMK\KMV\ZMLXMZPIX[\WWQV\ZW[XMK\Q^MTaZMUW^ML
NZWU\PMUaZQIL\ZIRMK\WZQM[QV_PQKP.WnQ[MV\_QVMLWVPMZRW]ZVMa[LW_V
Charing Cross Road, then Nancy provides this alterity by exploring pleasure 
as relation. 
Relation is not exactly transitive—it is transitivity, transit, transport. 
1\ Q[ \PM MٺMK\ CT¼MٻKIKM] of  one subject toward another, with its 
reciprocal necessity, and it thus involves the transport between them 
WN  [WUM NWZKM WZ NWZU \PI\ IٺMK\[ \PMU JW\P Cl’un de l’autre] and 
UWLQÅM[¸WZI\TMI[\UWLITQbM[¸\PMUJW\PCl’un par l’autreE¼X
Self-forming, becoming subject, is a relational force, an opening between inside 
and outside, and it is through this force as that the subject experiences itself  
as distinct. Nancy sees this alterity as being essential to subject formation—a 
tension between self  and experiencing self  as other, perhaps here through the 
ZPa\PUQKIK\[IVLOM[\]ZM[WN LZI_QVOIVLNWZ.WnQ\UIaWٺMZ\PM»W\PMZ¼
that she was searching for, although not as a stable entity but as a continuous 
interplay between becoming and presenting. So, the journey taken by the 
observing eye is one that travels along lines of  movement and relation rather 
than as a discrete connection between the eye and the observed object. As 
such one might say that the movement is not one that advances towards 
completion, but one in which the double movements that open out and draw 






mation from observational drawings onto large scale map.
:MKWZLMLINM_\PW]OP\[\W58
Main Areas
7>-:4)84)A-: — Layers and skins — too much of  a separa-
tion — skins of  an onion — these are less layers but more intercon-
nected — overlapped (fusion?)
CUT THROUGHS — Cutting through tracing paper to create  
depth relationships È




Allowing drawing to grow ~






Seems to be an emerging theme
&)[1PI^MJMKWUMUWZM][ML\W\PM[XIKM\PMLZI_QVO[PI^M[QO-
VQÅKIV\TaKPIVOMLQV;+)4-
Drawn objects have become bigger





from inside — rhizomatic? diagram of  interlaced (?!) forms 
[Filigree? What is the name for that complex meshing in decorative 
[KZMMV['8MZPIX[[\QTTVW\IOWWLUM\IXPWZE
&<PMKWITM[KMVKMWN »[\]ٺ¼UIaJMPIZL\WLM[KZQJM
(1) - overlapping suggests one dominant.
TIaMZQVO[]OOM[\[[QUQTIZ\PMZMQ[I[MXIZI\QWVWN \PMLQٺMZMV\
elements…
Tenuous but a growing drawing? An unfolding? Narrative.
8MZ[WVIT6W\MJWWS[rd5IZKP

Fig. 3.9: Assembling tracings for Meeting Place. 
1VSWVLZIN\QVOÅTU




















QV \PMKWV\M`\WN IVIZZI\ML RW]ZVMa \PM NWTTW_QVOWZLM[KZQJQVOWN IÆW_
of  movement. But this unfolding line would be packed up and carried with 
me back to the (seemingly) less immediate conditions of  the studio. Here 
these lines would, eventually, be traced and assembled in more elaborate 
KWV[\Z]K\QWV[ [WUM LQ[\IVKM NZWU \PM U][M]U Q\[MTN 1V \PM XZWKM[[ \PM
work would attempt to take on a more comprehensive representation of  the 
museum by incorporating symbolic references to the collections of  artefacts 




a collection of  drawings produced on site and a number of  photographs taken 
of  various rooms, objects and decorative embellishments in the museum were 
JZW]OP\\WOM\PMZÅO!ÅO)_IaNZWU\PM[Q\M\PMQUUMLQIKaWN 
MIZTQMZXMZNWZUI\Q^MLZI_QVO[OI^M_Ia\WILQٺMZMV\SQVLWN XMZNWZUIVKM
\PM [P]ټQVO IVL WZOIVQ[QVO WN  QUIOM[ WV I LM[S IVL WV I TQOP\JW`# \PM
layering and tracing of  lines from one sheet, or one image, onto another. This 
XMZNWZUIVKMQ[I[U]KPIV»QV\MZ\_QVQVOWN ^Q[QWVIVLUW^MUMV\¼5MZTMI]
8WV\aKQ\MLQV.WnX!I[JW\PUa[MTN IVL.WnÅVLQV\PM_ITSQVOLZI_QVO
experiences on the streets of  London and Bournemouth, but for this moment 
my attention is not on how to hold the materials or make marks at the same 
\QUMI[1XMZIUJ]TI\M \PMU][M]UJ]\WVK]\\QVO[PMM\[WN LZIN\QVOÅTU
sifting through and moving around photographs, stepping back from and 
back into the illuminated piles of  images on the light-box, and gradually 
rolling out the larger tracing that is coalescing in front of  me.
:M\]ZVQVO\W1VOWTL¼[LQ[KW]Z[MWVUIX[IVLTQVMIZQ\aPMLM[KZQJM[
\PMKWV[\Z]K\QWVWZUIZSQVOW]\WN XWQV\[IVLKWVRWQVQVOTQVM[I[IV»I[[MUJTa¼
a form he associated with cartographic science rather than informal and 
immediate map-making. Whereas the lines made whilst walking contained 
_Q\PQV\PMU\PMOM[\]ZITWXMVVM[[WN I»[SM\KPUIX¼X \PI\UW^MLITWVO






say that this new drawing was directed towards a composition rather than the 
\ZIKQVOWN IOM[\]ZM1VOWTL¼[LQ[\QVK\QWVJM\_MMV\PM»walk and the assembly¼Q[
central to his thesis that modernity has reduced our perception of  place from 
an open-ended and interwoven passage of  movements and experiences to 
one of  destination-orientated transport, route-plans and pre-composed plots:
To an ever-increasing extent, people in modern metropolitan 
[WKQM\QM[ ÅVL \PMU[MT^M[ QV MV^QZWVUMV\[ J]QT\ I[ I[[MUJTQM[ WN 
connected elements. Yet in practice they continue to thread their own 
_Ia[\PZW]OP\PM[MMV^QZWVUMV\[\ZIKQVOXI\P[I[\PMaOW1[]OOM[\
that to understand how people do not just occupy but inhabit the 
environments in which they dwell, we might do better to revert from 
\PMXIZILQOUWN \PMI[[MUJTa\W\PI\WN \PM_ITS1VOWTLX
;SM\KPUIX[1VOWTL\MTT[][LWVW\KTIQU\WZMXZM[MV\\MZZQ\WZQM[IVLNWZ\PI\
reason they are not generally framed or bordered. Their central features are 
the lines along which narratives unfold, rather than the spaces around them 
(p.84). Cartographic maps, on the other hand, (which are assemblages of  lines), 
IZ\QK]TI\M\MZZQ\WZQM[<PMaMVKTW[MZI\PMZ\PIVWXMVW]\)VLaM\I[1VOWTL
even acknowledges, this is not how they are often used. We draw on them, 
OM[\QK]TI\MW^MZ\PMUIVLNWZUKWV^MZ[I\QWV[IZW]VL\PMUX <W\PI\
extent at least, maps appear to have lives beyond simply what they show (Del 
+I[QVW IVL 0IVVI # +ZIUX\WV !# 3Q\KPQV 8MZSQV[ IVL ,WLOM
2009). 
1VLMML 1VOWTL¼[ QTT][\ZI\QWV[ WN  KIZ\WOZIXPa IZM KPIZOML _Q\P I ^MZa
particular separation between the winding experience of  the wayfarer who 
»SVW_[I[PMOWM[¼1VOWTLX !IVL\PMIJ[\ZIK\MLIVLJ]ZMI]KZI\QK
overview of  the cartographer, illustrated by the naval high command, who 
»CLEZQ^MVJa QUXMZQITIUJQ\QWV¼ \ZMI\[ \PM_WZTLI[ »IOTWJIT[a[\MUWN KW
WZLQVI\M[¼ IVL \PM UIX I[ »IV QV[\Z]UMV\IT KITK]T][ WN  XWQV\\WXWQV\
VI^QOI\QWV¼ X 1VOWTL¼[ QTT][\ZI\QWV[ XZW^QLM IV QLMI WN  KIZ\WOZIXPa I[
a way of  thinking, rather than practicing: a map of  the Skælbækken stream 
from a 1920 survey atlas of  the Danish-German border becomes a diagram 
Walking, Drawing & Map-making

for the way cartographers have sought to rationalise the environment, divide 
it into segments and territories. And yet for those studying how we make use 
WN UIX[ QVVI^QOI\QWV[]KPI[*IZZa*ZW_V-ZQK4I]ZQMZIVL5IZS8MZZa
*ZW_VIVL8MZZa#*ZW_VIVL4I]ZQMZUIX[KIVJM[IQL\WJM
both socially constructed and reconstructed each time they are used in which 
navigating involves checking with those around us, sharing stories and using 
\PMUIXQ\[MTN I[IVM`XZM[[Q^M\WWT-^MVQN _MKWV[QLMZ\PMUIX[QUXTaQV
terms of  its diagrammatic form there is life beyond the enclosure it seems to 
ZMXZM[MV\1VLMML3Q\KPQVIVL,WLOMIZO]M\PI\W]ZQLMIWN _PI\I
map is, Q[KWV[\IV\TaZMIٻZUML\PZW]OPQ\[][M"»PW_LWQVLQ^QL]IT[SVW_\PI\
an arrangement of  points, lines and colours constitute a map (rather than a 
landscape painting or an advertising poster)? How does the idea of  a map and 
what is understood as a map gain ontological security and gain the semblance 
WN IVQUU]\IJTMUWJQTM'¼X3Q\KPQVIVL,WLOMIV[_MZ\PM[MY]M[\QWV[
by asking us to think of  mapping as a series of  practices, and whilst maps seek 
\WIXXMIZ[\IJTMQV[KZQX\QWV[\PMaIZMQVNIK\»IKWKWV[\Q\]\Q^MXZWL]K\QWV
between inscription, individual and world; a production that is constantly in 
UW\QWV¼QJQL
My own urge towards composition and assembly was also guided by an idea 
of  the work in terms of  an outcome, a coherent image. Working with tracings 
of  the original drawings made on site, there was a sense that these abstracted 
NZWU\PMQUUMLQI\MVM[[WN \PI\MUJWLQMLXZIK\QKM»WV\PMOZW]VL¼1VQ\QITTa
1 XZWKMMLML \W TIaMZ \PW[M QUIOM[ KZMI\ML _PQT[\ _ITSQVO \PM [Q\M WV \WX
WN WVMIVW\PMZ QVI_Ia\PI\UQOP\ZM[MUJTMIKWV^MV\QWVITUIX1Å\\ML
the lines together, considered how the things they described might be placed 
[W \PI\ \PMa \WWSWV \PM TQSMVM[[WN  I KPIZ\ 1 IKKMX\ML \PI\ MIKPWZQOQVIT
LZI_QVO[MMUML\WXZM[MV\\PMU][M]UIZKPQ\MK\]ZMI\LQٺMZMV\[KITM[IVL
the resulting drawing tried to accommodate for that. The work evolved not 
as IUIXJ]\I[ILQIOZIU\PI\[MMUML\WMV^MTWXMIVQLMIWN UIXXQVO1V
reassembling existing drawings into a symbolic structure such as a map or 
Q[TIVL\PMZM[]T\QVOQUIOMKW]TLJMLM[KZQJMLQV\MZU[WN \PMLM[QZM\WMٺMK\
a form of  completeness; it would become a representation of  this encounter, 
Tracing and Assembling

I NZIUM ^QOVM\\MWZLMKWZI\Q^M »UW\QN ¼<PQ[ 1 \PW]OP\_W]TLJMIUW^M
towards resolving the complex meshing of  curatorial and architectural 




[MZQM[WN  \IJTM[ QVI[UITT [XIZMZWWU\PI\LW]JTMLI[I[\]La1JW]OP\ QV
\IXM[J]TTLWOKTQX[IVL_ITTÅ`QVO[\WXQV]X\PMM`KM[[ÅTU[QVKM\PM\IJTM
and the light box were both roughly A1-sized and the fragments of  linear 
LZI_QVO[[]OOM[\ML\PI\\PMa_W]TLM`KMML\PQ[[KITM1V[PWZ\1[XMV\I_PQTM





was now secured to the furniture. Whilst the image remained at the centre 
1TIQLW]\LZI_QVOUI\MZQIT[QVS[\IXMM\KIZW]VL\PM[QLM[?WZSQVO\PQ[
_Ia_Q\P \PM_WZSWV \PMÆI\ QTT]UQVI\MLJaI TQOP\JW` M^MZa\PQVO_I[
WZKPM[\ZI\MLNZWUXMZQXPMZa\W_IZL[\PMKMV\ZM)\ÅZ[\1ZMKWUXW[ML\PM
small A4 drawings into the larger image using the same diagrammatic logic 
\PI\ _W]TL ITTW_ \PM ÅVIT _WZS \W [MZ^M I[ I UIX 1 RWQVML ZWWU[ \W WVM
IVW\PMZJaÅVLQVOXWQV\[I\_PQKP\PMTQVM[QV\PMQVQ\QIT)\ZIKQVO[UQOP\
conveniently be joined to create the outlines of  a room, viewed from the 




space to my own artistic endeavours, drawing these ideas into the practices 
of  tracing. 
;MXIZI\MTa1JMOIV\WKWTTI\MIJWLaWN XPW\WOZIXP[1PILIT[W\ISMVI\
the museum, of  decorative embellishments on furniture, architectural details 
and the contents of  museum cabinets. These allowed new works to move in 
IVW\PMZLQZMK\QWVWVM QV_PQKP 1I\\MUX\ML \WKZMI\MPaJZQLIZKPQ\MK\]ZIT




ÅTU )T\MZVI\QWV[ JM\_MMV XZWKM[[M[ \PI\ [MMUML \W JM _WZSQVO QV ^MZa
LQٺMZMV\ LQZMK\QWV[ IT[W JMOIV \W IٺMK\ MIKP W\PMZ 8PW\WOZIXP[ WN  \PM
decorative cartouches, ribbons and other moldings that edged the furniture 
or ornamented the architecture were enfolded into the line tracings and 
ÆWWZ UIX[ *]\ \PMZM _I[ I [MV[M \PI\ \PM [QVO]TIZ WKK]XI\QWV _Q\P \PM
architectural qualities of  the site was not grasping at a history of  the material 
Q\LZM_\WOM\PMZIVL_I[QV[\MILWٺMZQVOILMXWTQ\QKQ[MLZMXZM[MV\I\QWVWN 
the collection as simply the adventurous but innocuous products of  Victorian 
[W]^MVQZOI\PMZQVO QV_PQKPXTIKM[[]KPI[2IXIVIZMXZM[MV\MLI[K]ZQW][
IVLM`W\QK [\WXW^MZ[WVIOTWJIT \W]Z6W_ 1_ZM[\TML_Q\PI NMMTQVO \PI\
these representations of  places should be recognised as more than the curios 
accumulated on grand and global Victorian excursions.
-KPWQVO\PMPQOPTaLMKWZI\Q^MNZIUM[IVLWZVIUMV\I\QWVWN \PMN]ZVQ\]ZM
the picture frames and architecture a new image was produced in which the 
traced lines of  the map making were enmeshed within a vignette or cartouche, 
that appears to present the world as both map and picture. Leaving a large 
[XIKMQV\PMKMV\ZMIXXMIZML\W[]OOM[\IVMUX\QML[XIKMI»\IJ]TIZI[I¼WV
_PQKP\PMKWTWVQIT^Q[QWVWN \PM_WZTLUQOP\JMQV[KZQJMLÅO?PQT[\
this removed the immediacy of  the drawings made directly in response to site, 
the processes involved in the construction of  this vignette brought together an 
accumulation of  images, marks and lines as a means of  interweaving several 
possible narratives that were aimed towards the geographical, topographical 
and cultural representation of  this particular site. 
As a series of  assemblies these works for Meeting Place moved through phases, 
at each event attempting to take up new concerns, images, or information. 
The works seemed to be creating associations with particular forms: a map-
QUIOMIÆWWZXTIVQUIOMIKIZ\W]KPMQUIOM_Q\PW]\N]TTaJMKWUQVO\PM[M
As constructions created from tracing the points and lines of  a pre-existing 
[M\WN  QUIOM[_MUQOP\JM QVKTQVML \W \PQVSWN PW_ \W][M 1VOWTL¼[ \MZU[
1VOWTL\PMaVWTWVOMZLM[KZQJMIRW]ZVMaJ]\ZI\PMZLM[KZQJMI[MZQM[
of  point-to-point connections between destinations. Certainly the works 
!
Fig. 3.14: Large drawing for Meeting Place. 
1VSWVLZIN\QVOÅTU
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_MZMXZWL]KMLNZWUXZMLMÅVMLQUIOM[IVLI\^IZQW][XWQV\[_MZMLQZMK\ML
towards a goal or endpoint, but they appeared to unfold in ways that were 
contingent rather than predetermined. Of  course there are a number of  key 
LQٺMZMVKM[JM\_MMVUaIXXZWIKP\WKZMI\QVOQUIOM[_PQKPOM[\]ZM\W_IZL[
mapping, and the methods of  cartographers whose work requires attention 





)VL 1VOWTL Q[ VW\ ITWVM QV [MMQVO \PM[M KIZ\WOZIXPQK assemblies of  lines as 
an organising and territorialising system directed towards enframing and 
[\ZI\QNaQVO[XIKM1VLMML[WUMWN \PMIZ\PQ[\WZQKITLQ[KW]Z[M\PI\[]ZZW]VL[
the counter-cartographic practices of  artists, particularly in the latter part 





WN  TI\M :WOWٺ # [MM IT[W :WOWٺ  QV Geography’s Visual Culture 
(2000)—her comprehensive exploration of  the interstice between geography 
IVL IZ\¸:WOWٺ IZO]M[ \PI\ ¹\PM ]VUIXXQVO ZMUIXXQVO IVL KW]V\MZ
cartographies to be found within contemporary art practices revolve around 
the structures and signifying systems by which knowledge is organized and 
KWV^MaMLº :WOWٺ  X 4QSM V]UMZW][ KWUUMV\I\WZ[ NWTTW_QVO 2
B Harley (1989), she is questioning the claims to neutrality, legitimacy and 
authority often made in the name of  cartographic science, and presenting, 
as a counterpoint, the works of  artists whose subjective repositioning of  the 
practices of  map-making might be described as reinserting the personal-







the assumed logic of  cartography is reframed in an encounter between 
LQٺMZMV\ SVW_TMLOM [\Z]K\]ZM[ 1V 8I\\MZ[WV¼[ _WZS The Great Bear (1992), 
he uses the London tube map as the basis from which to construct a series 
of  interlocking taxonomies of  professions and disciplines by changing the 
[\I\QWV VIUM[ NWZ \PW[M WN  NIUW][ PQ[\WZQKIT ÅO]ZM[ [XIKML ITWVO TQVM[
LMVW\QVONWZM`IUXTMXPQTW[WXPMZ[WZKWUMLQIV[:WOWٺ[MM[\PQ[_WZSI[
bringing into contrast two competing structures through which the viewer 
ZMIL[»\PMTWKI\QWVWN UIXXQVO_Q\PITTWN Q\[PQLLMVWZLMZ[IVLI[[]UX\QWV[
and the supposed division of  human activity into spheres and disciplines and 




subjectivities (Stott, 2004; Holmes, 2006; Boyd Davis, 2009; McCarthy, 2014). 
This view is supported by the very term counterKIZ\WOZIXPaQV_PQKP\PMÅ`ML
and immutable knowledge structures of  cartographic science are disrupted 
Ja\PMQV\ZWL]K\QWVWN IT\MZVI\Q^MNWZU[WN [XI\QIT»SVW_TMLOM¼
1VIZMKMV\Q[[]MWN The Cartographic Journal, Ruth Watson provides a list of  
\_MV\aNW]ZM`PQJQ\QWV[NZWU!QV_PQKPKWV\MUXWZIZaIZ\Q[\[PI^M\ISMV
cartography as their main focus (Watson, 2009). As she admits, the list is not 
exhaustive. What is remarkable, perhaps, is that no similar list could have 
JMMVLZI_V]XQV\PMÅZ[\PITN WN \PM\_MV\QM\PKMV\]ZaWZJMNWZM;QUQTIZTa
the art historian Nicolas Bourriaud opens his catalogue essay for GNS/Global 
Navigation System by declaring: 
“Maps, charts, satellite images, still photos, samples of  all kinds, 
social studies, diagrams and tables—never before has the notion of  
geography had as much importance in art as it does today. We would 
PI^M\WOWJIKS[M^MZITKMV\]ZQM[\WÅVLIZ\Q[\[M`XTWZQVO\PMXPa[QKIT
world with as much energy and enthusiasm.” (Bourriaud, 2003, p.9)
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Within art, an explosion of  interest in all things cartographic has been related 
both to the challenges, and perhaps opportunities, provided by locative 
technologies. The freely available use of  global positioning data, coupled 
with the growth of  surveillance systems such as Closed Circuit Television 




Chicago, have sought to disrupt by subverting or reappropriating the original 
purposes of  these systems of  power and authority, or by returning power 
to communities through participatory practices that use these technologies 
<PWUX[WV X)VL \PMXZM[]UMLVM]\ZITQ\aIVLIKK]ZIKa
WN TWKI\Q^MUMLQIPI[JMMVKZQ\QY]ML\PZW]OPXZIK\QKM[[]KPI[2MZMUa?WWL
ÅO  WZ +PZQ[\QIV 6WTL <PM TIVO]IOM \PI\ LM[KZQJM[ \PM[M KW]V\MZ
KIZ\WOZIXPQM[ QVX]JTQKI\QWV[ []KPI[ 2IVM\)JZIU[IVL8M\MZ0ITT¼[Else/
where: MappingIVLUWZMZMKMV\TaQV0IV[=TZQKP7JZQ[\¼[Mapping it 
Out (2014), is often one of  resistance and subversion. 
However, since the mid-eighties the conception of  cartography as a 
[KQMVKM\PI\_WZS[\W_IZL[M^MZUWZMIKK]ZI\MIVLMٺMK\Q^MZMXZM[MV\I\QWV[
WN  []ZNIKM[XIKM PI[ JMMV KWV[Q[\MV\Ta KPITTMVOML )VL _PQT[\ 0IZTMa¼[
seminal essay Deconstructing the Map (1989) moved to reconsider cartography 
as a power-laden, rather than an objective pursuit, later writers such as Denis 
?WWL!!2WPV8QKSTM[2MZMUa+ZIUX\WVIVL2WPV3ZaOQMZ
have moved this argument on by emphasising the selective processes involved 
QV \PMQZ KZMI\QWV IVL \PM ][M[ \PI\ IZM UILM WN  \PMU 8IZ\ WN  \PQ[ [PQN\
IKKWZLQVO\W3Q\KPQVIVL,WLOMPI[JMMV\PM»XZWL]K\QWVIVL^IT]QVOWN 
counter-mappings—maps made by diverse interests that provide alternative 
^QM_XWQV\[ \W [\I\M[IVK\QWVML IVL KWUUMZKQIT KIZ\WOZIXPa¼ 3Q\KPQV IVL
Dodge,X
.WTTW_QVO NZWU \PM _WZS WN  2WPV 8QKSTM[ IVL 2MZMUa +ZIUX\WV _PW
have proposed a post-representational cartography in which all maps are 









X1V[\MIL\PMaXZWXW[MIV]VLMZ[\IVLQVOWN UIX[_PQKPQ[ontogenic, that 
is to say, maps are constantly remade whenever they are engaged with — they 
are interpreted, translated and made to do work:
)[[]KPUIX[IZM\ZIV[Q\WZaIVLÆMM\QVOJMQVOKWV\QVOMV\ZMTI\QWVIT
and context-dependent. Maps are practices—they are always 
mappings; spatial practices enacted to solve relational problems (e.g., 
how to best create a spatial representation, how to understand spatial 
LQ[\ZQJ]\QWVPW_\WOM\NZWU)\W*IVL[WWV3Q\KPQVIVL,WLOM
X
The positioning of  counter-mappings as somehow in opposition to an 
»M[\IJTQ[PUMV\¼WN KIZ\WOZIXPQK[KQMVKM\MVL[\WILWX\I^QM_WV\PMPQ[\WZa
of  cartography as being one of  a singular teleological mission towards more 
»\Z]\PN]T¼ IVL IKK]ZI\M UIX[ 1V LWQVO [W \PMZM Q[ I LIVOMZ WN  QOVWZQVO
developments in critical cartography in order to present the authority of  
\PM UIX I[ IV\IOWVQ[\QK \W \PM []JRMK\Q^Q\a WN  \PM QVLQ^QL]IT 1N  _M NWTTW_
8QKSTM[IVL3Q\KPQVIVL,WLOM¼[KWVKMX\QWVWN ILMWV\WTWOQ[MLUIXQ\ Q[
one that is made and remade as part of  a co-constitution between inscription, 
QVLQ^QL]ITIVL_WZTL#_PW[M[\IJQTQ\aKIVVW\JMI[[]UMLJ]\Q[ZMIٻZUML
through its use. Cartography is then recast as an inclusive term for a broad 
range of  spatial practices, and in so doing the status of  counter-cartographies 
as oppositional practices becomes a problem in that maps as a whole are no 
longer envisaged as stable constructs: 
…maps emerge in process, through a diverse set of  practices. 
Given that practices are an ongoing series of  events, it follows that 
maps are constantly in a state of  becoming; they are ontogenic, 
emergent in nature… They are never fully formed and their work 
Q[VM^MZKWUXTM\M5IX[IZMXZWÅ\IJTa\PMWZQbMLVW\I[UQZZWZ[WN 
nature (as objective and essential truths) or as socially constructed 
representations, but as emergent. (p.340)
This relational interpretation of  maps destabilises a binary relationship 
A Swiss Sojourn
 
between counter-cartography and state-sanctioned mapping practices, and 
Q\ Q[IXWQV\ \PI\:WOWٺPMZ[MTN  ZM\]ZV[ \W QV \PMLM^MTWXUMV\WN PMZ QLMI
WN  »-`PI][\ML /MWOZIXPQM[¼  1V I ZM^Q[QWV WN  \PM ZMXZM[MV\I\QWVIT
IVLKW]V\MZZMXZM[MV\I\QWVITIZO]UMV\[WN PMZMIZTQMZ_WZS :WOWٺ
redescribes mapping practices as a tripartite activity which involves a situation, 
WZ »NIK\[ WV \PM OZW]VL¼# IV I\\MUX\ \W ZM[WT^M \PM[M¸\PM KIZ\WOZIXPQK
IK\Q^Q\a#IVL_PI\[PMLM[KZQJM[I[ »I[TQXXMZaW]\KWUM\PI\WXMZI\M[I[IV
IٺMK\Q^MMKWVWUa¼"";PM[]OOM[\[\PI\"
One of  the ways in which geography in general and cartography 
as one of  its main languages operate is precisely by constantly 
XZWL]KQVO\MKPVWTWOQM[WN QV[QLM[IVLW]\[QLM[°<PMZM¼[IJ[WT]\MTa
no way… that we can actually produce counter-cartographies and 
1\PQVS\PI\°\PMunthinking [of] the very terms that allow them to 
WXMZI\MI[TQVM[WN LQ^Q[QWVIVLKWV\IQVUMV\Q[_PI\1NMMTKWUXMTTML
\WLW:WOWٺ""
1VUaW_V_WZS\PMZM_I[I[MV[M\PI\\PM idea of  counter-cartographies held 
the promise of  becoming concrete stratagems for critiquing the divisiveness 
of  regular maps, by re-inscribing records of  subjective experiences as the 
»LI\I[M\¼ NZWU _PQKP MIKP UIX LM^MTWXML 1V UIVa _Ia[ \PQ[ UQZZWZML I
TWOQKWN  »LQ^Q[QWVIVLKWV\IQVUMV\¼_PQKP]VLMZXQVVMLUIVaWN  \PMMIZTa
stages of  research. Beginning with a sense that some creative strategy might 
JMLM^Q[MLIVLPWVMLI[I\WWTNWZ\IKSTQVO[XI\QIT»XZWJTMU[¼UILMIVWJRMK\
of  spatial experience and worked on the presumption that the creative act 
WٺMZMLIUMIV[WN KZQ\QY]QVOWZ]V^MQTQVO[WUM\PQVOWN \PQ[M`XMZQMVKMAM\
now it seemed clear that adopting a process of  walking and mapping could 
VW\[QUXTaJMWٺMZMLI[WXXW[Q\QWVITWZIT\MZVI\Q^M\WKWV^MV\QWVITUIXXQVO
XZIK\QKM[1V[\MIL1_W]TL\]ZVUaI\\MV\QWV\W\PMpractices of  making and, 
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commentators on counter-cartography, towards an altogether less stable sense 
of  the separation between maps as objects and as practices would begin to 
KWITM[KMQV\PM_WZS[1XZWL]KMLIN\MZMeeting Place, on a visit to Switzerland. 
These works were mainly produced in sketchbooks whilst journeying seemed 
to be a continuation of  those much earlier series of  drawings made whilst 
\ZI^MTTQVOWVKWIKPM[I»UIXXQVO¼WN UW\WZ_IaRW]ZVMa[ÅO1VWVM_Ia
these might be considered visual travel diaries, although they were produced 
][QVOUIVaWN \PM\IK\QK[1PILLM^MTWXMLL]ZQVO\PM:][[MTT+W\M[M`PQJQ\QWV
*]\PMZM1LQLVW\LQ[\QVO]Q[PJM\_MMV»[KIVVQVO¼IVL»[]Z^MaQVO¼I[-L_IZL
+I[MaUQOP\PI^M Q\ +I[MaX<PM[MUW^MLJM\_MMV [WUM_PI\
conventional landscape drawings, sketched maps, and storyboards. And 
whilst they were made initially whilst walking, they continued as responses 
whilst travelling on the train or (in the last images) aboard the plane home.
1V \PM NWTTW_QVO [MK\QWV 1 OQ^M \PW]OP\ \W \PM[M LZI_QVO[ IVL JWLQTa
IZZIVOMUMV\[I[1M`IUQVMIV]UJMZWN LZI_QVO[1XZWL]KML_PQT[\PQSQVO
through parts of  the Swiss Alps alongside the apparently sedentary experience 
of  moving through, and recording the same landscape by train. Here the 
Y]M[\QWVWN I TQ\MZITXPa[QKIT »QUUMZ[QWV¼ QV \PM TIVL[KIXM Q[KWV[QLMZML QV
ZMTI\QWV\W_PI\IXXMIZ[\WJMILQ[\IVKMLIVLZMÆMK\Q^M»OIbM¼
On Representation
So Bergson writes of  substituting the path for the journey, de Certeau 
WN  []J[\Q\]\QVO I \ZIKQVO NWZ IK\[ *]\ KWV[QLMZ 1V LM +MZ\MI]¼[
NWZU]TI\QWV I \ZIKQVO Q[ Q\[MTN  I ZMXZM[MV\I\QWV# Q\ Q[ VW\ »[XIKM¼
The map is not the territory. Alternatively, what Bergson writes is: 
“You substitute the path for the journey, and because the journey is 
[]J\MVLMLJa \PMXI\PaW] \PQVS \PM \_WKWQVKQLMº 5I[[Ma
X
Following Meeting Place,1NW]VLUa[MTN KWV\MVLQVO_Q\P\_WVM_XZWJTMU[
Whilst the initial proposal presented space and place as discrete, if  not 





existed as the potential object of  artistic inquiry. Space might equally have 
JMMVLM[KZQJMLI[JMQVO »QVPMZM¼ \WW QV \PI\ \PMZMIZMOMWOZIXPQM[WN  \PM
body that can equally be seen as territories to be explored through artistic 
QVY]QZaI[5WVI0I\W]U¼[Corps Étranger (1994) shows quite beautifully. But 
as ways of  describing space, seeing it as an object of  study implicitly severs an 
experience, and perhaps knowledge, of  being in space from a knowledge of  
space by turning space into a distinct and recognisably separate entity—not 
an involvement in but an observation on. 
The arguments presented within critical cartography that question the 
ontological security of  maps themselves are part of  a broader philosophical 
[PQN\ \W_IZL[ IV ]VLMZ[\IVLQVO WN  [XIKM I[ MUMZOMV\ ZMTI\QWVIT ]VÅ`ML
IVLJMaWVLZMXZM[MV\I\QWVITZMOQUM[1VIVL \PM[M_MZM[\ZWVOTa
QVÆ]MVKML Ja I OZW_QVO I_IZMVM[[ WN  I V]UJMZ WN  KWV\MUXWZIVMW][
theoretical strands that had developed in relation to questions of  space, one 
WN  \PM[M JMQVO 5I[[Ma¼[ _WZS For Space  IVL IVW\PMZ 6QOMT <PZQN\¼[
Non-Representational Theory  5I[[MaIVL<PZQN\¼[ZMRMK\QWVWN I\\MUX\[
to collapse space into representation, that is, to a given—a pre-existing 
cognitive structure or conceptual schema, forced a shift in my approach to 
research through visual arts practice by raising pressing questions about the 
representational foundations of  visual arts practice. Artist and art theorist 
Barbara Bolt, who stakes out a similar non-representational position in Art 
Beyond Representation (2004), asks: 
Why does representation continue to operate as the seemingly 
]VI[[IQTIJTMIVLI[[]UML \Z]\P]VLMZXQVVQVO^Q[]ITXZIK\QKM' 1[ Q\
possible, for example, to think our productions outside the paradigm 
of  representation? (Bolt, 2004, p.12). 
9]M[\QWV[[]KPI[\PM[MJMOIV\W]V[MI\\PMWZQOQVITI[[]UX\QWV[\PI\1UQOP\
use arts practices as forms of  operational strategy, tasked with providing 
QV[QOP\[ QV\W »ITZMILaKWV[\Z]K\ML XTIKM¼ 5I[[Ma  X 1V \]ZV I
KMZ\IQVIV`QM\aOZM_IZW]VLPW_ 1UQOP\ \ISMIKKW]V\WN  IV QVKZMI[QVOTa
non-, or perhaps more-than-, representational understandings of  practice 
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_Q\PQV \PM ZM[MIZKP XZWRMK\ 4WZQUMZ . These debates, which had 




nor is space a surface across which we travel, nor indeed is it representable 
I[IÅ`MLIVLLQ[KZM\MMV\Q\aXZM[MV\MLKZQ\QKITKPITTMVOM[\PMQVQ\QITXZMUQ[M[
WN  \PM ZM[MIZKP5I[[Ma¼[ SMa \PM[Q[ Q[ \PI\ [XIKM cannot be separated from 
\PM \MUXWZIT NZWU \PM WV OWQVO [QU]T\IVMW][ IVL KWV\QVOMV\ ÆW_ WN 
interrelations and interactions that constitute worldly existence. She argues 
\PI\[XIKMQ[]VZMXZM[MV\IJTM[QVKMQVWZLMZ\WÅ`IZMXZM[MV\I\QWVWN [XIKM
one needs to extricate it from the temporal, to remove it in order to analyse 
it, and in doing so one is moving from space as trajectory to space as a point, 
a vector or indices. She contends that there is no distinction to be made 
between place and space. That place cannot be framed as a distinct quality 
WZ\aXMWN [XIKM[QVKM\WJMQV[XIKMWZXTIKMQ[VW\\WJMQVI»\PQVO¼J]\\W
always be in process 5I[[MaX8TIKMNWZ5I[[MaQ[[QUXTaI_IaWN 





argument. For some it is the sphere of  the everyday, of  real and valued 
practices, the geographical source of  meaning, vital to hold on to 
I[ »\PM OTWJIT¼ [XQV[ Q\[ M^MZ UWZM ITQMVI\QVO _MJ[° 8TIKM WV \PQ[
reading is the locus of  denial, of  attempted withdrawal from invasion 
LQٺMZMVKM°_PI\QN _MZMN][M\PI\LQ[\QVK\QWV°JM\_MMVXTIKMI[
meaningful, lived, everyday) and space (as what? The outside? The 
IJ[\ZIK\'<PMUMIVQVOTM[['X
.QVITTa5I[[Ma][M[ \PM[\WZaWN 0MZVnV+WZ\u[IVL\PMKWVY]MZML)b\MK
KQ\a <MVWKP\Q\TnV \W LZI_ I\\MV\QWV \W \PM _Ia \PI\ QV \MTTQVO »^WaIOM[ WN 
LQ[KW^MZa¼_MWN\MVLM[KZQJM[XIKMI[[WUM\PQVO\PI\Q[KZW[[MLWZKWVY]MZML




p.4). But to think of  space in this way is to see those peoples, places and 
cultures without a trajectory of  their own, they are deprived of  history; 
situated outside of  the temporal. Since my practical work was conceived in 
\MZU[WN IUM\PWLNWZZMÆMK\QVOWV\PMZMTI\QWV[PQXJM\_MMV[XIKMIVLXTIKM
WV\PMJI[Q[\PI\WVMUQOP\JMLQٺMZMV\QI\MLNZWU\PMW\PMZ\PMXZWXW[Q\QWV
that place is a construct that Å`M[ the vital continuum of  spatial processes 






a broader philosophical shift away from representational thinking, one that 
has progressed from the last decades of  the twentieth century, predominantly 
within the arts, humanities and social sciences. Within cultural geography 
this has been most pronounced in the non-representational, more-than-
ZMXZM[MV\I\QWVIT \PMWZQM[ IL^IVKML Ja _ZQ\MZ[ []KP I[ 6QOMT <PZQN\ 2,
,M_[J]Za0IaLMV4WZQUMZIVL2WPV?aTQM;WUMWN \PMO]QLQVOXZQVKQXTM[
behind non-representational theory have been sketched out in brief  interludes 
\PZW]OP\PMTQSM[WN 1VOWTL3Q\KPQVIVL,WLOMIVL5I[[Ma_PW[M_ZQ\QVO[
share some similarities in their presentation of  the immanence and vitality 
WN [XI\QITM`XMZQMVKMIVL_PW[MXZWXW[Q\QWV[WN\MVUIZSI»[PQN\QVIVITa\QK
focus from discourse to practice¼ ?PI\UWZMX 1\_I[ \PZW]OPIV
encounter with these (and similar) texts, and the questions and problems 
they presented, that the following creative projects developed. Whilst some 
WN \PMIVITa[M[[PIXMLI_IaWN  \PQVSQVOIJW]\\PM_Ia1 NZIUMLKZMI\Q^M
M`XMZQUMV\I\QWVQVZMTI\QWV\WIVQLMIWN [XIKM1[\QTT[\Z]OOTML\WZMKWVKQTM
many of  the results of  the practical entanglements with the discourse that 
was developing simultaneously. A number of  the problems arose from issues 
of  representation, and a continuing concern that the work was becoming 
progressively iconographic. Whilst a good body of  the theoretical discourse 
\ITSMLIJW]\[XIKMQV\MZU[WN ZMTI\QWVITMVOIOMUMV\\PM_WZS[1XZWL]KML
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were enclosed within image-making practices that departed from socially-
WZQMV\I\ML WZ [Q\]I\ML UM\PWL[ WN  M`XMZQUMV\I\QWV ?PI\ Q[ UWZM 1 _I[
accepting a number of  exhibition opportunities that had implications on 
PW_ »ZM[MIZKP¼ _I[ KWVKMQ^ML QV ZMTI\QWV \W IVL »XZWNM[[QWVIT¼ IK\Q^Q\QM[
These created some friction in the mid-stages of  the research, in that they 
KW]TL JM IZO]ML \W JM OWQVO »Wٺ\ZIKS¼ WZ KW]TL JM [MMV I[ QVL]TOQVO QV
personal or commercial interests rather than academic research. Yet later 
this territorialisation of  practices into discrete types of  practice became, itself, 
somewhat troubled.
Meeting Place did not entirely conclude my own map-based works, nor did 
Q\MVLIXZIK\QKM\PI\_I[MVOIOMLQV\PMMV^QZWVUMV\1\LQLPW_M^MZUIZS
a departure from a particular way of  contextualising practice, and from the 
assumption that a series of  creative interventions perhaps revealed something 
IJW]\»\PMVI\]ZMWN ¼[XIKM1VMٺMK\\PQ[_I[IVIKSVW_TMLOMUMV\\PI\[XIKM
Q\[MTN _I[VMQ\PMZMV\Q\aWZKWV\IQVMZQ\KW]TLVW\JM\]ZVMLQV\W\PM»WJRMK\¼WN 
a creative inquiry, since to do so would require a sense of  separation between 
\PM»TQ^ML¼M`XMZQMVKMWN [XIKMIKWV\QV]W][¹[QU]T\IVMQ\aWN [\WZQM[[WNIZº
5I[[MaX!IVL\PM_WZTLI[ILQ[KZM\MIVLSVW_IJTMMV\Q\a1ZM^Q[Q\ML
some of  the early experimental works in August 2008, under the premise that 
whilst LOST in Dorset attempted to document the experience of  wandering 
through an unfamiliar landscape, my prior experience of  the landscape 
IZW]VL ,WZ[M\ _W]TL VW\ MVIJTM UM \W M`XMZQMVKM IVa »I]\PMV\QK¼ [MV[M
of  dislocation. An opportunity to visit my brother and his wife in Zurich, 
;_Q\bMZTIVLIVL\W\ZI^MTJW\PJaNWW\IVLJaZIQT\W_IZL[\PM1\ITQIVJWZLMZ
and back again in a near circular route, appeared to provide an opportunity 
NWZQV^M[\QOI\QVOINIZTM[[NIUQTQIZMV^QZWVUMV\ITJMQ\[\QTTI-]ZWXMIVWVM
\PIV\PMTIVL[KIXMKTW[M\W_PMZM1TQ^ML[QVKMXIZ\WN UM[\QTTKTMI^ML\W\PM




Fig. 3.16 (i-iv): Swiss Sketchbooks, pages from Guarda to Ardez, 2008.
Graphite on paper
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Having taken the train to Guarda in the west of  Switzerland, we travelled 
\PZMMUQTM[JaNWW\\W\PM\W_VWN )ZLMb,]ZQVO\PM_ITS1UILMV]UMZW][




the visual descriptions provide scant information on the topography, or the 
M`XMZQMVKMWN  \PM_ITS WN\MVJMKWUQVO]VQV\MZXZM\IJTM »[KZQJJTM[¼<PM
speed, or time taken over each drawing also conditioned their rendering 
I[ »ZMILIJTM¼ TIVL[KIXM[ IXXMIZQVO UWZM VW\I\QWVIT QV Y]QKSTa XZWL]KML
sketches and more aesthetically considered in drawings that were made over 
a longer period of  time. As one might expect, where images were created 
over a period of  minutes rather than seconds not only did the kinds of  marks 
change - so did the range of  materials, and in particularly long periods of  
LZI_QVOQMUQV]\M[KWTW]Z_I[WN\MVMUXTWaML
Drawing whilst walking sometimes meant exactly that—attempting to 
make a sketch whilst the body was in movement. At other times it meant 
pausing and sketching whilst stationary. The size of  the sketchbook, the lack 
of  a physical support whilst making the drawings, and the act of  controlling 
LQٺMZMV\ _MQOP\[ IVL [QbM[ WN  XMVKQT PMTL JM\_MMV ^IZQW][ ÅVOMZ[ IVL
alternated as required, meant a number of  performative gestures needed to 
be accomplished in order to make a more acceptable or interesting drawing. 
)[1JMOIV\WLM^MTWXIUMIV[WN WZKPM[\ZI\QVO\PMY]QKS\ZIV[Q\QWVWN UMLQI
WZIUWZM [\IJTM_IaWN JITIVKQVO \PM [SM\KPJWWS1_I[IJTM \W \PQVS TM[[
about the orientation or arrangement of  my own body and more about 
\PMIK\[IVLOM[\]ZM[WN LZI_QVO)[\PM[MV]UJMZWN LZI_QVO[QVKZMI[ML1
was able to make judgments about the kinds of  physical gestures that would 
produce more visually appealing results.
:MÆMK\QVO WV \PM LZI_QVO[ XZWL]KML L]ZQVO \PQ[ M`K]Z[QWV \PMZM IZM
recognisable shifts in the way the drawings are being conceived and actualised. 
98
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Fig. 3.19, (i-iv): Swiss Sketchbooks, pages from LOST in Zurich, 2008.
Graphite and coloured pencil on paper
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As with LOST in Dorset, these visual recordings often oscillated between direct 
annotation and more artful description, perhaps related to the gradual shifts 
in intention, with the sense that these were about notation giving way to 
a pleasure in the actions and movements of  drawing itself. Within these 
[SM\KPM[IVLQV\PW[MXZWL]KMLTI\MZWV\PMRW]ZVMa\W8Qb*MZVQVIÅO
i-iv), there was also a sense of  growing familiarity with the rhythms involved 
in their creation.
Many of  the initial drawings are made using the same technique of  
»KWV\QV]ITTQVM¼LZI_QVO1PILMUXTWaMLI\\PM:][[MTT+W\M[U][M]U_PMZM
the tip of  the media does not, or rarely, leaves the page. These progress into 
^IZQI\QWV[JM\_MMVKWV\QV]ITTQVMIVL][QVO\PM»[QLM¼WN \PMUMLQIQVWZLMZ
to create more textural marks, and to a form of  continual line that involves 
\_Q[\QVO\PMUMLQII[aW]LZI_\WXZWL]KM^IZQI\QWV[QV\PMÆW_WN \PMUIZS
<PM[SM\KPM[[MMUML\WLM^MTWXLQٺMZMV\MUXPI[M[ \ISM NWZUQVLQٺMZMV\
ways as attempts to describe the environment by physically interpreting the 
twists of  a path or stream might move towards a visually deconstruction and 
recomposing the shapes in a railway station, and discernible points emerged 
at which the drawing ceased to be concerned with describing an accurate 
record of  what was being observed, and indulged in the act, the movement, 
\PMOM[\]ZMWN LZI_QVOQ\[MTN1VWVMQV[\IVKM\PMÆW_LM[KZQJMLQV\PMLZI_QVO
of  a curved mountain path is less a direct observation than a means of  feeling 
I_Ia\PZW]OPQ\[IXXIZMV\IZK<PM[MV[MLUW^MUMV\WZÆW_WN \PMIZKQVO
track as it cuts down the side of  the mountain slope appeared to be physically 
KWUXTMUMV\MLQV\PMLZI_QVOJa\PMNZQK\QWVIVLZMTMI[MWٺMZMLJa\PMXMVKQT
pushing through the surface of  the paper.
Scuol to Diavolezza and Diavolezza to Chur
<_WLIa[TI\MZ_M\WWS\PM-VOILQV4QVM\ZIQVNZWU;K]WT\W8WV\ZM[QVIIVL








 QQ^?PQT[\1UQOP\PI^M[MMV\PMX]ZXW[MWN  \PM QVQ\QITLZI_QVO[I[
IUMIV[WN ^Q[]ITTaVIZZI\QVOI[LQZMK\TaI[XW[[QJTMI[MV[MWN _PI\1_I[
[MMQVO 1PILJMMV TM[[ \PW]OP\N]TIJW]\PW_ \PM[MUIZS[KIUMIJW]\)[
with the sketches made two days previously on the walk between Guarda 
IVL)ZLMb Q\ IXXMIZMLI[ QN  1PILJMO]V \W \PQVS TM[[WN _PI\_I[JMQVO
drawn but how the drawing was made. Techniques developed through 




unfolding of  an experience of  being in the landscape was co-constituted 
with the gradual adaptation of  a pre-acquired set of  drawing skills and a 
bodily means of  arranging materials in my hands and stabilising my position 
IOIQV[\\PM\MZZIQV1VXPa[QKITTaXZM[[QVOQV\WIVL^Q[]ITTa[MIZKPQVOW^MZ\PM
TIVL[KIXMJWLQTaUW^MUMV\XILXMVKQT[[PWM[ZWKS[ÆQM[IVLUW]V\IQV
haze constantly conditioned sets of  relations to each other.
LOST in Zurich
The last series of  drawing made in Switzerland were made as a direct response 
to LOST in Dorset. Here, those early questions about familiarity, distance and 
XTIKM[\QTT[MMUML\WPI^M[WUMPWTLUM8MZPIX[[\QTTPWTLQVOWV\WIJMTQMN 
that whilst the particular area might be strange to me when travelling in 
Dorset, the landscape was not. By revisiting these works in Switzerland there 
was a certain naivety in assuming that these acts would engender a sense 
of  dislocation that could be mined for some pure experiential record of  
the processes of  navigation and map-making. LOST in ZurichÅO!QQ^
[MMUML\WXZW^QLM\PMXW[[QJQTQ\aWN IVM`XMZQMVKMIV\Q\PM\QKIT\W\PW[MÅZ[\
meanderings in Dorset, principally that it was wandering in an unfamiliar 
urban environment. 
8MZPIX[ ]V[]ZXZQ[QVOTa \PM _WZS[ XZWL]KML L]ZQVO \PQ[ \PZMMPW]Z
excursion bears similarities to those journeys mapped out earlier in the week 
I[1NMTTQV\WXI\\MZV[WN XZIK\QKM\PI\1PILVW_JMKWUMKWUNWZ\IJTM_Q\P
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The use of  certain kinds of  mark (for example, sweeping, dotted, notational); 
and use of  symbols to describe directions of  travel, to record changes 
in transit (i.e. from foot to tram), or architecture, all seem to share strong 
visual resemblance as a means of  pacing-thinking-drawing out the shifts and 
changes experienced in travelling through somewhere. And yet there was a 
LMÅVQ\M[MV[M\PI\\PM[MLZI_QVO[PILUW^MLI_IaNZWU\PI\MIZTQMZLOST 
work produced in Dorset over a year before. The progression seemed to be 
LMÅVMLJaIXXZWIKPM[\W\PMIK\WN LZI_QVOZI\PMZ\PIVW]\KWUMWN _PI\
was being drawn. They had begun to shift away from a narrow idea of  visual 
»LI\I KWTTMK\QWV¼ IVL \W_IZL[ I [M\ WN  ^Q[]ITQ[I\QWV[ LM^MTWXML Ja QLMI[ WN 
draftsmanship.
;WNIZ1PI^MPQOPTQOP\MLIV]UJMZWN \PM[PQN\[QV\PM\ZIRMK\WZaWN \PM
research: a number of  to-ings and fro-ings between the map-like images 
being produced at various locations with various intentions, and a growing 
familiarity with debates in areas such as critical cartography and cultural 
OMWOZIXPa;P]\\TQVOJM\_MMVM^WT^QVOJWLQM[WN LZI_QVOIVL\M`\1PI^M
W]\TQVML[WUMWN \PMXZIK\QKITIVL\PMWZM\QKITLQٻK]T\QM[\PI\JMOIV
to demand more contingent understandings of  mapping and drawing 
XZIK\QKM[IVLUWZMÆ]QLKWVKMX\QWV[WN [XIKM1PIL[M\W]\_Q\PI





XJ]\IT[W\PMMV^QZWVUMV\NZWU\PMdoings of  practice. These shifts 
towards the performance of  drawings, and towards a sense of  practice as a 
Æ]QLIVL^WTI\QTMQV\MZ[MK\QWVWN KWV\QV]W][TaWKK]ZZQVOM^MV\[XIZITTMTML
LM[KZQX\QWV[WN [XIKMWٺMZMLJaIV]UJMZWN \PM\PMWZQ[\[_PW[M_WZS_I[
beginning to impact on the forming of  the research, perhaps most notably 
\PI\WN <QU1VOWTL,WZMMV5I[[MaIVL6QOMT<PZQN\





working in which there was no longer an curatorial imperative to direct 
\W_IZL[I[XMKQÅK»[Q\M¼WZTWKI\QWVJ]\IZMY]QZMUMV\\WKWOQ\I\MWVQLMI[
of  enclosure, a [PQN\\PI\_W]TLJMIKKMV\]I\MLI[1moved from the Swiss Alps 





We can speak of  an island mind. Those who live on an island, who 
grow to maturity there, have a view of  the world that is spacious in 
an empty sense as the eye travels to an undisturbed horizon, a view 
that is particular, local, bounded and proud. Though to others the 
horizon of  opportunity is no longer limited to the horizon visible 
from the shore (if  it ever was), to the islander the limit of  his island has 
been an emotional boundary. Among whatever else may condition 
their motives one psychological need arises from this view: the need 
to keep things encompassed; to continue to be able to walk or sail 
IZW]VL \PMMLOM[WN ILMÅVQ\M_WZTL# \WSVW_MVW]OPWN  Q\[ÅVQ\M
knowledge so that all that needs to be known can be known even if  
not known; to go to the center of  the island and from there to sing 
WZ [PW]\WZ ZMÆMK\ \PI\PW_M^MZ [PI\\MZML Q\UQOP\ [MMU\WW\PMZ[
\PMQ[TIVLM`XMZQMVKMQ[_Q\PQVQ\[MTN_Q\PITTQ\[KWVÆQK\[XW\MV\QITTa
whole. (Ritchie, 1977, p.188.)
I’m not entirely sure what it was that prompted me to pile a small amount of  
detritus, bits I had salvaged from the waste bin and the ashtray, onto a light 
box and photograph it. I had used the light box in the works produced for 
5MM\QVO8TIKM at the Russell-Cotes to aid in the tracing of  outlines for some of  
the maps and, since the end of  that show, it lay on the same table in the box 
room where it now served as a surface on which I put piles of  drawings and 
texts. There were also images of  islands, a TMQ\UW\QN I had pursued in recent 
work, and other visual matter that I had collected (for whatever reason) during 
\PM^IZQW][_ITS[IVLOITTMZa^Q[Q\[<PMZM_MZMKI[\Wٺ[K]\W]\[IVL[KZIX[
of  material that must have had some now forgotten purpose. But perhaps the 
island image had been called to mind so often, through previous attempts 
to mentally circumscribe a location that might be ‘discovered’, that became 
almost habitual to refer back to it from time to time. From this one might 
QVNMZ\PI\1[]ٺMZMLNZWU\PMKWVLQ\QWV\PI\PQ[\WZQIV2WPV:/QTTQ[LM[KZQJM[
I[»Q[TWUIVQI¼/QTTQ[IKWVLQ\QWVQV_PQKP\PMIٺMK\MLQ[[IQL\W[MM
islands in everything. If  this were the case there would be some comfort in 
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UM\IXPWZQKIT island is ‘so enduring, all-pervading and commonplace’ that it 
might be considered ‘\PMKMV\ZITUM\IXPWZ_Q\PQV_M[\MZVLQ[KW]Z[M¼ 0Ia
#X*]\_PMV\PMPQ[\WZQIV2WPV/QTTQ[VW\M[\PI\_MVW\WVTa\PQVS
IJW]\ islands, but _Q\P \PMU /QTTQ[  PM Q[ IT[W LM[KZQJQVO I XZWKTQ^Q\a
within western thought to divide the world into neat and separated forms; to 
make islands of  the things we experience as a means of  understanding them. 
)VLNWZ/QTTQ[\PM_M[\MZVQUIOQVI\QWV[MM[Q[TIVL[M^MZa_PMZM»_PM\PMZQ\
be desert oases, or city ghettos, kitchen workspaces, highway dividers, groups 
WN  KMTT[ \PM Q[TM\[ WN 4IVOMZPIV[ XIZ\[ WN  \PMJZIQV 1[TIVLWN :MQT IVL
XI\\MZV[NW]VLQVÅVOMZXZQV\[¼QJQL#<PMZMQ[VW[PWZ\IOMWN ZMITQ[TIVL[
QV\PM_WZTL:WV[\ZUQ[TIVL[\PI\IZM]VQY]MLQ^MZ[MIT\PW]OPVW\
always enticing, and yet it is those of  the imaginative realm that seem to have 
the greatest hold (Tuan, 1990, p.118).
I trace my own interest back to the production of  a number of  artworks 
that attempted to represent the idyllic, and often took the form of  physical and 
digital models, miniaturised holiday resorts or housing developments. The 
UWLMT[_MZMQV\MVLML\WWٺMZ]XZMKZMI\QWV[\PI\JWZMIV]VMI[aZMTI\QWV[PQX
to their ‘real-world’ counterparts, often as essentialised reconstructions that 
acted as reminders of  the uniformity of  many cultural representations 
of  ideal living. Although these early works were produced well before the 
research degree, at various stages of  the making of  new works there was a 
movement that reached back towards these past creations, a movement that 
\PMIV\PZWXWTWOQ[\)TNZML/MTTPI[LM[KZQJMLI[I[QU]T\IVMW][ZM\MV\QWVIVL





+WV\MUXWZIZa)Z\IVL\PM5][M]U+WTTMK\QWV, and as I began to discuss a new set of  
proposals for a new visual arts project it seemed to re-emerge as the conceptual 
PWWS IJW]\ _PQKP I V]UJMZ WN  Y]M[\QWV[ IZW]VL [XI\QIT ZMXZM[MV\I\QWV
turned. The exhibition *WZLMZTIVL[ was intended to be an event that brought 
\WOM\PMZXIZITTMTZMÆMK\QWV[WV\PMQLMIWN JWZLMZ[IVLPQV\MZTIVL[NZWU\_W
writers and two visual artists. I was jointly involved in the organisation of  the 
M`PQJQ\QWV ITWVO _Q\P IZ\Q[\ <WU 0ITT IVL K]ZI\WZ ;\MXPIVQM 2IUM[ <PM
W\PMZ\_WKWV\ZQJ]\WZ[4MM5IKSQVVWVIVL.ZIVS*ZW_VPILJMMVI[SML
to produce written works for this exhibition. The show developed under 
several titles: 1[TIVL\PMVJZQMÆa*WZLMZ+W]V\Za, before we settled on the title 
*WZLMZTIVL[. This titular shift is, perhaps, indicative of  the attempts to frame 
the various spatial and artistic narratives of  the contributors under one useful 
set of  terms, but in doing so also provided grounds for thinking a set of  
relationships between the exhibition participants.
For my own part this interest in island was fed on divergent sources from 
Western historical accounts of  Enlightenment exploration (and colonialism) in 
_PQKPQ[TIVL[_MZMZMOIZLMLJa\PW[M[]KPI[4W]Q[)V\WQVMLM*W]OIQV^QTTM
as the last vestiges of  a prelapsarian paradise (Withers, 1999), and in the 
MTIJWZI\M IVL [WUM\QUM[ MV\QZMTa ÅK\QWVITQ[ML MVKW]V\MZ[ WN  -]ZWXMIV
»LQ[KW^MZa¼[]KPI[+IX\2)4I_[WV¼[?IVLMZQVO[QV\PM1V\MZQWZWN 6M_/]QVMI
(1875)<PM[MM`XTWZI\QWV[_MZMI[OMWOZIXPMZ,WZMMV5I[[MaX]\[
Q\ ^WaIOM[ WN  LQ[KW^MZa \WTL QV \MZU[ WN  »KZW[[QVO IVL KWVY]MZQVO [XIKM¼
an ‘expanse we travel across’ (p.4). This image of  space as an inhabitable 
expanse, as a surface of  land and sea that enwraps the globe, enables a 
particular worldview, one that allows us to conceive other peoples and cultures 
as elements upon this surface, ‘simply as phenomena’ (ibid), rather than as 
belonging to complex shifting networks capable of  producing of  their own 
histories. And, at least through the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries, 
perhaps some measure of  credence in this image of  the world was sustained 
Ja\PM»VM_XTIVM\IZaKWV[KQW][VM[[WN [KQMVKM¼,ZQ^MZ5IZ\QV[X!




wont to point out, these are conceptions that tame space into a geometric 
extent, a ^M[[MTNWZIVLIUMIV[WN WZLMZQVO\PM\MUXWZIT[\QTTXMZ[Q[\
X
By taking account of  the practices that lay behind map making, the work of  
cartographers like Kitchin and Dodge had already altered a conceptualisation 
of  mapping from the iconic and largely symbolic to something that was 
open-ended, contingent and relational. In the same vein, a return to the 
studio could no longer simply address intentions and outcomes as providing 
evidence of  research activity, but also the interweavings, the movements and 
constellations of  relation from in which these emerged—not as completed 
artefacts but as things-in-formation, ‘the moment of  formative force more 
\PIV \PI\ WN  \PM NWZUML _WZS¼ 6IVKa  X )VL aM\ _PQT[\ \PM[M
LMJI\M[IٺMK\ML \PMIXXZWIKP \W \PMXZWKM[[ \PMa_MZMVW\ QV[\Q\]\MLI[I
UM\PWLNWZM`IUXTM>IVVQVQIVL<IOOIZ\J]\ZI\PMZJMKIUM[W]ZKM[
of  dialogue that moved ideas forward. 
When I began the works that would end up in the exhibition *WZLMZTIVL[, 
the itinerant practices that had been central to a navigational narrative of  
spatial engagement, had now moved indoors. This seemed a long way from 
IK\QVOW]\I[MZQM[WN XMZNWZUI\Q^MLZI_QVO[QV_PI\4WVOPI[LM[KZQJMLI[
\PM»ZMIT[XIKM[WN \PM_WZTL¼?ITTQ[KQ\MLQV>I]OPIV!X!WZ\PM
»LQZMK\TaTQ^ML¼5K,WVW]OP!!#X!LuZQ^M inspired engagements. Yet, if  
the studio seemed to be a ‘retreat’ it was no less directly lived. 
A return to the studio, or at least to the new spaces I negotiating for 
practical work at home, and burgeoning interest in non-representational 
theories began to direct my own way of  thinking about making towards 
the WKK]ZZMV\, that is, towards the ‘event’ of  practice, a turn that had arisen 
from certain growing apprehensions about the early phases of  research 
experimentation. As practical and theoretical aspects of  the study had started 
\WLQ^QLMMٺWZ\[\W[Q\]I\MIV]UJMZWN XW[Q\QWVITZMTI\QWV[PQX[JM\_MMVIZ\Q[\
practitioner/artist-researcher and subject-matter/research-object had raised 
]ZOMV\Y]M[\QWV[IJW]\\PM[\Z]K\]ZQVOWN \PM[\]LaIVL\PMZWTM1PILI[[]UML
for myself. In these idealised early versions, the position of  practitioner/
researcher had been one of  observer and interpreter within a system of  
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purposive situations that were constructed to reveal or describe something of  
place. The objects of  research were both the artefactual outcomes of  these 
situations: the drawings, performances, videos and sound recordings, etc., 
IVL the ‘object’ of  place, (that is, an envisaging of  place and/or space in 
\MZU[WN IZM[MIZKPWJRMK\6W_\PMUW^M\W_IZL[ITWW[MTaLMÅVML[\]LQW
environment directed a level of  scrutiny on the situations from and in which 
the works now emerged. Yet it took a while to make sense of  the dynamics of  
the studio, especially the urgency to complete the work for exhibition, even 
though at the same time conceiving the work in the research terms I had 
initially established, appeared to be pulling conception and production in 
WXXW[Q\MLQZMK\QWV[<PMMIZTaQVÆ]MVKMWN 5I[[Ma¼[_ZQ\QVO[WV[XIKM
certainly set the grounds for a shift in thinking, since I largely expected the 
artwork to be expressing or elucidating something in largely representational 
terms. But whilst the works of  other artists were ways of  providing a useful 
context for my own creative activities, the analysis tended to be focussed on 
PW_\PM[M_WZS[WٺMZMLLQٺMZMV\ZMILQVO[WN [XI\QITKWV[\Z]K\[[]KPI[\PM
UIX \PM Q[TIVL IVL VW_ \PM [\]LQW 5I[[Ma¼[ ZMTI\QWVIT IZO]UMV\ !!#
 Q[I ZMN][IT \W ZML]KMW]Z]VLMZ[\IVLQVOWN  [XIKM \W \PI\WN  []ZNIKM
WZKWV\IQVMZ X#X)VL[PMUISM[PMZKI[MJaM`\MVLQVO\PZMM
propositions:
.QZ[\, that we recognise space as the product of  interrelations; as 
constituted through interactions, from the immensity of  the global to 
the intimately tiny… ;MKWVL, that we understand space as the sphere 
of  the possibility of  existence of  the multiplicity in the sense of  
contemporaneous plurality; as the sphere in which distinct trajectories 
co-exist; as the sphere therefore of  coexisting heterogeneity… 
<PQZL, that we recognise space as always under construction… it is 
VM^MZÅVQ[PML#VM^MZKTW[ML8MZPIX[_MKW]TL QUIOQVM [XIKMI[I
simultaneity of  stories so far. (p.9)
)[_Q\PUIVaWN \PM\PMWZQ[\[QV\PQ[[\]La5I[[MaIT[WLZI_[WV,MT]MbM
/]I\\IZQIVXPQTW[WXPQKITQVÆ]MVKM[QVWZLMZ\WIZO]M\PI\IKWVKMX\[]KPI[




In this case, the making of  artistic work as a response to space was also 
QVNWZUML Ja KWVKMX\QWV[ WN  [XIKM I[ I Æ]QL KWV\QV]IT IVL WXMVMVLML
experiencing of  environment. If  I were to think of  space in this way, art 
practice needed to be reconsidered as spatial practice if, as the writer 
and critic Simon O’Sullivan describes it, art is also an event in continual 
resistance to closure: ‘Art then is the name of  the object of  an encounter, but 
also the name of  the encounter itself, and indeed of  that which is produced 
Ja\PMMVKW]V\MZ¼7¼;]TTQ^IVX<PQVSQVOIJW]\XZIK\QKMQV\MZU[
WN M^MV\\PMZMNWZM_I[VW\[QUXTa\PM]VNWTLQVOWN I[MY]MVKMWN IK\Q^Q\QM[
within a ‘privileged’ and territorialised space of  the studio, since the concept 
of  the studio itself  needed to be rethought, or re-experienced, in terms of  
KPIVOM)OIQV_PMZM5I[[Ma\ITS[IJW]\\PMZMXZM[MV\I\QWVWN [XIKM¸QVUa
case the familiar space of  the studio—she describes how we might see it as 
»VWTWVOMZIXZWKM[[WN Å`QVOJ]\I[IVMTMUMV\QVIKWV\QV]W][XZWL]K\QWV#
a part of  itself, and itself  constantly becoming’, and the activity, the practice, 
‘an embedded engagement QV\PM_WZTLWN _PQKPQ\Q[IXIZ\¼X 
For me, turning attention towards the home-as-studio was less an act 
of  artistic intention—a means of  drawing attention to the invisible power 
geometries that existed between ‘home-life’ and ‘work-life’—than an issue 
of  expediency. In fact I thought very little about appropriating part of  a 
ZWWUNWZUISQVO_WZSI\PWUM1LQLVW\NMMT1_I[LWQVOIVa\PQVOLQٺMZMV\
\PIVUIVaW\PMZIZ\Q[\[_PW_WZSJM\_MMVLQٺMZMV\XZWNM[[QWVITLWUIQV[
in my case teaching and working as a practicing artist. Where it became 
imperative to consider this space was in thinking of  the work I was able to 
XZWL]KMIVL\PM_Ia1KW]TLXZWL]KMQ\QVZMTI\QWV\WPW_Q\QVÆ]MVKML\PM
practice I[ orientated towards an elucidation of  a space/place relationships. 
Establishing a connection between artistic projects that were beginning to 
UW^MQVLQٺMZMV\LQZMK\QWV[TML\WUWZM[MIZKPQVOY]M[\QWV[IJW]\\PM_Ia1
saw the research process. 
*WZLMZTIVL[ provided a framework for considering the porosity of  spaces, 
\PM VMOW\QI\QWV[ \PI\ UQOP\ M`Q[\ QV I\\MUX\QVO \W LMÅVM UIZOQV[ JM\_MMV
things, and whilst 5MM\QVO8TIKMhad also been concerned with linear illustrations 
that referred to edges, these were largely founded on the visible and physical 
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extents of  the museum architecture. Previously I had a location—a place to 
OW\W_PQKPXZWUQ[ML\PMXW[[QJQTQ\aWN KPIVKMMVKW]V\MZ[IVLI[5I[[Ma
puts it, ‘[o]n the one hand, that Q[one of  the characteristics of  space; that is 





As a way of  setting the scene for an increasingly dispersed conceptualisation 
WN \PM[\]LQWQV\PMNWTTW_QVO[MK\QWV1TWWSJZQMÆaI\[WUMWN \PMQLMI[\PI\
have formed around this apparently private and privileged space, beginning 
in the years following the post-studio evictions of  the late 1960’s and 1970’s. 
These brisk illustrations are not intended to form an inclusive review of  the 
history of  the artist’s studio, those narratives are already well described in 
numerous other texts, recently, for example, in Claire Doherty’s .ZWU;\]LQW
\W;Q\]I\QWV[*ZQIV7¼,WPMZ\a¼[;\]LQWIVL+]JM?IT\MZ,I^QL\[
and Kimberley Paice’s <PM.ITTWN \PM;\]LQW!IVL5IZa2IVM2IKWJIVL
5QKPMTTM/ZIJVMZ¼[<PM;\]LQW:MILMZ1V\PMLM[KZQX\QWV[WN \PM[\]LQW
\PI\NWTTW_IV]UJMZWN _ZQ\MZ[KPITTMVOM\PMQ[TIVLTQSMY]ITQ\a\PI\IZ\Q[\[
like Robert Smithson once gave it when he declared that ‘[d]eliverance from 
\PMKWVÅVM[WN \PM[\]LQWNZMM[\PMIZ\Q[\\WILMOZMMNZWU\PM[VIZM[WN KZIN\
IVL\PMJWVLIOMWN KZMI\Q^Q\a¼;UQ\P[WVKQ\MLQV0IZZQ[WVIVL?WWL!!
X  1 LZI_ XIZ\QK]TIZTa WV \PM _WZS WN  IZ\ PQ[\WZQIV[ []KP I[ 5WZOIV
<PWUI[ IVL 3I\^M3IQ[I 3WV\\]ZQ IVL XPQTW[WXPMZ[ *ZQIV 5I[[]UQ IVL
-ZQV5IVVQVOQVWZLMZ\WWXMV]XIUWZMLaVIUQKIVLKWV\QVOMV\QLMIWN \PM
studio, in which studio-VM[[Q[TM[[IVIZKPQ\MK\]ZITKWVÅVM\PIVI[]KKM[[QWVWN 
QV\MV[Q\QM[\PMXZWL]K\WN U]T\QXTMIVLKWV\QV]W][QV\MZZMTI\QWV[*aJZQMÆa
M`IUQVQVOI[MZQM[WN QLMI[\PI\LM[\IJQTQ[M\PMVW\QWVWN IÅ`MLIVLXZQ^I\M
realm, I introduce a thread of  thinking that continues through an increasingly 











how impersonal connections between an individual artist and the works and 
individuals they identify with create more complex and ‘accurate’ images of  
the creative process (p.95). These propositions challenge the idea of  the solo 
individual working alone in the studio, even when it might be claimed no other 
person has entered the space. As I have noted earlier, similar collaborative 
M`KPIVOM[IZMQLMV\QÅMLJa5IVVQVOIVL5I[[]UQQV\PMQZ_WZS_Q\PIZ\Q[\
*ZIKPI-\\QVOMZIVLQV\PMÅVITXIZ\WN \PQ[KPIX\MZ1IT[W\]ZVJZQMÆa\W\PMQZ
observations on her studio practice.
In much of  the work I produced during this period the image of  the 
island persisted, and it serves as a useful fulcrum around which the multiple 
trajectories of  activities develop. A reminder, it seems, of  the QLMI of  enclosure 
and isolation, but one that is constantly breached and transgressed. But 
perhaps this also contrasts with the peripatetic practices that had emerged in 
the initial phases of  the research. Practices that, despite being carried out in 
the public space of  a municipal museum, remained tied to an idea of  artistic 
production as a highly individual activity.
?PMV :QKPIZL 4WVO R]`\IXW[ML I XPW\WOZIXP WN  PQU[MTN  KTQUJQVO 5\
3QTQUIVRIZWITWVO[QLMWVMWN \PM4WVO5IVWN ?QTUQVO\WVQV\PMKI\ITWO]M
for <PM6M_)Z\exhibition it was a representation that supported the idea of  
the itinerant artist as an outdoorsman, a solitary individual (Wood, 1999, 
X ?PQT[\ 4WVO¼[ _WZS ILWX\ML \PM Y]W\QLQIV XZIK\QKM WN  _ITSQVO I[ I
form of  dematerialised alternative to object-orientated artworld of  the late 
!¼[ IVL MIZTa !¼[ ?WWL !!! X# 3_WV  X# ;TMMUIV
XVM^MZ\PMTM[[Q\MVOIOML_Q\P\PMKWV[\Z]K\QWVIVLLQ[[MUQVI\QWV
of  a particular kind of  mythological narrative: 
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The catalogue of  1971’s <PM*ZQ\Q[P)^IV\/IZLM included a full-page 
KWTW]ZQUIOMWN 4WVOXQK\]ZMLWVIZWTTQVO^MZLIV\UWWZLZM[[MLQV
hiking gear and unshaven beside a neatly tacked-down tent. As the 
KIX\QWV¸¼:QKPIZL4WVO[\IVLQVOVMIZPQ[_ITS¼¸UISM[KTMIZ\PQ[Q[
VW\I[XMKQÅK_WZS4WVOM`MK]\MLWZIVQUIOMWN PQU_WZSQVO0M
is ‘standing near’ his walk, resting for a moment in perfect character 
\W XMZ[WVQNa PQ[ XI[\WZIT _WZS ° 4WVO I[ I [WTQ\IZa QVLQ^QL]IT
incarnating past habits, working on variations on circles and lines. 
Enacting walks of  severe discipline, he composed arrangements 
]VQLMV\QÅIJTM I[ IZ\ _Q\PW]\ I XQK\WZQIT [W]^MVQZ []J[\Q\]\QVO NWZ
\PM ZMUW\M ITT J]\ ]VTWKI\IJTM UISM[PQN\ MٺWZ\ QUIOML \PZW]OP
photography. Not depicted is the artist sorting negatives and contact 
sheets, ordering prints or travelling to talk to dealers and collectors. 
These are historic roles unrelated to the folk memories and inviolable 
[MTNQUIOM \PI\ [MZ^MLI[IXPIV\WUXZWRMK\QWVWN  \PMÅO]ZM4WVO
had become. (Wood, 1999, p.75.)
At around the same time in Canada, artist Ian Wallace made precisely this 
turn towards the interior of  his own studio, not simply as a documentation 
WN PQ[_WZS[XIKMJ]\I[IIVQV\MOZITXIZ\WN \PMXZWL]K\QWVWN ÅVIT_WZS["
When I began to make photographic documentation of  my workspace 
in the late 1960’s, I came to realise that this documentation could be 
KWV[QLMZMLI[IXIZ\WN \PM_WZSXZWKM[[M^MVI[IÅVQ[PML_WZSQV
itself. It also became apparent that the space or place of  production, 
the studio as an actual as well as a symbolic environment, would be a 
necessary element in the imagery of  this process, as the actual mise-
en-scène for the materialization of  the conceptual, non-objective 
VI\]ZMWN IZ\?ITTIKMX
As Wallace acknowledges, artists have often taken photographs of  their own 
studios, and during the mid-twentieth century an entire genre of  documentary 
photography grew from the work of  photographers such as Arnold Newman 
IVL0IV[6IU]\P_PWZMKWZLMLQUIOM[WN IZ\Q[\[TQSM2IKS[WV8WTTWKSIVL





The ‘topography’ of  the photographic space can thus assume greater 
complexity if  studied in detail. The tools of  production (ladder, tables, 
stretcher bars, canvas, ruler and tape, canvas pliers and stapler, etc.) 
[\IVLW]\QV\PMQUIOMI[ÅO]ZI\Q^MMUJTMU[\PI\ZMNMZ\WIXIZ\QK]TIZ
stage in the production process; that is, in the preparation of  the 
canvas ground only, for neither the photographic nor the painting 
process in itself  are represented. There is an emphasis on the ‘ground’ 
\PMV \PI\ LZI_[ I\\MV\QWV \W \PM XZWJTMUI\QK WN  »ÅO]ZMOZW]VL¼
relations that are central to this series and all works on canvas related 
\WQ\?ITTIKMX
In his analysis of  this series of  images, +WZVMZ WN  \PM ;\]LQW IVL -T <ITTMZ" )
:MÆMK\QWV WV <_W ?WZS[ NZWU !!  ?ITTIKM Q[ IT[W QV\MV\ WV
bridging ‘the gap between the sensory and the intellectual’ (p.170), and he 
demonstrates this by drawing our attention to the changes of  use the studio 
]VLMZOWM[0M[MM[+WZVMZWN \PM;\]LQW!!ÅOI[ZMXZM[MV\QVOI»[XIKM
for thinking’, whereas -T<ITTMZ!!ÅOJMKWUM[ZMXZM[MV\I\Q^MWN I
»_WZSQVO[XIKM¼XAM\I[PMM`XTIQV[\PMIK\WN XPW\WOZIXPQVO
+WZVMZWN \PM;\]LQWinvolved the interruption of  an act of  reading (Stéphane 
5ITTIZUu¼[=V+W]XLM,v[ rests on the table in the image), and so reading is 
displaced by the activity of  taking light meter readings, adjusting the camera, 
IVL[WWV)[?ITTIKM\]ZV[\W_IZL[\PMY]M[\QWVWN [XIKM_MIZMI[SML\W
consider it in relation to the internal dynamics and compositional structure 
WN \PMXQK\WZQITXTIVM<PMQUIOMXZW^QLM[\PM»^Q[]ITQV\MZXTIaJM\_MMVÆI\
closed space and open, recessive space, such as can be seen in the perspective 
QV\PM\QT\WN \PMXTIVMWN \PMÆWWZILQ[\IV\^QM_\PZW]OPIVWXMV_QVLW_
\PMÆI\VM[[WN IKIV^I[ TMIVQVOIOIQV[\I_ITT¼ X  1VLMML Q\ Q[ QV \PM
optical relation between image and surface that he sees space as being ‘carved 
out’, and simultaneously he describes this as a means of  trapping the eye 
in ‘the logic of  virtual space, the mirror simulation of  actual space that is 
inherent to photography’, (ibid.). 
One might reasonably ask, then, if  the studio, in these images, is also 
a cipher for a particular idea of  creative space. If  the dynamics of  this 
representation exist in the formal interplay between the blocks of  printed 
surface matter and the photographs of  studio interiors, could one not 
116
.QO, (above): Ian Wallace +WZVMZWN \PM;\]LQW11>!!
Ink mono print with pho to lam i nate and acrylic on can vas. 
.QO (below): Ian Wallace,-T<ITTMZ!!
8PW\WTIUQVI\MIKZaTQKIVLUWVWXZQV\WVKIV^ I[! `KU
All images reproduced with kind permission of  the artist.
1[WTI\ML+PIUJMZ[5WJQTM;Q\M[
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substitute any other kind of  architecturally similar interior and achieve a 
visually similar experience? As Wallace himself  suggests, the idea of  ;\]LQW
;MZQM[ (1969-) in which these images belong, is both an attempt to build a 
bridge between the sensory and the intellectual space that the studio seems 
to represent, but also as a means for [MTNZMÆMK\QWV X \PI\ QUIOQVM[
the private space of  production in relation to the ‘objective or social space 
of  … the “museum” and the “street”’ (ibid.), but it is also a representation 
in which the studio is not simply the enclosed and private environment for 
single-minded activities. It appears to tend towards the museum or gallery as 
much as the self-contained space of  intense contemplation, implying that the 
museum or gallery is IT[W in the studio.
Whilst the Western idea of  the professional studio emerged in the Renaissance 
*MTTWVa:M_ITL8MXXQI\\! X#?I\MZÅMTL!XQVIZ\[KPWWT[
the emergence of  the private studio space appears to coincide, somewhat 
ironically, with the self-imposed post-studio evictions of  the late 1960’s and 
early 1970’s. In his essay )8W[[QJTM+WV\ZILQK\QWV 0W_IZL;QVOMZUIV
describes this as a development of  the more general working spaces that were 
provided by the school under disciplinary métiers, such as the painting or the 
XZQV\UISQVO[\]LQW;QVOMZUIVX*aLZI_QVOWVIVIKKW]V\WN 
the contemporary art school studio in 1971, Singerman observes that:
In a nice twist… the nearly obligatory private studio arrives at the 
same moment as the term post-studio. That label was probably 
ÅZ[\][MLQV!Ja4I_ZMVKM)TTW_Ia_PWKPIZIK\MZQbML:WJMZ\
Smithson’s practice as “a ‘post-studio’ system of  operation,” but by 
\PMMVLWN \PMLMKILMQ\PILKWUM\WVIUM\PMJZWILTaQVÆ]MV\QIT
XZWOZIUPMILMLJa2WPV*ITLM[[IZQ,W]OTI[0]MJTMZIVL5QKPIMT
Asher at the California Institute of  Arts, a program that continued 
\WWٺMZ Q\[[\]LMV\[ QVLQ^QL]IT[\]LQW[¸XMZPIX[JMKI][M\PM[\]LQW
Q\ [W]OP\ \WX]\ QV\WY]M[\QWVWZ \W []ZXI[[_I[VW\ [WU]KP \PM
private one as the general one, and a certain conjunction of  space, 
IZ\Q[\QKQLMV\Q\aIVL¹[\]LQWºXZIK\QKM;QVOMZUIVX
Singerman’s interest is in the apparent contradiction that accompanies much 
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of  the rhetoric around the studio, the idea that the individual studio functions 
both as isolated, private and idiosyncratic space, and as a social, networking 
and negotiating space. Through a description provided by the painter Patrick 
0MZWVIVL\PZW]OP,IVQMT*]ZMV¼[XW[\[\]LQWKZQ\QY]M;QVOMZUIV[MM[\PM
Ua\PWN \PMQ[WTI\MLQVLQ^QL]ITI[ÅZ[\KWVÅVML\WIZWWU\PI\Q[KZMI\MLI[
an echo to her or his idiosyncratic characteristics, then tied to the work of  art 
I[»\PMMUJTMUWN IZ\Q[\QKI]\WVWUa¼;QVOMZUIVX
For Buren, this primary frame in which the art work is constituted, and 
which precedes the (cultural) frame of  the museum, gallery art history, 
economics, is the frame that isolates and protects the work of  art from the 
outside world. The studio is: ‘the place where the work originates… generally 
a private place, an ivory tower perhaps… a stationary place where portable 
WJRMK\[IZMXZWL]KML¼*]ZMV!  X*]\I[_ZQ\MZIVLK]ZI\WZ?W]\MZ
Davidts notes, Buren’s distrust of  the studio does not rest entirely on a radical 
KZQ\QY]M WN  \PM XZWL]K\QWV IVL KWV[]UX\QWV WN  IZ\ ,I^QL\[ ! X
Davidts points to the conclusion of  Buren’s argument in which he describes 
one personal and one historical example of  the ‘idealizing and ossifying 
function’ of  the studio (Buren, 1988, p.55). Both of  these examples suggest 
a more nostalgic sense of  separation between work(s) and their situation of  
creation, or as Davidts observes:
…what bothers Buren the most is that, when artworks move to the 
museum, they are severed from all other works, objects, and traces 
that mark and populate the working space and which are a part of  
the production process. Buren is thus not so much preoccupied by the 
XZWL]K\QWVXZWKM[[Q\[MTNJ]\ÅZ[\IVLNWZMUW[\Ja\PMMV^QZWVUMV\WN 
\PM_WZSXTIKM0MLWM[VW\_IV\\WZMVW]VKM\PMOMV]QVMXZM[MVKM
of  an artwork amidst its production context — which, according to 
the artist, is “extinguished by the museum’s desire to ‘install’”. In fact 
further on it becomes apparent that he even wants to regain a certain 
I]\PMV\QKXZM[MV\VM[[°_PMVPMLQ[K][[M[IVW\PMZ°QVÆ]MVKM NWZ
PQ[[][XQKQWV"\PM[\]LQWWN +WV[\IV\QV*ZIVK][Q,I^QL\[!X
Brancusi’s will provided the French State with the contents of  his studio 
under the condition that it remained preserved together, and in doing so 
1[WTI\ML+PIUJMZ[5WJQTM;Q\M[
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“short-circuit[ed] the museum’s desire to classify, to embellish, and to select” 
*]ZMV!  X -T[M_PMZM,I^QL\[IVL8IQKM!X IT[WZMUIZS
on the emphasis placed not on the extinction, but on the \ZIV[NWZUI\QWV, of  
\PM[\]LQWJa4]Ka4QXXIZLIVL2WPV+PIVLTMZQV\PMQZQVÆ]MV\QITM[[Ia<PM
,MUI\MZQITQ[I\QWVWN )Z\ (1968). Whilst the term post-studio may not have been 
KWQVMLI\\PQ[XWQV\,I^QL\[8IQKM!X#;QVOMZUIVX\PM
radical reassessment of  the institutional structures that surrounded art making 
_I[_MTT]VLMZ_Ia4QXXIZLIVL+PIVLTMZ¼[I[[M[[UMV\WN \PM\ZIV[NWZUI\QWV
ZM\]ZV[ the idea of  the studio as a space for intellectual thought rather than 
I[I_WZS[PWXNWZUI\MZQITTIJW]Z,I^QL\[8IQKM!X 1VLWQVO[WQ\
echoes the historical construct of  the ‘studiolo’ in Renaissance Italy, a term 
_PQKPLQٺMZMV\QI\ML\PM»JW\\MOI¼WZ_WZS[PWXNZWU\PMXZQ^I\MIVL[KPWTIZTa
ZWWU[WN \PMTMIZVMLIZ\Q[\?I\MZÅMTL!X8I\ZQKS0MZWV¼[LM[KZQX\QWV
of  the art students’ studio, in which an individual ‘creates the space he needs 
QV\PM[\aTMPMVMML[Q\¼0MZWVKQ\MLQV;QVOMZUIVXIVLW^MZ\QUM
forge their identity so closely with this space that their ‘cubicles or alcoves 
have the highly developed personal and idiosyncratic character of  a private 
dwelling’ (ibid), implies an isomorphism between culture and space that seems 
\WN]Z\PMZIVQLMIWN \PMJW]VLML»XTIKM¼WN \PM[\]LQWIVLÅZUTaQV[KZQJMQ\
as the solitary and exclusive domain of  the artist, although for many women 
IZ\Q[\[[]KPI[5QZQIU;KPIXQZW\PMLMTQVMI\QWVJM\_MMV_PI\Q[LM[KZQJML
as the artists professional space and the real idiosyncrasies of  working in a 
»XZQ^I\ML_MTTQVO¼_MZMWN\MVUILM[PIZXTaIXXIZMV\ KN /W]UI8M\MZ[WV
!!X<PMKZQ\QK5WZOIV<PWUI[[MM[ \PQ[LM[QZM \W TQVS \PM »KTW[ML
_WZTL¼WN \PM[\]LQW\W\PI\WN \PMIZ\Q[\[¼KPIZIK\MZIVL[]J[MY]MV\Ta\W\PMQZ
_WZSI[ \QML \WIZMXZM[MV\I\QWVIT QUX]T[M \W NZIUM \PM5WLMZVQ[\ [\]LQW
in terms of  the valorisation of  isolation, and to mark out a distinct rupture 
JM\_MMV5WLMZVIVL8W[\UWLMZV_Ia[WN \PQVSQVO
The hypothesis of  the post-studio era… depends on at least three 
interconnected formulations of  framings. First, the studio is taken 
to be—is framed as—a frame, a division of  inside from outside, 




painting and sculpture in particular. Third (a periodizing frame), 
there is the supposition that the studio and the forms of  modern 
IZ\_Q\P_PQKPQ\Q[ITTQMLIZMQVILMKQ[Q^M[MV[MÅVQ[PMLPQ[\WZQKIT
<PWUI[!X
For Thomas, Rothko’s studio and his suicide are bound into a familiar 
VIZZI\QWVWN 5WLMZVQ[UQV_PQKP\PMXZQ^I\MKWVNZWV\I\QWVJM\_MMVIZ\Q[\
IVL _WZS Q[ JW]VLML Ja \PM Y]I[QX[aKPWTWOQKIT [XIKM WN  \PQ[ Q[WTI\ML
IVL QLQW[aVKZI\QK ZMITU KN -TSQV[ !!!# +PIZM ! 1\ Q[ I Ua\PWTWOa




I\\M[\ \W \PM^MVMZI\ML [XIKM[WN 5WLMZVQ[UIVL \W \PMJW]VLIZQM[ \PM[M
once drew between the artist and the outside world. 
But Thomas seems to suggest it is a mythology that is also supported by 
\PMVMML \WLMÅVMIXQ^W\ITPQ[\WZQKITUWUMV\WVM \PI\ [MXIZI\M[ QVWVM
LMÅVQVO Z]X\]ZM LQٺMZMV\ K]T\]ZIT XIZILQOU[ X ;PM [MM[ \PQ[ QV \PM
descriptions of  Rothko’s works and the circumstances of  his death provided by 
\PMXPQTW[WXPMZ;TI^WRîQïMSQVPQ[JWWS4WWSQVO)_Za!!îQïMS¼[IKKW]V\
IZO]M[\PI\\PMLIZSbWVM[WZJTIKS[Y]IZM[WN :W\PSW¼[!¼[XIQV\QVO[IZM
paranoid constructions that attempt to diminish the threat of  the real by 
OQ^QVOQ\LMÅVQ\M[PIXM.WZîQïMSQ\Q[:W\PSW¼[QVIJQTQ\a\WKWV\IQV\PMZMIT
evidenced in the growing scale of  his later paintings, that anticipates his later 
suicide. As Thomas illustrates it:
îQïMS[]UUWV[\PMQUIOMWN :W\PSW¼[[]QKQLMQVPQ[[\]LQWQV!
— he was “one day found dead in his New York loft, in a pool of  
JTWWLº¸I[WVTaIN]Z\PMZÅVITKWVÅZUQVOQV[\IVKMWN \PM[\Z]OOTM










W]\[QLM<PM5WLMZVQ[\ [\]LQWJMKWUM[VMQ\PMZI [WKQIT [XIKMVWZI »ZMIT¼
space, but one that is increasingly seen as a looped narrative, in which artist-
myth and studio-myth are co-mingled: 
The space in which the artist thinks is thus a thinking space, a double 
enclosure, reciprocal, self-referential, compressed, the round skull 
in the studio box. This doubleness enhances the rhetoric of  both 
the artist and the studio in a shimmer of  signs and synecdoches: 
the studio stands for the art, the artist’s implements for the artist, 
the artist for the process, the product for the artist, the artist for the 
[\]LQW7¼,WKPMZ\aX
Certainly it seems that Rothko’s studio conjures this mythopoetic image more 
than most late modernist artists, but Thomas also draws attention to one 
PQ[\WZQKITWJ[MZ^I\QWV:W\PSWZMV\MLPQ[ÅZ[\[\]LQWQV!I\\PMIOMWN 
 8ZQWZ \W \PQ[:W\PSWXIQV\ML QV \PM TQ^QVO ZWWUWN PQ[ PW][M0MIT[W
UW^ML [\]LQW[ _Q\P ZMTI\Q^MTa NZMY]MVKa QV ! !  ! IVL ÅVITTa
Islands

to the East 69th;\]LQW QV!<PWUI[[MM[ \PM[MUW^M[I[[QOVQÅKIV\I[




X;PMIT[W[MM[ \PM[MKPIVOM[ QV TWKI\QWVI[ QUXWZ\IV\JMKI][M QVMIKP
case the studios appear to have been chosen for their scale and their relation 
\W\PMTWKI\QWVWN \PMQZÅVITM`PQJQ\QWV
.WZ\PM+PIXMTXZWRMK\:W\PSWPIL\WÅVLI[\]LQW\PI\_I[TIZOM
enough for the work. A built-to-scale simulation of  three of  the 




If  we accept Thomas’s argument we might draw out an idea of  Rothko’s 
studio not as the mirror of  his psyche but as a re-production—a space whose 
dimensions are tending towards or echoing back another site, that of  the 
_WZS[M^MV\]ITLQ[XTIa,M[KZQJML\PQ[_Ia:W\PSW¼[[\]LQWQ[VWTWVOMZIÅ`ML
and isolated chamber, untethered from the ‘world outdoors’, but is instead 
^MZaU]KPI[XIKM\PI\ Q[LMÅVMLQVZMTI\QWV\WW\PMZ[XIKM[1VIZZIVOQVO
this space in such a way that the studio moves towards the site; it becomes 
‘site-orientated’, it does not mimic (there is no suggestion that this was an 
attempt to faithfully replicate the eventual installation space), but provides the 
conditions necessary for an exchange, a connection, between the two. 
The reconstructions of  the studios of  deceased artists, (such as Bacon’s 
:MMKM 5M_[ [\]LQW [MMU LM[QOVML \W LQZMK\ ][ \W_IZL[ IV QUIOM WN  \PM
studio as a timelessness place, one whose ‘essence’ is caught in a kind of  
ZMÆMK\Q^MUWUMV\I[QN \PMIZ\Q[\PI[R][\IJIVLWVML[WUMN]ZQW][KZMI\Q^M
activity and temporarily left. In these emptied chambers it seems that every 
MٺWZ\PI[JMMVUILM\WXMZ[]ILM][\PI\\PM[MIZM\PMQUUWJQTMIVLQV\MZQWZ
worlds of  a peculiar kind people: thinkers, artists, visionaries. Even, perhaps, 
_PMV _M SVW_ \PMa PI^M JMMV UM\QK]TW][Ta ZMKWV[\Z]K\ML W^MZ  UQTM[
1[WTI\ML+PIUJMZ[5WJQTM;Q\M[

from their original location. It is precisely this timeless, banal, authenticity 
\PI\*]ZMVLQZMK\[][\WQV*ZIVK][Q¼[ÅVITJMPM[\?PI\*]ZMV[MM[I[ILMÅIV\
retort to the museum curators’ desire to select, sever, classify and embellish 
the art object outside the work-a-day environment of  the studio, can also 
be seen as prescient of  the strategies of  the heritage industry, that (often) 
IK\\WXZW\MK\IVLXZM[MZ^M\PM»I]\PMV\QKQ\a¼WN K]T\]ZITTa[QOVQÅKIV\XTIKM[
Buren sees the retention of  works ‘amidst the clutter of  the studio—various 
\WWT[# W\PMZ _WZS[¼ *]ZMV !   X I[ WٺMZQVO IV IT\MZVI\Q^M \W \PM
sterilised ideas of  beauty or purity contained in the immaculate spaces of  the 
museum. Thus not only does Brancusi posthumously refuse the ‘speculative 
^MV\]ZM[¼WN OITTMZQ[\[IVLU][M]UW_VMZ[PM»IٺWZLC[E\PM^Q[Q\WZ\PM[IUM
XMZ[XMK\Q^MI[C*ZIVK][QEI\\PMUWUMV\WN KZMI\QWV¼X<PQ[ZM\MV\QWV
of  an artists perspective on the ‘moment of  creation’ had to be revisited by 
Buren in a footnote that accompanied its republishing in October magazine 
QV!!Ja_PQKP\QUM*ZIVK][Q¼[[\]LQWPILJMMVZMKWV[\Z]K\MLÅZ[\QV\PM
WZQOQVIT5][M]UWN 5WLMZV)Z\8IZQ[VW_\PM8ITIQ[LM<WSaWIVLIOIQV
in a building designed to replicate Brancusi’s original studio adjacent to the 
+MV\ZM/MWZOM[8WUXQLW]*]ZMV][M[Q\[XZM^QW][\Q\TM+MV\ZM*MI]JW]ZO
Despite Buren’s desire to see this posthumous act as a means of  escaping 
the classifying grasp of  the museum curator, the museum, it appears, simply 
accommodates the entire space itself, and gradually reduces it to the sterile, 
well-lit simulation in which it is currently housed. In a good deal of  post-
studio discourse the role of  the studio has been reduced to one of  insularity, 
singularity and atemporality. Described as a stationary place, the studio and 
the products that issue from it are often seen as increasingly divorced from the 
rest of  the world. Even beyond the inhabitation of  the artist, the mythology 
WN  \PM[XIKMI[IKWV\IQVMLIVLXZQ^I\MMV\Q\aIXXMIZ[ \WPWTLIÅZUOZQX
WV \PM QUIOQVI\QWV )VL aM\ VWVM WN  \PM[M LM[KZQX\QWV[ Y]Q\M KWV\IQV \PM
»[\]LQW¼I[IXTIKMWN [\I[Q[#I[IÅ`MLIVL\QUMTM[[ZMITUWZI[I[XIKM_Q\PI
discrete and private purpose. Even in their reconstruction, the studio (even as 
IZMXZM[MV\I\QWVQ[I[XIKMQVÆ]`QV\PMXZWKM[[WN JMKWUQVO[WUM\PQVOMT[M






I now return to the activities that took place in my own studio space in 
preparation for the *WZLMZTIVL[M`PQJQ\QWVQVWZLMZ\WZMÆMK\WV\PQ[QLMIWN \PM
studio as a dynamic environment that is resistant to closure, by considering 
my own studio experiences alongside recent work by art historian Katve-
Kaisa Kontturi, whose thesis, .WTTW_QVO\PM.TW_[WN 8ZWKM[[")6M_5I\MZQITQ[\
)KKW]V\WN +WV\MUXWZIZa)Z\ WٺMZ[IXZWKM[[WZQMV\I\MLIVITa[Q[WN  \PM
arts practices of  three artists working in Turku, Finland. Kontturi’s approach 
to an examination of  creative process and exhibition, not only draws on 
similar philosophical strands that follow processual and materially orientated 
understandings of  experience, but also explores similar studio-based 
territories—in particular her work with artist Susana Nevado1. This particular 
XIZ\WN PMZ[\]LaUQOP\JM[IQL\WNWK][WV_PI\0IZZQM\0I_SQV[LM[KZQJM[
as the ‘micro-geographies of  artistic practices: the materialised “doings,” the 
embodied practices and sayings and unsaid elements of  the creative process’ 
\PI\UISM]X\PMKWUXTM`[XI\QITQLMIWN \PM[\]LQW0I_SQV[X!)[
an art historian, Kontturi approaches her analysis not by looking at ways of  
reading the objects that come from art production, but by ‘following’ in the 
production process itself. As Kontturi describes it:
As a way of  approaching, following indicates movement; two-way, 
multi-way movement. The follower does not and cannot stay still, 
she must continuously adjust, attune herself  to the movements of  
\PI\_PQKPQ[NWTTW_ML1VW\PMZ_WZL[\PMNWTTW_MZQ[IٺMK\MLJa\PM
followee, and not only the other way around. This makes following 
a fundamentally relational process: a way of  XIZ\QKQXI\QVO in a process. 
3WV\\]ZQX
3WV\\]ZQ¼[ _WZS Q[ IT[W QVÆ]MVKML Ja \PM XZWKM[[ZMTI\QWVIT XPQTW[WXPa
WN  ,MTM]bM IVL /]I\\IZQ IVL IT[W _PI\ PI^M JMMV LM[KZQJML I[ \PM »VM_
UI\MZQITQ[\¼XPQTW[WXPQM[WN _ZQ\MZ[ TQSM-TQbIJM\P/ZW[bIVL*IZJIZI*WT\
0MZ MUXPI[Q[ Q[ TM[[ WV _PI\ IZ\_WZS[ UQOP\ JM [IQL \W ZMXZM[MV\ \PIV




on what they LW# how they connect and transform. This focus on what 
3WV\\]ZQLM[KZQJM[I[ \PM »ÆW_[¼WN IZ\Q[\QKXZWKM[[ Q[VW\ TQUQ\ML[QUXTa \W
the movements and performances of  the individual artist as they carry out 
their practical work in the studio, but on the unpredictable encounters and 
assemblages that co-produce subjectivities, objectivities and environments. 
An outline of  this comes in her initial description of  visiting the studio of  
artist Susana Nevado, in which she attempts to look beyond representational 
explanations of  religious iconography, and ‘pin-up’ girl images that litter the 
studio, in order to explore the reactions and transformations of  materials 
themselves:
1 MVOIOML QV I UI\MZQIT UW^MUMV\ WN  LQٺMZMV\ [WZ\[" I XIQV\QVO
emerging through the layers of  paint, varnish, lace and paper scraps 
that reacted and transformed each other––made each other. Whilst 
this movement included representational materials, such as pin up 
ÅO]ZM[IVLXW[M[LMZQ^ML NZWUZMTQOQW][ QUIOMZa QV \PMMVL \PM[M
did not appear as separate signs inscribed on the canvas, but were 
themselves active matters among other matters making the work. 
The same complexity holds true for the artist’s role in the emergence: 
Nevado surely had her hands in the process and some tentative 
intentions even, but these did not rule the project. What emerged 
_I[I[]ZXZQ[MNWZ\PMIZ\Q[\\WW3WV\\]ZQX
Kontturi’s experiences are useful here because they take forward an 
understanding of  artistic spaces and practices beyond the idea of  an individual, 
her ideas, her materials and an (enclosing) environment. And her work is 
interesting because it seeks to work alongside the artists, and to establish a 
proximity between historian and artist: ‘new materialist knowledge and 
KWVKMX\QWV[LWVW\IZQ[MNZWU\PMWZM\QKITLQ[K][[QWV[WVTaWZNZWU\PMÅ`ML
point of  view of  the researcher alone; it is _Q\PIZ\ that theory-making happens’ 
(p.15). But Kontturi also draws attention to the collaborative experiences of  
a working studio by pointing not only to those human collaborators who 
may sometimes occupy the same space or with whom the artists shares a 
discourse, and not only to the material agency of  the work itself—that is, the 
capacity of  the emerging art-form to act on the artist. She also describes an 
;\]LQW5W^MUMV\[

impersonal connective ‘collaboration’ that exist in the references to artists 
and artworks that might be seen pinned to the wall or on open book pages, 
and Kontturi does this by examining the idea of  collaboration through the 
NMUUIOM[WN IZ\Q[\5QZQIU;KPIXQZWIVL\PM_ZQ\QVO[WN IZ\PQ[\WZQIV<PITQI
/W]UI8M\MZ[WV
0MZ ^Q[Q\[ \W 6M^ILW¼[ [\]LQW []OOM[\ I [QUQTIZ ZM[Q[\IVKM \W \PM
representation of  the artist’s studio as a mysterious, private and impenetrable 
_WZTL\PI\5WZOIV<PWUI[PI[IT[WIL^IVKML!J]\3WV\\]ZQUW^M[QV
a direction that incorporates the UI\\MZ of  art production and the ‘reciprocity 
and movement of  bodies involved in art processes, that is, between the human 
IVL\PMVWVP]UIVJWLQM[WN IZ\¼3WV\\]ZQX1V3WV\\]ZQ¼[IVITa[Q[Q\
is a UWTMK]TIZ conceptualisation of  artistic encountering that emphasises the 
movement between things and subjects, and that takes account of  the ‘volatility 
IVL Æ]QLQ\a¼ X! WN  KZMI\Q^M XZWKM[[M[ 5WTMK]TIZQ\a _PQKP MUMZOM[ QV
,MTM]bMIVL/]I\\IZQ¼[_WZSJ]\_PQKP3WV\\]ZQIT[W NWTTW_[ \PZW]OP \PM
art-orientated writings of  Barbara Bolt and Simon O’Sullivan, appears to 
form the cornerstone of  her thesis (p.191). As a concept, molecularity signals 
continuous movement and exchange, a porosity between seemingly neat 
boundaries. She explains that:
Concisely put … the seemingly rigid borders of  things and subjects 
IZMKWV\QV]W][Ta\ZI^MZ[MLIVLXQMZKMLJaUWTMK]TIZÆW_["VW\PQVO
ZMUIQV[[WTQLQVLMXMVLMV\QUUWJQTM5WTMK]TIZQ\a\PMVLM[QOVI\M[
I XMZ[Q[\MV\ LQٺMZMV\QIT UW^MUMV\ WN  \PM _WZTL# IVL KZ]KQITTa I
movement that is not teleological but creative and open-ended. 
3WV\\]ZQX
AM\UWTMK]TIZQ\aLWM[VW\XZMKT]LMNWZUWZUI[[#QV,MTM]bMIVL/]I\\IZQ¼[
\MZU[ \PM UWTMK]TIZ ÆW_[ WZ ÆMM[ \PM JQVIZa WZOIVQ[I\QWV[¸\PM »UWTIZ
aggregates’—that stratify or classify distinctions such as body, class, gender, 
-I[\WZ?M[\,MTM]bM/]I\\IZQ! X5a]VLMZ[\IVLQVOWN \PQ[Q[
that the molar sets out the outline, the periphery, the ‘wholeness’ of  things, 
whilst the molecular constantly transgresses, moves between, anticipates 
its change. For the spaces of  artistic production, molecular processes draw 
Islands
 
attention to the vitality of  matter and the mutability of  structures such as 
the studio or the gallery. Bolt’s description of  the oscillation between molar 
and molecular in terms of  drawing and exhibiting provides a continuum of  
forming and deforming moments between the acts of  marking and the acts 
of  viewing:




landscape, a model or whatever, they transform and move towards 
the molecular. Charcoal, body, rubber and paper enter an intense 
state, a state of  varying movements and speed, hesitation, slowness 
IVLZM[\5aPIVLJMKWUM[KPIZKWITUIZSQVO\PMXIXMZ+PIZKWIT
and speed and landscape become with the paper. The paper enters 
into composition with a frame and the picture-frame enters into 
composition within the gallery. The picture-frame-gallery enters into 
KWUXW[Q\QWVIOIQVIVLIOIQVQVLQٺMZMV\_Ia[IVLI\LQٺMZMV\[XMML[
with each viewer … There are moments when the work coalesces 
into a molarity such as in an interpretive moment. But even in the 
QV\MZXZM\Q^MIK\IVW\PMZÆW_M[KIXM[\PMNZIUM°1V\PMXZWKM[[\PM
XQK\]ZMPI[ÆML\PMZMOQUMWN ZMXZM[MV\I\QWV*WT\X
In Nevado’s studio these moments of  coalescence and dispersal are described 
in oscillation around attempts at meaning-making and ]Vmaking, which, 
NWZ 3WV\\]ZQ IXXMIZ \W \M[\ \PM Y]M[\QWV WN  IZ\Q[\QK UI[\MZa 6M^ILWIQU[
\WJZQVO \WOM\PMZ+I\PWTQK QUIOMZa [XMKQÅKITTa QKWVWOZIXPaWN  \PM5IZQI
5ILZMLM TI5Q[MZQKWZLQIWZ \PM5W\PMZWN 5MZKa_Q\PXPW\WOZIXP[WN 
her female friends modelling in their underwear. Nevado’s initial intention 
seems to be to connect, in the mind of  the viewer, the idealised ways in which 
women are represented, and Catholic attitudes to the female body, alongside 
»CIEVIUW]V\WN ¹ZMITºÆM[PIVLJTWWL¼3WV\\]ZQXXZW^QLMLJa
the photographs of  her friends. These appear to echo, in many cases, the 





(p.68). It is an observation that seems to point towards the sedimentation of  
imagery within a too consistent or coherent frame. But as things seem to 
UW^M\W_IZL[IVIXXIZMV\[\I\MWN Å`Q\aVM_UWTMK]TIZUW^MUMV\[[MMU\W
_WZSIOIQV[\\PQ[KWITM[KMVKM"»\PMXIQV\QVO_I[\WW[\Qٺ°<PQ[_I[_Pa[PM
introduced the magazines into the painting: in order to move the painting, to 
get something to happen’ (p.68). Kontturi notes that whilst it was Nevado’s 
hands doing the moving, she was not in charge of  the process—she did not 
know where the painting was going anymore. And yet she is also at pains to 
counter the idea that Nevado’s experiences of  not-knowing might be a return 
to the same transcendental ideals of  romanticism or modernism; indeed 
Kontturi’s observations follow a line of  radical empirical philosophy that is 
rooted in an understanding of  experience as QUUIVMV\ X IVLI[ []KP
Nevado’s actions do not escape the processuality of  the world. 
In Kontturi’s descriptions of  the repeated visits to Nevado’s studio between 
IVL[PMXZW^QLM[][_Q\PIVIZZI\Q^MQV_PQKP\PMIZ\Q[\Q[[MMV
not as ‘master’ of  the processes, but perhaps more as a collaborator. Indeed 
Kontturi hopes that by drawing our attention to the material entanglements 
of  Nevado’s processes we might venture ‘beyond the logic of  clear intention 
and the simple mechanics of  doing’, by directing us to consider the agency of  
the material processes themselves, and she reminds us, ‘it was the scraps that 
Nevado introduced to the painting to get something to happen’ (Kontturi, 
X1VI[QUQTIZ^MQV*WT\¼[IZ\QK]TI\QWV[WN PMZW_VXZIK\QKM[M\W]\
not only with the proposition that art is a performative, and not simply a 
representational process, but that it is co-productive; that ‘through creative 




the idea of  an island is somewhere in my own mind. A roll of  drafting paper 
provides a simple backdrop, and with the light table illuminated the ‘island’ 
casts a shadow on what might be described as the ‘sky’. There is a sense of  
prehension, a sense that these actions are moving towards, or grasping at a 

Fig. 4.6: Studio test shots for £;, 
 

Fig. 4.7: £; 
Inkjet on archival paper

Fig. 4.8: Studio test shots for ?M[\ 





Fig. 4.10: Studio test shots for 6WZ\P 
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material seems to be moving along its own trajectory. Initially these images 
NWZU NZWU \PM KWITM[KMVKM WN  UI\MZQIT[ \PI\ IZM OI\PMZML I[ \PM ÅZ[\ \I[S
is prepared for, but as the images form, new matter seems to be drawn in 
\PI\_I[VW\[MMVI[][MN]TJMNWZM)\ÅZ[\\PMaIXXMIZ\WJMLZI_VNZWU\PM
VMIZM[\ZMIKPM[WN \PM[XIKM\PI\\PM_WZSQ[JMQVOKZMI\MLQV4I\MZ\PMa_QTT
be drawn from the all of  the various rooms in the house. 
<PMMUMZOMVKMNZWU\PMY]I[QKPIW[\PMUI\\MZIVLUI\\MZQVO) of  these 
surroundings, a some-\PQVOappears. Sometimes its presence is so matter-of-
fact that one scarcely registers it, like the elastic band left on a table. But 
then it is in my hand. Perhaps I meant to move it? It is old, and thin, and the 
colour of  sand. It now rests at the base of  a pile made of  ashes and tea leaves, 
TWWSQVOTQSM[WUM\PQVO_I[PML]XWVIJMIKP<PMKI]TS\PI\Å`ML\PM_ITT
where a hook was removed opening up a gaping hole of  plaster is now the 
material that also binds the mass of  objects on the box, which forms the shelf  
and the sea on which these objects sit and where one of  us tests the possibility 
of  using that hook to pin a board. This forms the side, against which the 
ÆI[PO]VQ[][ML\WJW]VKM\PMTQOP\IVLTI\MZQ\_QTTJMKWUM\PMJI[M\PI\
supports the next set of  objects whilst its former place is taken by a sheet of  
LZIN\QVOÅTU.ZWU\PQ[Q[IT[WNI[PQWVMLILQٺ][QVOÅT\MZNWZ\PMÆI[P)VLI[
the sheet is pinned I smoke the cigarette, whose eventual stub will form a part 
of  the work that will be called £6ÅO
Things gather in constellations, held together in shifting relations. Some 
IZM P]UIV [WUM IZM VW\" PWWSJWIZLZMÆMK\WZTQOP\JW`XPW\WOTI[[[MI#
TQOP\JW`LZIN\QVO ÅTUOTI[[PIVL[_Q\KP# TQOP\JW`LZIN\QVO ÅTUOTI[[KTQVO
ÅTU# JWIZLZMÆMK\WZPIVL ;QU]T\IVMW][Ta QUIOM[ IZM MUMZOQVO \ZQXWL
KIUMZIUMUWZaTMILKWUX]\MZ[WN\_IZMUMUWZa[WN\_IZMI\ÅZ[\ÆQKSMZQVO
and blinking on a small screen at the back of  the camera, then on the screen 
of  a laptop. These images begin to settle into apparent representations of  
Q[TIVL[IT\PW]OP\PMaIT[WPW^MZJM\_MMVUI\\MZIVL\PMQLMV\QÅIJTMNWZU[
of  islands. As the images appear they \ISMform, they move towards molarity, 
\W_IZL[QLMIÅO1[TIVLQUIOM[IZMNWZUQVOKWV[\MTTI\QWV[_Q\PW\PMZ




on each other, and on the constellations of  materials on and around the light 
box. 
[T]hrough creative practice, a dynamic material exchange can occur 
between objects, bodies and images. In the dynamic productivity of  
material practice, reality can get into images. Imaging, in turn, can 
XZWL]KMZMITUI\MZQITMٺMK\[QV\PM_WZTL*WT\X 
<PMQUIOM[WV\PM[KZMMVXW[[M[[ILQٺMZMV\T]UQVIVKM\W\PMWJRMK\[WV\PM




house, ‘what about these?’, she asks. Objects are coming in not just from the 
house but from the garden too, in what will later become ;W]\PÅOI
handful of  chickweed is scattered on a yellow rubber glove, the glove rests on 
an inkjet print of  a map. The map is a remnant from the previous project 
that now cuts across this emerging island, so too do the postcards of  popular 
,WZ[M\\W]ZQ[\[Q\M[JW]OP\QV\PMM`XMK\I\QWVWN KZMI\QVOIVMV\QZMTaLQٺMZMV\
work. In £6 ÅO \PMKWTW]Z[WN  \PMXW[\KIZL QUIOM[ \PMOZMMVWN 
the lager can and the orange of  the map pin appear to form a chromatic 
tendency towards over-saturation. The images call for colour saturation and 
the intensity of  activity now moves towards the screen, whilst on the light-box 




)JWWS_Q\P+TI]LM5WVM\¼[?I\MZ4QTa8WVL lies open on a wooden 
bench a meter or so away from Ettinger’s canvas. “A Friend” she calls 
\PMQUIOM5IVVQVOIVL5I[[]UQX
5IVVQVOIVL5I[[]UQWJ[MZ^MLIZ\Q[\*ZIKPI-\\QVOMZ_WZSQVOWVU]T\QXTM
paintings at the threshold between the inside and outside of  her house. ‘What 
Q[\PM[\I\][WN \PQ[W]\[QLM'¼5IVVQVOIVL5I[[]UQI[S»C\EPMW]\[QLMQ[VW\
in juxtaposition to an outside: its coming in turns the inside out’ (p.64). But 
the threshold is not simply the visible meeting of  extents, even shifting ones. 
‘The outside is an intercessor. It is felt more than seen… [i]t is force before it 
Q[NWZUXIZ\QKQXIV\MVIJTMZLQ[\]ZJIVKMJMNWZMQ\Q[IÅO]ZM¼QJQL?PQT[\
Ettinger’s house sees the comings and goings of  guests, other ‘friends’ are 
gathered on the walls of  the studio, on the pages of  open or shelf-stacked 
books, on the sounds emanating from the music player or the cup of  iced 
KWٺMM[PMPWTL[5WVM\LI>QVKQ4IKIV*IKP0IVWKP:ILQWPMIL»C\EPM
intercessor is a complex singularity that activates a process, a force that acts 
I[ILQٺMZMV\QIT_Q\PQVIVWVOWQVOUW^MUMV\WN \PW]OP\¼X.WZ;][IVI
Nevado the intercessors may come in the form of  the holy cards, the images 
from books on sadomasochism, bondage and tattoos (p.66), a voice on the 
\MTM^Q[QWVIKWT]UVQVIVM_[XIXMZX!I[U]KPI[\PM^Q[Q\[Ja3WV\\]ZQ
IVLPMZW\PMZUWLMT["»5IVaSQVL[WN XMWXTMMV\MZPMZIZ\UISQVO"\PMZMIZM
people who visit her studio while others connect to it via emails, phone calls, 
\PZW]OPVM_[UMLQIIVLXQK\]ZM[QVM`PQJQ\QWVKI\ITWO]M[¼QJQL5IVVQVO




M`XTIQV \PI\ Q\ Q[VW\5WVM\ \PM QUXZM[[QWVQ[\ \PMXIQV\MZXZMLMÅVML that is 
the intercessor—the friend—but his ‘greening’, the vibrational light between 
the green and the violet of  the ?I\MZ4QTa8WVL that becomes the ‘force for 
activation’ (p.68) in Ettinger’s paintings, as with Nevado, who remains 
!
.QO: £6 Inkjet on archival paper.
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oblivious to the sexualised symbolism of  Anton Tàpies imagery but is caught 
QV\PM\PW]OP\NMMTQVOWN \PMTIaMZMLUI\MZQIT¸\PM[IٺZWVQVOP]M[3WV\\]ZQ
p.98). These intercessions work against the determining of  an enclosure, they 
spread across the threshold: ‘outside does not exist as such. It participates, it 
IK\Q^I\M[1\Q[IT_Ia[IVLWVTaZMTI\QWVIT¼5IVVQVOIVL5I[[]UQX
In the middle of  the creative moment, in which artefacts emerge not as fully 
formed ideas, but partial, LMNWZUI\QWV[\PI\»M[KIXM\PMW]\TQVM¼*WT\
X1UISM[WUM\PQVOWN I[XMK]TI\Q^Mpivot—I turn towards the unfolding 
WN \PMM^MV\)[5I[[]UQX]\[Q\"
To speculate is to turn in on yourself. You turn in, in order to 
connect immanently with that which is absolutely outside—both in 
the sense of  belonging to other formations monadically separated 
from your present world, and in the sense of  what may come but is 
]VNWZM[MMIJTM5I[[]UQX 
<PQ[ [MMUQVOTa ZMÆM`Q^M \]ZV [\QZ[ QV \PM OZW_QVO I_IZMVM[[ WN  Ua W_V
participation in the un-calculative actions that momentarily organised into 
the event of  making work. But in this moment I don’t escape the unfolding 
M^MV\¸1LWV¼\»OM\W]\[QLM¼WN \PMM^MV\QVWZLMZ\W]VLMZ[\IVLQ\5a[MV[M
of  the event unfolds in my experiencing of  it, its rising to a crescendo, its 
dissipation and re-uptake in the now-forming moments of  the next event. 
<PQ[XMZPIX[Q[_Pa1IUÅVLQVOQ\LQٻK]T\\WM`XTIQV_PI\1IULWQVOQV
the studio. What the _WZS is doing. By turning attention to an immersion in 
the studio-event, the research began to emphasise the epistemic potential of  
active experience. Instead of  grounding knowledge generation solely in an 
analysis of  the representational aspects of  these images and objects, I began 
to think more about how an attentiveness to the situations in which ideas 
_MZMNWZUMLUQOP\WٺMZIT\MZVI\Q^M_Ia[WN ]VLMZ[\IVLQVO\PMW]\KWUM[1
was producing. This inward-turning has the potential to unsettle the notion 
of  a position for the researcher that is outside the fray of  unfolding events. 




session, his original ideas of  giving voice to, or representing the experiences 
WN\PMXIZ\QKQXIV\[Q[KPITTMVOMLJa\PM»_WZLTM[[QV\MV[Q\QM[WN ,5<¼"
°_PI\1VMMLML\WLW_I[\WJMKWUMZM[XWV[Q^M\WLQٺMZMV\[]ZNIKM[
of  attention rather than seeking to go behind or beyond them, that 
the intensity of  such attention could be as important as depth of  
QV[QOP\IVL\PI\_PI\WVMNWTLMLQV\WIVMVKW]V\MZ_Q\P,5<_I[
I[QUXWZ\IV\I[_PI\WVMNW]VLW]\5K+WZUIKSX!
?PQT[\ 5K+WZUIKS¼[ QVQ\QIT LQ[KQXTQVIZa QUXMZI\Q^M[ []OOM[\ I ZM[MIZKP
position that is one step removed from his own kinaesthetic involvement in 
dance, as he becomes an active participant in this movement-experience 
5K+WZUIKS\MTT[][PMJMKWUM[VW\WVTaI\\MV\Q^M\WUW^MUMV\J]\I\\MV\Q^M
\PZW]OPUW^MUMV\ QJQL X!  MUXPI[Q[ QV \PMWZQOQVIT*]\ \PMIٺMK\Q^M
intensities of  this environment are not easily recovered and represented, in 
NIK\PMÅVL[\PI\\PMZMQ[»VM^MZ°IVIXXZWXZQI\MXWQV\I\_PQKP\W[Ia¹[\WX
for a moment and tell me what is happening here?” or “what does it mean 
NWZ aW] \W JM UW^QVO TQSM \PI\'º¼ X! VMQ\PMZ LWM[ I KZQ\QKIT M`XW[]ZM
of  hidden power relationships behind these enactments help to explain ‘the 
^MZa XZWKM[[M[ \PI\ IVQUI\M []KP I XZIK\QKM \W JMOQV _Q\P¼ X  <PM
notion of  ‘event’ is useful here in that it extends a way of  thinking about 
the taking-place of  both practice and spatial experience. Event opens out 
a way of  considering the processes of  activity and change (Anderson and 
0IZZQ[WVX!#5I[[]UQXIVLXZWKM[[QV_PQKP_MIZMVW\
simply witness to the unfolding moment, but are ‘attentive to the fact that we 
JMKWUM_Q\PM^MV\[¼2,,M_[J]ZaX!
0W_ LWM[ WVM »[\MX JIKS¼ [W \W [XMIS NZWU \PM QUUMLQIKa WN  \PM
M`XMZQMVKM'0W_LWM[WVMNWZUI[MV[MWN  Q\'.WZ5I[[]UQ\PMM^MV\ Q[I
means of  displacing the subject-object divide that is rooted in a hierarchical 
ordering of  practices in both the sciences and the humanities. One which 
extends not only in the cultural distinctions in knowledge production between 
these cultures, but also the disciplines within them, a separation of  rational-
empirical methods and speculative or theoretical approaches ‘dismissed by 
\PM W\PMZ [QLM I[ ¹UMZMTaº []JRMK\Q^M¼ 5I[[]UQ  XX  5I[[]UQ

.QO: £6 Inkjet on archival paper.

Fig. 4.14: ;W]\P Inkjet on archival paper.
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appeals for an understanding of  the real from within the threshold of  the 
coming-together of  experience. The issue is the way in which this change 
taking place is said to be experienced, since once categories of  knower 
and known are mapped over subject and the object each is assumed to 
be irreconcilably isolated, in other words ‘[h]ow can the subject cross the 
divide to reattach itself  to the objectivity “out there” on the other side? (p.7). 
0W_M^MZ5I[[]UQLWM[VW\PWXM\WW^MZKWUM this subject-object divide, but 
rather ‘displace’ it, by considering how objective and subjective might relate 
to each other as ‘pulses of  process’. The content of  experience is already 
implicated in ‘change taking place’ (p.1), and thus ‘to begin to think life, we 
must begin in the middle with an activist sense of  life at no remove: in the 
middling immediacy of  its always “going on”’ (ibid.). The point at which the 
going on of  the world becomes perceived, felt, registered, is at the threshold 
of  experience, at the cusp of  the event-in-formation:
From something doing to the bare fact of  activity; from there to event 
and change; then on to potential and the production of  the new; 
coming to process as becoming. Then, a major twist. The straight 
run encounters turbulence: process as becoming is not just creative 
IK\Q^Q\aQ\\]ZV[W]\1\Q[[MTNKZMI\QWV5WZM\PIV\PI\\PM[MTNKZMI\QWV 
is “enjoyed.” The principle of  unrest eddies into something we would 
be forgiven for suspecting is not unlike an aesthetic appreciation: an 
MVRWaUMV\WN KZMI\Q^Q\a1JQLX
5I[[]UQ¼[ IKKW]V\ Q[ WVM QV_PQKPX]T[M[ WN  ZMKWOVQ\QWVIVLIV\QKQXI\QWV
overlap in phases to provide a (co)-feeling of  dynamic unity and forward 
momentum. The PW_ of  the event ‘co-felt, in the immediacy of  its VW_ 
unfolding’, (p.4, my emphasis). This relay between co-occurring and co-
XMZKMQ^QVO JMKWUM[ I LaVIUQK ]VQ\a I ZMTI\QWVIT KWPMZMVKM 5I[[]UQ
describes this in terms of  ‘self-enjoyment’, an emergent sense of  subjective 
self-creation, and in this way subjectivity is understood as inseparable from 
the event:
The “subjective” is not something preexisting to which the event 
occurs: it is the self-occurring form WN the event. The dynamic unity 
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of  an occasion of  experience is its “subjective form.” Actually, there 
is no “the” subject. <PMZMQ[WVTa\PMM^MV\I[[]JRMK\\WQ\[WKK]ZZQVO\WQ\[MTN 
(p.8). 
Certain phases of  the creative process not only emerge through, but 
also turn on, and begin to assimilate the occurrent as a conceptual entity 
in ‘successive \ISQVO[¼ WN  M`XMZQMVKM 5I[[]UQ X# \PI\ Q[ \PMZMIZM
continual shifts in the conditions in which these acts occur, and the way they 
form the [MUJTIVKM of  an experience. Even as the rolling-over of  successive 
events begin to coalesce into the feeling of  a ‘work’, and the production and 
reproduction of  successive photographic images begin to brink in a feeling 
WN  [I\Q[NIK\QWV I\ ZMIKPQVO [WUM »ÅVIT¼ NWZU VM_ XW[[QJQTQ\QM[ IZM ITZMILa
anticipated. There is a simultaneous arcing back as things continue forward, 
the recognition of  an image that has newly formed as both a variation of  




displaced the idea that artwork might be thought simply as a response to the 
MV^QZWVUMV\UW^MLNZWU\PM»IZMVI[WN KPIVKMMVKW]V\MZ[¼5I[[Ma
p.179) in the public spaces of  the city, or even the Dorset countryside, to 
the apparent enclosure of  the home studio. In order to show the vitality of  
\PM[M[XIKM[IVL\PMQZZM[Q[\IVKM\WLMÅVQ\QWV[WN QV\MZQWZQ\aIVLM`\MZQWZQ\a
I have brought together a series of  ‘followings’ and narrations that contest 
the notion of  the studio as an isolated chamber inhabited by a singular, 
masterful mind. 
Some of  these ideas were paralleled in the developments made in the 
work, and in the volatility and indeterminacy of  the matter that began to 
coalesce into the works for the exhibition *WZLMZTIVL[. But although there 
was a sense that materials, works-in-formation, and various other human 
and non-human intercessors continuously travelled across the thresholds of  
the studio-slash-boxroom, less attention was paid to the ways in which the 
Islands
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artefacts being formed toured between locations stored on memory sticks, 
I\\IKPML\WMUIQT[XZQV\MLWVXIXMZ[PMM\[IVLWVÆaMZ[WVJZWKP]ZM[
and bundled into packages of  marketing material, and packed into frames 
to hang on gallery walls. In the next chapter, and the last of  these three 
movements, the thesis turns towards these mobile assemblies in order to 
M`\MVL\PMXZWXW[IT\PI\\PM»_WZS[¼IZMVW\R][\\PMKZMI\QWVWN ÅVQ[PML
WZÅVITXQMKM[J]\XIZ\WN IKWV\QV]W][UM[P_WZSWN QV\MZIK\QWV[\PZW]OP
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UI\MZQIT[ JM\_MMV XTIKM[ WN  XZWL]K\QWV IVL M`PQJQ\QWV \PQ[ KPIX\MZ \]ZV[
\W_IZL[ \PM[MUW^MUMV\[ QVWZLMZ \WKWV\MUXTI\M \PM_Ia[ QV_PQKP \PMa
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JZW]OP\ WZ NW]VL \PMQZ _Ia QV\W \PM [\]LQW _MZM VW\ \PM [KZIX[ WN  [\]LQW




KZMI\ML \W JM XWZ\IJTM WZ \W JM LQ[XTIaML QV NZIUM[ WV _ITT[ WZ QV JW`M[
<PZW]OP\PM_WZSWN OMWOZIXPMZ[>MZWVQKILMTTI,WZIIVL0IZZQM\0I_SQV[
IZ\PQ[\WZQIV?2<5Q\KPMTTIVLIZ\Q[\[<PWUI[/IQV[JWZW]OPIVL/IaTM
















?M IT[W \ITSML WN  \PM ZMUIQV[ WN 
J]QTLQVO[IVLQVNZI[\Z]K\]ZM\PI\PIZS
JIKS \W I UIZQ\QUM _WZTL^QM_ IVL
aM\ [MMUML \W JM \PM IV\Q\PM[Q[ WN 
\PM]\WXQIV Q[TIVLWN -VTQOP\MVUMV\
M`XTWZI\QWV[KN?Q\PMZ[!!!
)[ I KWV\ZQJ]\WZ 1 _W]TL JM
\PM WVTa IZ\Q[\ VW\ NZWU )][\ZITQI
_PQKP IT[W ZIQ[ML Y]M[\QWV[ IJW]\
_PM\PMZUaXW[[QJTMZM[XWV[M[UQOP\
\ISM IKKW]V\ WN  \PQ[ LQ[\IVKML ^QM_
XIZ\QK]TIZTa I[ 1 PIL VM^MZ JMMV
\PMZM?PQT[\UaXZM^QW][_WZS[IVL
XIZ\QK]TIZTa \PM QUIOM[XZWL]KML NWZ
*WZLMZTIVL[XZW^QLMLI[XZQVOJWIZL
NWZ LQ[K][[QWV[ IJW]\ \PM SQVL[ WN 














\PI\ ZM\]ZVML_Q\PPMZ []KKMMLML QVXWX]TI\QVO NIV\I[QM[WN  \PQ[KWV\QVMV\
_Q\PJZQOP\OZMMV-]KITaX\][J]ZV\ZML[WQT[IVLPaJZQLKZMI\]ZM[ 1V \PM
QKWVWOZIXPQK WJRMK\[ []KP I[ XZQV\ML \MI \W_MT[ XIXMZ_MQOP\[ IVL W\PMZ
IZ\MNIK\[\PI\KIUMJIKSNZWU)][\ZITQIQUIOM[WN TIVL[KIXMJMKIUMUWJQTM
IVLUI\MZQITXZM[MV\I\QWV[WN IXTIKM_PQKP_PQT[\XZM[MV\I\PIVL QV \PM
NMMT \PM [UMTT IVL \PM »TWWS¼ WN  MIKP WJRMK\ _I[ VM^MZ\PMTM[[ QUXW[[QJTa






JWWS[ IVL I V]UJMZ WN  \MI \W_MT[ JMIZQVO ZMXZM[MV\I\QWV[ WN  QVLQOMVW][
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LZaQVO \PM KZWKSMZa JMNWZM X]\\QVO Q\ I_Ia ,]ZQVO \PM[M KPWZM[ XMZPIX[










WN  M`XTWZQVO \PM M`KPIVOM WN  ideas WN  XTIKM \PI\ \ZI^MT ITWVO[QLM IZ\MNIK\[
+ZM[[_MTT<PI\\PMWJRMK\[PILJMMVIOQN\JaW]ZOZIVLUW\PMZUMIV\







ZM\]ZV5a TI\MOZIVLUW\PMZOI^M][ \PM)][\ZITQIV [W]^MVQZ[ 1 KW]TLVW
TWVOMZZMKQXZWKI\M\PQ[IK\LQZMK\Ta\WPMZJ]\\PMQLMIKIZZQML_Q\PQ\IUMIV[
WN  IL^IVKQVO [WUM TI\MV\ KWVVMK\QWV JM\_MMV Ua[MTN  IVL \PM )][\ZITQIV
KWV\QVMV\





Y]ITQ\a \W \PM OQN\ \PI\ [MXIZI\M[ \PM OQN\WJRMK\ NZWU \PM »KWUUWLQ\a¼ Ja
JQVLQVO \PM WJRMK\ \W \PM OQ^MZ KN ;\ZI\PMZV !  # *I]LZQTTIZL 
0W_M^MZUWZMZMKMV\Ta\PM[M[MXIZI\QWV[PI^MJMMVJZWILTaKWV\M[\ML_Q\P
IZO]UMV\[JMQVOUILMNWZNIZUWZMÆ]QLWV\WTWOQKITLQ[\QVK\QWV[)XXIL]ZIQ




1VLMML QV \PQ[XIZ\QK]TIZXZWRMK\_PQT[\ 1JMOIV_Q\P \PMUMUWZaWN I
OQN\ML [W]^MVQZ \PQ[ TIZOMTa XZW^QLML \PM QUX]T[M \W KWVVMK\ _Q\P ^IZQW][
IKK]U]TI\QWV[WN NW]VLIVLJW]OP\WJRMK\[XPW\WOZIXP[WN TWKITTIVL[KIXM[
IVL XMZ[WVIT VIZZI\Q^M[ ) TIZOM V]UJMZ WN  \PM IZ\MNIK\[ \PI\ _W]TL TI\MZ












)[ Q\ _W]TL JM \PM ^IZQW][ QVKIZVI\QWV[ WN  IZ\_WZS[ ZI\PMZ \PIV \PM
WJRMK\[\PMU[MT^M[\PI\_W]TLJMMUIQTMLUIQTMLIVLM^MV\]ITTa[PQXXML\W
)][\ZITQI1PWXML\WÅVLIUMIV[WN MUXPI[Q[QVO\PM_IaQV_PQKP[W]^MVQZ











KZQ\QK ;][IV ;\M_IZ\ !! ]ZOM[ ][ \W UISM []KP I [MXIZI\QWV JM\_MMV
[W]^MVQZ[ WN  »M`\MZQWZ [QOP\[¼ IVL \PW[M WN  »QVLQ^QL]IT M`XMZQMVKM° UW[\
WN\MVIZM[IUXTM[¼X QVWZLMZ\WLM[KZQJMI\ZIV[NWZUI\QWVJM\_MMV\PM

















JMPQVL »[XQZITQVO QV I KWV\QV]ITTa QV_IZL UW^MUMV\ ZI\PMZ \PIV W]\_IZL
\W_IZL\PMN]\]ZM¼X
4QSM_Q[M K]T\]ZIT PQ[\WZQIV +MTM[\M 7TITY]QIOI [MM[ \PM ZMTI\QWV[PQX
\PI\ \PM [W]^MVQZ PI[ _Q\P I]\PMV\QKQ\a WZ \PM I]\PMV\QK M`XMZQMVKM I[ I




\PMV UI[[ XZWL]K\QWV ZML]KML \PMU \W SQ\[KP IVL _PQT[\ UMKPIVQKIT
ZMXZWL]K\QWV UIa PI^M JZWSMV \PM M`KT][Q^M TQVS JM\_MMV IV QVLQ^QL]IT
IVL IV »I]\PMV\QK¼ M`XMZQMVKM Q\ WVTa IXXMIZ[ \W PI^M KWUXW]VLML W]Z
NM\Q[PQ[I\QWVWN \PMM`XMZQMVKMWN TW[[7TITY]QIOIX JaXZW^QLQVO
U]T\QXTMQLMV\QKITWJRMK\[\PI\KW]TLJMKTIQUMLI[QVLQ^QL]ITM`XMZQMVKM[WN 
ZMUMUJZIVKM
1N  \PM [W]^MVQZ Q[IUM\WVaUNWZVW[\ITOQII[;\M_IZ\IVL7TITY]QIOI







Q\[ XZWL]K\Q^M KIXIJQTQ\QM[ QV NWZ M`IUXTM \PM M[\IJTQ[PUMV\WN  IV)VOTW
1VLQIVPWUMTIVL*T]V\]ZJIVZMLM^MTWXUMV\[QV<aVM[QLM*WVVM\\
IVL )TM`IVLMZ  WZ ZM^Q\ITQ[QVO )TM`IVLZQI LMTTI ,WZI  <PM[M
IZO]UMV\[\MVL\WNWK][WV\PMvitalI\\IKPUMV\[UILMJaQVLQ^QL]IT[\W\PM
KQ\a WZ »PWUMTIVL¼ ][]ITTa QV Q\[ ZMKWV[\Z]K\QWV J]\ \PMa XWQV\ \W_IZL[
























TQVMV Q[ N]TTWN PWTM[)VL_PQT[\ \PM TQVMV Q[KTMIVMVUM[PML QV \PM NIJZQK
IXXMIZ \WJM \PMLQ[KWTW]ZI\QWV[ TMN\Ja KW]V\TM[[_I[PMLXW\[<PM NIJZQK














,WZI_PW[M\M`\Travelling Landscape-Objects !JTMV\Q\[VIUM\W\PM\Q\TMWN 












\PI\ PI^M XMZKWTI\ML \PZW]OP \PM [WKQIT [KQMVKM[ QV \PM TI[\ \_W LMKILM[
+WWTMIVL.ZW[\1V\_WXIXMZ[\PI\LMIT_Q\P\ZI^MTTQVOTIVL[KIXM[
WZ TIVL[KIXM WJRMK\[ Putting the World into a Box: A Geography of  Nineteenth-
century ‘Travelling Landscapes’ IVLTravelling landscape-objectsLMTTI,WZI
JZQVO[\WOM\PMZIV]UJMZWN OMWOZIXPQKIVLIZ\PQ[\WZQKIT[\ZIVL[QVWZLMZ
\W XZWOZM[[ IV IZO]UMV\ \PI\ UW^M[ JMaWVL I X]ZMTa QKWVWOZIXPQK IVL
ZMXZM[MV\I\QWVITIVITa[Q[WN  TIVL[KIXMQUIOM[XIZ\QK]TIZTa\PW[MI[[WKQI\ML
_Q\P \W]ZQ[U WZ \W]ZQVO »WJRMK\[¼ !J X <ISQVO \PZMIL[ WN  XW[\
ZMXZM[MV\I\QWVIT \PQVSQVOWV TIVL[KIXM NZWUOMWOZIXPMZ[[]KPI[3MVVM\P
7T_QO #  2WPV ?aTQM  IVL ;IZIP ?PI\UWZM # WV
UWJQTQ\aNZWU[WKQWTWOQ[\[[]KPI[5QUQ;PMTTMZIVL2WPV=ZZa#IVL
WVWJRMK\[NZWUIV\PZWXWTWOQ[\[[]KPI[-TQbIJM\P-L_IZL[IVL2IVQKM0IZ\









[WUM\PQVO IJW]\ \PM KWV\QVOMV\ IVL \MUXWZIT VI\]ZM WN  XTIKM 6IZZI\QVO
XIZ\ WN  \PQ[ RW]ZVMa QV^WT^ML VW\ R][\ \PM WJRMK\[ J]\ \PM QUIOM[ 1 UILM
NZWU\PMU_PQKP_MZM[PQXXMLUIQTML]XTWILMLIVLLW_VTWILMLIVLQV
\PM TI[\ QV[\IVKM ZM\]ZVML QV I ^MZa LQٺMZMV\ XPa[QKIT [\I\M \PIV \PMa TMN\
.]Z\PMZUWZMLMTTI,WZI¼[Travelling landscape-objects KWV\ZQJ]\ML\WI[MV[MWN 
\PMLaVIUQKVMJ]TW][KWVKMX\]ITQ[I\QWVWN \PM[\]LQWJaLZI_QVOI\\MV\QWV\W
\PM\ZIRMK\WZQM[WN \PQVO[I[\PMaMV\MZMLIVLTMN\\PM[\]LQWM`\MVLQVOJMaWVL








The World in a Box
<PMTQNMWN QUIOM[Q[VW\IXZQ^I\MWZQVLQ^QL]ITUI\\MZ1\Q[Isocial TQNM
1UIOM[TQ^MQVOMVMITWOQKITWZOMVM\QK[MZQM[ZMXZWL]KQVO\PMU[MT^M[
W^MZ \QUMUQOZI\QVO NZWUWVM K]T\]ZM \WIVW\PMZ 5Q\KPMTT 
X!
8PW\WOZIXP[IZMJW\PQUIOM[and XPa[QKITWJRMK\[\PI\M`Q[\QV\QUM
IVL [XIKM IVL \P][ QV [WKQIT IVL K]T\]ZIT M`XMZQMVKM <PMa PI^M
¹^WT]UM WXIKQ\a \IK\QTQ\a IVL I XPa[QKIT XZM[MVKM QV \PM _WZTLº
IVL IZM \P][ MVUM[PML _Q\P []JRMK\Q^M MUJWLQML IVL [MV[]W][
QV\MZIK\QWV[°\PMaWKK]Xa[XIKM[UW^MQV\WLQٺMZMV\[XIKM[NWTTW_
TQVM[ WN  XI[[IOM IVL ][IOM \PI\ XZWRMK\ \PMU \PZW]OP \PM _WZTL
-L_IZL[IVL0IZ\X
*M\_MMV \PM MQOP\MMV\P IVL VQVM\MMV\PKMV\]ZQM[ -]ZWXMIV aMIZVQVO


























.WZ LMTTI ,WZI \PM ZIZMM[PW_UIV XZW^QLM[ \PM MIZTQM[\ M`IUXTM[ WN 
\PM[M UWJQTM TIVL[KIXM[ \ZIV[XWZ\QVO PMI^a »XMMX[PW_¼ JW`M[ <PM JW`
Q\[MTN XZW^QLML\PMKTW[MLPQLLMV[XIKM\PZW]OP_PQKP\PM[M_WZTL[_W]TLJM
OTQUX[ML"
?PI\ ITT \PM[M JW`M[ [PIZML _I[ \PMQZ PQLLMV IVL aM\ TQJMZI\QVO
[XI\QITQ\a# \PMQZ XPa[QKIT KWV\IQVUMV\ IVL \PMQZ IJQTQ\a \W \ISM \PM
^QM_MZN]Z\PMZ^ Q[]ITTaIVLQUIOQVI\Q^MTa<PMaITT[PIZMLI_ZIXXML





landscape as a material and movable object’ X!,MTTI,WZI¼[QV\MV\QWV





;WTL WV XW[\KIZL[ WZ XWZKMTIQV XTI\M[ WV [UITT [W]^MVQZ JW`M[ WZ
U]O[# _ITSQVO WV \PM 0I_IQQIV [PQZ\ WN  I XI[[MZJa WZ ZQLQVO WV






1\ Q[ QV \PQ[ ^MZa UI\MZQIT XZM[MV\VM[[ \PI\ LMTTI ,WZI ÅVL[ MVKPIV\UMV\
!JXIVL\PZW]OP_PQKP[PMQ[IJTM\WXW[M\PMY]M[\QWV["
0W_ LWM[ \PM UI\MZQITQ\a WN  OZIXPQK TIVL[KIXM ZMXZM[MV\I\QWV[
»UI\\MZ¼'?PI\PIXXMV[_PMV_M[M\ TIVL[KIXMWJRMK\[ QVUW\QWV'
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IVL\ZIK\[WN \M`\\PI\_W]TLNWZUIVL




\IVSIZL[ QV I TWKIT KPIZQ\a [PWX Ua
IZZQ^IT\PMZM[MMUML\WJMUWZMKPIVKM
than intention. 
4QSM UW[\ XZWRMK\[ XZMXIZI\QWV[ NWZ
_WZSJMOIV_Q\PI [MV[M \PI\ \PMVM_
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Borderlands, IV QUIOM WN  LIQZa XZWL]KM
\ISMV NZWU I TI\M !¼[ )][\ZITQIV
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WZ KW\\IOM[ XZQV\ML WV \PM [QLM[ WN  \PM KMZIUQK \IVSIZL[ IVL \ZQVSM\ XW\[
IZM UWZM \PIV [QUXTa »[\I\QK JQLQUMV[QWVIT¼ ^Q[]IT \M`\[ \W JM LMKWLML
!JX\PMaXW[[M[[I\PZMMLQUMV[QWVITQ\a#IXPa[QKITQ\a\PI\M`\MVL[
JMaWVL \PM »VWVXPa[QKIT ZMTI\QWV[PQX WN  [QOVQÅKI\QWV¼ IVL LMUIVL[ IV
IKSVW_TMLOMUMV\WN \PMQZ»UWZM\PIV\M`\]ITUWZM\PIVP]UIVY]ITQ\QM[¼










XTIKM[ _M PI^M VM^MZ ^Q[Q\ML IVL XZWJIJTa VM^MZ _QTT# XTIKM[ \PI\
XMZPIX[ LW VW\ M^MV M`Q[\ TQSM 8W][[QV¼[ Ua\PWTWOQKIT TIVL[KIXM[
LMTTI,WZI!JX
)[LMTTI,WZILM[KZQJM[I[ TIVL[KIXMWJRMK\[ \ZI^MT \PMaUIaKPIVOM\PMQZ
5ISQVO4IVL[KIXM[

N]VK\QWV IVL UMIVQVO" QUIOM[ K]\ NZWU \M`\JWWS[ NWZ NZIUQVO WZ QV Ua
KI[M WJRMK\[ OIZVMZML NZWU KPIZQ\a [PWX[ \PI\ UQOP\ WVKM PI^M [\WWL WV
UIV\MTXQMKM[ ZMI[[MUJTML QVLQWZIUI[ \WJM ZMXZWL]KMLXPW\WOZIXPQKITTa
NWZI[MZQM[WN IZ\_WZS[<PM[MWJRMK\[IZMVW\R][\ZMMUXTWaMLI[IUMIV[
\W KZQ\QY]M XIZ\QK]TIZ ZMXZM[MV\I\QWV[ WN  TIVL[KIXM \PI\ XMZ[Q[\ QV \PM
ZMXZWL]K\QWVI^MZ[QWVWN *ZQ\Q[PZ]ZITQ\aJ]\\WRWQVQV\PM]VNWTLQVOWN VM_
VIZZI\Q^M[QV_PQKP»CJEQWOZIXPQM[WN QVIVQUI\M\PQVO[KWV[\IV\TaQV\MZ\_QVM

















\W_V \W \PM []ZZW]VLQVOÅMTL[ IVL_WWLTIVL[ 1 IT[WOI\PMZXPW\WOZIXP[
<PM[M[\IZ\W]\I[IUMIV[\WIVKPWZ\PMKWUXW[Q\QWV[ QV\WIVQUIOM\PI\
UISM[ I LQZMK\ ZMNMZMVKM \W a XTIKM ZI\PMZ \PIV PI^M \PMU ÆWI\QVO QV IV









QUIOM[ \PI\ JMOIV \W IXXMIZ JMPQVL \PM IZZIVOMUMV\[ WN  WJRMK\[ WN\MV
LM[KZQJML I [QUQTIZTa QLMITQ[ML IVL IJ[\ZIK\ML ^MZ[QWV \PI\ VW_ UQZZWZML







\PM JI[MUMV\ QV _PQKP \PM[M LQWZIUI[ \WWS [PIXM IVL \PM KZIKSMLOTIbM
[]ZNIKM[WN XW\\MZaWJRMK\[JMIZQVOXQK\]ZM[Y]M^QOVM\\ML[KMVM[





ZM[WVI\ML _Q\P I [MZQM[ WN  W\PMZ IZ\MNIK\[¸PIL ITZMILa \ZIV[NWZUML JW\P
\PM XPW\WOZIXPQK JIKSOZW]VL[ IVL \PM MVKIX[]TI\ML TIVL[KIXM[ <PM
IZZIVOMUMV\[\WW_MZMVW_JMQVO\ZIV[NWZUMLJIKSQV\WLQOQ\ITXPW\WOZIXP[
[\WZML ÅZ[\ WV I UMUWZa KIZL \PMV WV I PIZL LZQ^M KWXQML \W IV MLQ\QVO
XZWOZIU \PMVW]\ \WXZQV\WZI\\IKPML \WIVMUIQT-IKPWN  \PM[MIK\QWV[
UW^MLWZIT\MZML\PMXPW\WOZIXPQKQUIOMQV\WINWZU\PI\_I[MQ\PMZUWZM
LM\IQTMLUWZMZMÅVMLWZUWZM»XWZ\IJTM¼7^MZLQٺMZMV\^MZ[QWV[M`Q[\
WN  WVM WN  \PM[M QUIOM[ MIKP UIZSQVO I [\IOM QV \PM M^WT^QVO XI\\MZV WN 
XZWL]K\QWV MIKP N]TÅTTQVO I LQٺMZMV\ N]VK\QWV" \P]UJVIQT[ XZM^QM_[ \M[\
XZQV\QUIOM[^MZ[QWV[NWZMUIQTWZNWZ_MJ[Q\M[^MZ[QWV[NWZX]JTQKQ\aXW[\MZ[
WZÆaMZ[»ÅVIT¼^MZ[QWV[NWZ\PMXZQV\MZ[
<PM XPW\WOZIXP[ \PI\ U]T\QXTQML IVL XZWTQNMZI\ML WV \PM KIZL[ LZQ^M[
IVL [MZ^MZ[ [M\ QV UW\QWV VM_ UI\MZQIT ÆW_[ 0W_M^MZ \PM[M IXXIZMV\Ta
LMUI\MZQITQ[ML »WJRMK\[¼ TIKS \PM [UMTT \PM XI\QVI¸\PM XPa[QKITQ\a¸\PI\






IVL \PMaIXXMIZVM^MZ \WKPIVOM,MTTI,WZIJZQMÆaITT]LM[ \W \PQ[ QV \PM
KWVKT]LQVOXIZIOZIXP[WN PMZM`IUQVI\QWVWN \ZI^MTTQVOTIVL[KIXMWJRMK\["









;PM IV[_MZ[ \PQ[ Y]M[\QWV Ja LZI_QVO I\\MV\QWV VW\ R][\ \W \PM QUIOM[
\PMU[MT^M[J]\Ja_IaWN  \PMQZWKKI[QWVIT NITTQJQTQ\a \W \PMI[[MUJTIOMWN 
JW`M[TQOP\[[KZMMV[IVLW\PMZVM\_WZSMLWZUM[P_WZSML\MKPVWTWOQM[\PI\
XZW^QLM ][ _Q\P \PI\ ÆQKSMZQVO TQOP\" »1 PIL \W XPa[QKITTa QV\MZIK\ _Q\P \PM
XZWRMK\WZZI\PMZJZ]\ITTaJIVOQVOQ\M^MZaVW_IVL\PMV¼[PMKWVÅLM[X
2WVI[ 4IZ[MV  \ISM[ ]X M`IK\Ta \PQ[ Y]M[\QWV KWVKMZVQVO \PM LQOQ\IT
QUIOM\PI\LMTTI,WZIXW[M[ QVWZLMZ\WM`IUQVM\PMKIX\]ZM\ZIV[UQ[[QWV
IVLLQ[\ZQJ]\QWVWN LQOQ\IT \W]ZQ[\XPW\WOZIXP[4IZ[MV []OOM[\[ \PI\_PQT[\
»CIEVITWO]M \W]ZQ[\ [VIX[ _MZM LM[\QVML NWZ I TWVO TQNM I[ UI\MZQIT WJRMK\[¼
X! \PM XZIK\QKM WN  \ISQVO IVITWO]M XPW\W[ _I[ IT[W WVM WN  LMNMZZIT QV
_PQKPNWZ[WUM\QUM\W]ZQ[\[VIX[_W]TLJMOQVIVQV^Q[QJTMTQNMI[IVMOI\Q^M
KWV\IQVML_Q\PQVITQOP\\QOP\JW`IVL\PI\»\PMQZZMIT[WKQITTQ^M[ÅZ[\JMOIV
I[XZQV\[WVKM \W]ZQ[\[PIL ZM\]ZVMLPWUMLMTQ^MZML \PMUJaPIVL \W \PM
KPMUQ[\ IVL TI\MZ XQKSML \PMU ]X¼ X .WTTW_QVO 5QSM +ZIVO¼[ IXXMIT
\W\PQVSIJW]\\PMXZIK\QKM[QV^WT^MLQV\ISQVOXPW\WOZIXP[I[U]KPI[\PM
ZM[]T\QVOQUIOM[+ZIVO!!!4IZ[MVLM[KZQJM[\PMLQٺMZQVOXMZNWZUIVKM[
WN  IUI\M]Z XPW\WOZIXPMZ[ I[ \PMa ][M IVITWO]M IVL LQOQ\IT \MKPVWTWOQM[
NWZZMKWZLQVOXPW\WOZIXPQKQUIOM[*MKI][MWN \PMTQUQ\MLV]UJMZIVL\PM
ZMTI\Q^M KW[\ WN  MIKP XPW\WOZIXP _PMV \ISQVO IVITWO]M XPW\WOZIXP[ PM
WJ[MZ^M[XPW\WOZIXPMZ[\ISM\QUMW^MZKWUXW[QVOIVLKPWZMWOZIXPQVO\PM









QUUMLQI\MTa ^QM_QVO IVL LMTM\QVO ]V_IV\ML QUIOM[ JMNWZM ZMKWUXW[QVO
IVLZM[PWW\QVOIVL»¼QUIOM[¼\PI\LWVW\KPIZUI\ÅZ[\OTIVKMWV\PMLQOQ\IT
[KZMMVKIVJMMZI[MLIVLZM\ISMVI\VWM`\ZIÅVIVKQITKW[\¼4IZ[MV 
X  1V M`IUQVQVO \PM ZWTM WN  LQOQ\IT XPW\WOZIXPa _Q\PQV \PM NIUQTa






_PQT[\ I]\PWZ[ []KP I[ 2WPV <WUTQV[WV  MUXPI[Q[M \PM ]JQY]Q\W][
QV[\IV\IVMW][IVLMXPMUMZITVI\]ZMWN \PM[MQUIOM[I[M^QLMVKMWN WVOWQVO
M`XMZQMVKM[4IZ[MVXIZO]M[\PI\\PMNIK\\PI\\PM[MQUIOM[IZMIZKPQ^ML
ZI\PMZ \PIV QV[\IV\Ta LMTM\ML WV [WKQIT UMLQI [Q\M[ []KP I[ .IKMJWWS IVL
.TQKSZXWQV\[\WIJMTQMN QV\PMQZKWV\QV]QVO^IT]M
?PQT[\ \PM WZKPM[\ZI\ML [M\ ]X QV \PM [\]LQW UQOP\ []OOM[\ NWZU[ WN 
XPW\WOZIXPQKXZIK\QKQVO\PI\Q[I_WZTLI_IaNZWU\PMQV[\IV\IVMW][[VIX[PW\[
WN \W]ZQ[\XPW\WOZIXPa\PMQUIOM[1IUKZMI\QVOXIZ\QKQXI\MMY]ITTaQV\PM[M
XI\P[ WN  LQ[\ZQJ]\QWV ) XZWOZM[[QWV WN  PITNKWUXTM\ML _WZS[ IVL ÅVIT
»^MZ[QWV[¼IZM[MTMK\Q^MTaLQ[\ZQJ]\MLJaMUIQT\PZW]OPÅTM[PIZQVO[MZ^QKM[WV
_MJ[Q\M[IVL\PZW]OPXPa[QKITXZQV\W]\[\PI\][M^IZQW][LQٺMZMV\XZQV\QVO
\MKPVWTWOQM[ <PMa IZM [MV\ \W \PM K]ZI\WZ \W Ua XMMZ[ \W Ua ZM[MIZKP
[]XMZ^Q[WZ[\WQV\MZM[\MLNIUQTaUMUJMZ[\W\PMXZQV\MZ[IVL\W\PMKWUXIVQM[
XZWL]KQVO\PMUIZSM\QVOUI\MZQIT[;WUMWN \PM[M[MMU\WMKPW\PMQV^Q\I\QWV
\W »\ZI^MT _Q\P¼ \PI\ 4IZ[MV [MM[ QV [PIZML LQOQ\IT \W]ZQ[\ XPW\WOZIXPa Ja







































Q\ _I[ NIZ UWZM KWUXTQKI\ML IVL NIZ UWZM TIJWZQW][ \W OM\ \PM XPa[QKIT
XZQV\ML QUIOM[ NZWU \PM [\]LQW \W \PM [Q\M WN  M`PQJQ\QWV QV )][\ZITQI IVL
UIQV\IQVWZXZW\MK\ \PMUNZWU\PMMV^QZWVUMV\ NWZI\ TMI[\I[ TWVOI[ \PM
[PW__I[WV+ZMI\QVO NZIUM[IVLJW`QVO \PM QUIOM[_Q\PQV \PMUXZW^ML
\W JM I[ MTIJWZI\M I XZWRMK\ I[ XZWL]KQVO \PM _WZS[ \PMU[MT^M[ IVL NZWU
IVMIZTa [\IOM QV \PMLQ[K][[QWV[JM\_MMVUa[MTN<IaTWZIVLIV]UJMZWN 
[PQXXQVOKWUXIVQM[_M_MZMLQ[K][[QVO\PMXW\MV\QITXZWJTMU[_MUQOP\NIKM













OZIL]ITTa UWZM KWUXTM` I[ UI\MZQIT KW[\QVO[ Å`QVO[ IVL MV^QZWVUMV\IT










\PM LQOQ\IT [\Z]K\]ZM[ JMQVO UWLMTTML 5Q[\ISM[ UILM QV MIZTa XZW\W\aXM[






5WQ[\]ZM IJ[WZJMV\ UI\MZQIT[ NWZ LW]JTM OTIbQVO ]VQ\[ _I\MZ\QOP\ [QTQKWVM
[MIT[UWTLMLUUXMZ[XM`\PI\_W]TLZM[Q[\JMQVO[\MXXMLWVITTNWZUML
XIZ\ WN  I KWV[\Z]K\QWV \PI\ QVKT]LML ZW]\ML [MITML IVL ÅVQ[PML M`\MZQWZ
5,. TI[MZK]\ [\MMT XTI[\QK UW]V\ML QUIOM[ IVL OZW]VL Å`QVO[ *W`QVO






In Taking Sacred Space out of  Place !I LMTTI ,WZI IT[W NWTTW_[ \PM
XIKSQVOIVL[PQXXQVOZW]\QVM[ \PI\IKKWUXIVa\PM \ZIV[XWZ\I\QWVWN  QKWV[
NZWU \PM;IQV\+I\PMZQVMUWVI[\MZa QV \PM;QVIQXMVQV[]TIZ \W \PM 28I]T




\W []KPILZa KTQUI\MW^MZ \PM KMV\]ZQM[ \PM QKWV[ _MZM M[XMKQITTa
[MV[Q\Q^M\WKPIVOM[QVP]UQLQ\a»)\PWUM¼QV[QLM\PMUWVI[\MZa\PQ[








<PM[M KWUXTQKI\ML I[[MUJTIOM[ \PI\ NWZU \PM KZI\M[ NWZ \ZIV[XWZ\I\QWV
IZMKWUXW[ML_MIZM \WTLWN  » TIaMZ[WN UI\MZQIT[KIZMN]TTaLM^Q[MLJa
KWV[MZ^I\WZ[ \W XZW^QLM UI`QU]U XZW\MK\QWV L]ZQVO \PM WJRMK\[¼ RW]ZVMa¼
QJQL IVL KWV\IQVML VW\ WVTa \PM IZ\MNIK\[ J]\ IT[W \PM UQKZWKTQUI\M WN 
\PM LM[MZ\ IVL I [UITT TIJWZI\WZa WN  QV[\Z]UMV\[ NWZ UMI[]ZQVO P]UQLQ\a
\MUXMZI\]ZM M\K )T[W \ZI^MTTQVO I\ LQٺMZMV\ [XMML[ IVL I\ ^IZQW][ [\IOM[
KWV^MZOQVO _Q\P \PM IZ\MNIK\[ _MZM \PM X]JTQKQ\a UI\MZQIT[ XMZUQ\[ XZM[[
ZMTMI[M[IVLKWVLQ\QWVZMXWZ\[X[MMIT[W4I\W]Z!!!
<PMJ]LOM\NWZDrawing Lines in the SandUIaVW\PI^M[\ZM\KPML\W














IVL \PM K]ZI\WZ \]ZVML \W_IZL[ \PM M[\IJTQ[PUMV\ WN  XIZ\QK]TIZ TIVL[KIXM
KWV^MV\QWV[ \PZW]OP \PM \MKPVWTWOQM[ WN  »[MMQVO¼ \PI\ IZZQ^ML _Q\P MIZTa
-]ZWXMIV[M\\TMZ[QV)][\ZITQI0Q[\WZQIV3MV<IaTWZLZI_[I\\MV\QWV\W\PM
QLMI \PI\MIZTa QUIOM[WN )][\ZITQIKZMI\MLJa-]ZWXMIV [M\\TMZ[JWZZW_ML
PMI^QTaWVI \ZILQ\QWVWN XQK\]ZM[Y]M QLMITQ[U QV[XQZMLJaXIQV\MZ[ []KPI[









_PQT[\UIVaWN  \PMU ZMÆMK\ML \PM I]ZIWN  IV M`\MV[Q^M TIVL[KIXM
XIZSWZOIZLMVX
?2<5Q\KPMTTIT[WLM[KZQJM[\PMKWVVMK\QWVJM\_MMVQUXMZQITM`XIV[QWVIVL





\PM6M_BMITIVL TIVL[KIXM_MZMUWLMTTMLWV \PMZWUIV\QK_QTLMZVM[[WN 
;IT^I\WZ:W[I5Q\KPMTTX 0MOWM[WV\WVW\M\PI\MIZTa-]ZWXMIV
WZ XMZPIX[ UWZM [XMKQÅKITTa -VOTQ[P ZMXZM[MV\I\QWV[ WN  \PM )][\ZITQIV
TIVL[KIXM[]OOM[\MLIZI\PMZILQٺMZMV\XZWJTMU1\[LMXQK\QWVLMXMVLMLWV
PW_-VOTIVL_IV\ML\WXWZ\ZIa\PQ[TIVL»JMKI][MWN \PMIUJQ^ITMVKMQV°




PW][M[ZMUQVLMZ[WN  »PWUM¼ TIVL[;QUQTIZTa QUIOM[ \PI\ \ZI^MTJIKS NZWU
)][\ZITQIJZQVO_Q\P\PMUPaJZQLTIVL[KIXM[^MZLIV\IVLLM[WTI\MUW^QVO
_Q\P LQٺMZMV\ \ZI^MTTMZ[ \W]ZQVO \PMQZ W_V ^Q[QWV[ WN  XTIKM WV [\ZM\KPML
KIV^I[M[IVLXZQV\ML[PMM\[1VNIK\QVJW\P\PM[MIKKW]V\[^ MZaTQ\\TMI\\MV\QWV
Q[ OQ^MV \W \PMXIZ\QK]TIZUI\MZQIT[ ][ML QV \PMXZWL]K\QWVIVL KQZK]TI\QWV
WN  \PM[M QUIOM[¸VW\IJTa IY]I\QV\ IVL _I\MZKWTW]Z¸IVL \PM \MKPVWTWOa
WN  -]ZWXMIV ^Q[QWV TQVMIZ XMZ[XMK\Q^M ) NWZU \PI\ ZMY]QZML I XIZ\QK]TIZ
WZQMV\I\QWVWN \PMJWLa\W_IZL[LQ[XTIa











LWUM TWWSQVO QV\W \PM QUIOM J]\ ILLML \W \PM KWV[\Z]K\QWV _MZM KMZ\IQV
UQ\QOI\QWV[IOIQV[\ \PMXW[[QJQTQ\a \PI\ \PMLWUM[ \PMU[MT^M[UQOP\IXXMIZ
\WQV^Q\M\PMI]LQMVKM\W[\MXWV\PMU;WIPMILWN \PMLWUM[KWV\IQVQVO
\PM QUIOM[ _MV\ QV[\Z]K\QWV[ WV PW_ \PM XW\MV\QIT I]LQMVKM UQOP\ I^WQL
LM[\ZWaQVO\PM_WZS[JaVW\[\IVLQVOWV\PMUITWVO_Q\PIVVW\I\QWV[IJW]\
\PM _Ia \PM I]LQMVKM UQOP\ »MVOIOM¼ _Q\P \PM _WZS[ Ja KWV[QLMZQVO \PMU
QVZMTI\QWV\W\PMKWV^MV\QWV[WN -]ZWXMIVTIVL[KIXMWZQVZMTI\QWV\W\PM




,M[XQ\M ITT I\\MUX\[ \W KZMI\M I XZW\MK\Q^M [\Z]K\]ZM \PI\ _W]TL ZM\IQV Q\[
QV\MOZQ\a\PZW]OP\PMWZLMIT[WN  \ZI^MT \PM_WZS[_W]TLZM\]ZVQZZMXIZIJTa
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Three months into the production of  work for Borderlands, in late March 
2008, I hired a van and, along with my wife, drove a selection of  our domestic 
furniture to a photography studio at the Arts University Bournemouth where 
I worked. The objects had been selected on the basis of  what turned out to be 
IXMK]TQIZTaIKK]ZI\MLZI_QVOÅOWN \PMÅVITXPW\WOZIXPQKKWUXW[Q\QWV
Underneath this drawing was the list of  the objects to be included, or at least 
considered for inclusion:
VAN CAR









Ladders * Coat hangers on back of  door
Maiden * Papers








Alongside this list, tucked into the pages of  the sketchbook, is a photograph 
Nadir

and accompanying article taken from the Review section of  the Guardian 
newspaper, dated 15th March, 2008. It is a piece on writers’ rooms, in this 
KI[M\PM_ZQ\MZJMQVO+PIZTW\\M5MVLMT[WV5MVLMT[WV X
When I found this again, I was searching through my notebooks in 
the hope of  discovering small snippets of  thinking for a period of  practice 
where I had struggled to write anything about the work I was making. I had 
remembered the drawing, and I had remembered cutting out the article. I 
had remembered how the photograph and the article impressed a feeling 
of  the dynamism of  matter, thrust up against the window, spilling out across 
\PMÆWWZ7V\PMNWTTW_QVOXIOM1PI^M_ZQ\\MV¹:WLVMa/ZIPIU¼[*ZW\PMZ[
/ZQUUºIZMNMZMVKM\WI[MZQM[WN Å^M_WZS[Ja\PM+IVILQIVIZ\Q[\:WLVMa
Graham entitled Interiors: The Berlin Studies of  Jacob and Wilhelm, Grimm !!
These scribbles and cuttings appear to show an intersection of  references 
that are not neatly directed towards a particular set of  intentions. The pencil 
drawing, which marks out an unusually accurate description of  the eventual 
photograph, seems to have stirred in me a half-remembered image of  Rodney 
Graham’s work. Somewhere between the two I must have found, by chance, 
the image of  a room in a newspaper. Perhaps they shared a sense of  working 
chaos, or even stillness, or it could be a feeling of  isolation, even amongst the 
papers, the ceramics, the books and the household objects? I am tentative 
here precisely because I don’t remember why these collected references were 
important and yet they clearly presented themselves in the gathering up of  
images and materials that would later form the agglomeration of  furniture 
and personal belongings that I called Nadir 
Nadir ÅO_I[ KZMI\ML NWZ \PM*WZLMZTIVL[ [PW_4QSMUW[\WN  \PM
other works, it took the form of  an island of  sorts. When I look back at this 
work I wonder if  this is how I envisioned research at the time. In the centre 
of  the image there is a writing desk that I borrowed to furnish our house. It 
[]XXWZ\MLI TQOP\JW` QV \PMWٻKM[\]LQW_PMZM \PM_WZS[ NWZ*WZLMZTIVL[
were produced. Around it are arranged various other bits of  furniture: an 
WTL<>[PMT^M[KWV\IQVQVOJW`ÅTM[WN RW]ZVITIZ\QKTM[IJWWS[PMTNIKTW\PM[
maiden, a chest of  drawers, some artworks and various household plants. It’s 
not that I fail to remember making the work, but the movements that took 
224
.QO: Nadir 2008. Perspex-reverse photographic print.
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me to this particular outcome seem caught up in the various returns I have 
made to the small islands works as the processes of  writing and editing have 
smoothed paths between the text and the events of  practice, but when I look 
back on this island of  furniture it looks like a very singular and isolated place. 
)VLaM\\PMZMQV\PMXIOM[WN I[SM\KPJWWSIZM\PM[QOV[WN I^MZaLQٺMZMV\
experience, a lively and dynamic co-production: planning, gathering, packing, 
transporting, and assembling, which is also borne out in the countless studio 
test shots. But perhaps in this respect the image that becomes titled Nadir is 
not a failure to capture these vitalities, but one of  a number of  expressions of  
movement, part of  a continuum of  open-ended potential paths that are not 
readily drawn back into one representational image. 
1VQ\QITTa 1 JMOIV \PQ[ ZM[MIZKP _Q\P \PM Y]M[\QWV ¹KIV [\ZI\MOQM[ WN 
KZMI\Q^MXZWL]K\QWVJMLM^Q[ML \PI\ MVOIOM \PM^QM_MZ QV ZMÆMK\QVOWV \PM
relationship between space and place?”, but as I have shown, the study 
progressed the question increasingly turned towards the way in which these 
practice-led investigations began to open out new perspectives on the micro-
geographic environment of  the studio—a space that seemed increasingly 
mobile and porous. The narration of  these peregrinations describes how 
a number of  new questions began to form around the dynamics of  these 
[XIKM[¸\PMI[[MUJTIOM[_PW[M [MV[MWN  [QVO]TIZQ\a LM4IVLIX!
appeared to emerge from the contingent connections between humans, 
objects, architecture and artworks, rather than from any privileged or 
authorial ordering. In doing so I have shown how these concerns led a series 
WN M`XTWZI\QWV[QV\WPW_XZIK\QKMTMLMVY]QZaUQOP\WٺMZLQٺMZMV\_Ia[WN 
ZMÆMK\QVO WV I LaVIUQK WKK]ZZMV\ ]VLMZ[\IVLQVO WN  [XIKM )VL PW_ Ja
\]ZVQVO \W \PMXMZNWZUI\Q^MI[XMK\[WN  [XI\QIT IVLIZ\Q[\QKXZWL]K\QWVPI[
helped to form new approaches to thinking about the precarious conditions 
of  subject and object, the ontogenic capacities of  artwork or the limits and 
porosity of  the studio. These peregrinations were largely narrated in a 
chronological manner as a means of  emphasising these shifting positions in 
regard to the aims of  the research, so in setting out a context for this research 
in Chapter 2 I explained that the spaces of  creative practice, as much as they 
[MMUML \WJMKWVKMZVML_Q\P NWZUQVOWJRMK\[ WZ [\ZI\MOQM[_MZM []JRMK\
Conclusion

forming. ‘Space’, as Massey described it, ‘does not exist prior to identities/
MV\Q\QM[IVL\PMQZZMTI\QWV[¼5I[[MaX<PM[MQV\MZ[MK\ML_Q\PVW\QWV[
WN  I ZMÆM`Q^M »[]JRMK\¼ [MMVI[WٺMZQVOOZMI\MZ [MTNKZQ\QKIT]VLMZ[\IVLQVO[
in autoethnographic accounts of  practice. Here Knorr Cetina and Thrift 
WٺMZML_Ia[WN \PQVSQVOIJW]\ZMÆM`Q^MKWV[KQW][VM[[\PI\IKSVW_TMLOML\PM
unpredictability of  practice and the inconstancy of  subject-positions, and I 
set out a more ‘storied’ framework for the study that emphasised a dynamic 
link between the acts of  writing and practice by picking up the threads of  
past events in the process of  generating new ones. This provided the grounds 
for describing the research in terms of  three ‘movements’, each of  which 
contained within it a public exhibition. Whilst these were not separate 
»XZWRMK\[¼_Q\PLQ[KZM\MJMOQVVQVO[IVLMVLQVO[ \PMaITTW_ML NWZIÆW_WN 
dialogue to grow from those initial excursions with a hand-held GPS unit, a 
sketchbook and a collection of  drawing implements towards more elaborate 
orchestrations of  persons and materials. 
The three movements often unfolded around changes in situation or 
IXXZWIKP 1V \PM ÅZ[\ QV[\IVKM KZMI\Q^M IK\Q^Q\QM[ _MZM LQZMK\ML IZW]VL
LQٺMZMV\TWKI\QWV["QV\PMLM^MTWXUMV\WN IZ\Q[\QK»[\ZI\MOQM[¼WZTI\MZQV\PM
site-orientated imperatives of  a curated ‘intervention’ at the Russell-Cotes 
Museum and Gallery, and later still in the sketchbooks taken on holiday 
to Switzerland. This section gradually problematised phenomenological 
approaches that forefront subject-orientated experiences, by contesting the 
notion that subjects-doing-the-perceiving and objects-being-perceived were 
[MXIZI\MIVLWXXW[QVOXWQV\[WN IVMUXQZQKITI`Q[;W+PIX\MZXZWUX\ML
Y]M[\QWV[ IZW]VL \PM XMZNWZUIVKM WN  LZI_QVO IVL PW_ \PQ[ ZMKWVÅO]ZML
[]JRMK\WJRMK\ZMTI\QWV[PQX[\PZW]OPLZI_QVO[UILM»QV\PMÅMTL¼;QVKMMIZTa
approaches had been tempered by the counter-cartographic practices of  
KWV\MUXWZIZaIZ\Q[\[_PW NZIUML \PMIXXIZMV\WJRMK\Q^Q\aWN WٻKQITUIX[
in terms of  the hidden power structures they might be said to represent, this 
chapter also examined the representational capacity of  maps in relation to 
developments in critical cartography. The acts of  creating and assembling 
maps of  journeys had already begun to generate observations on the way 
I orchestrated an arrangement of  limbs and drawing materials, and later 
Nadir
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how the images resulting from these excursions became taken up in new 
KWVÅO]ZI\QWV[ *]\ QV JZQVOQVO \PM[M XMZNWZUI\Q^M I[XMK\[ WN  LZI_QVO
together with arguments in critical cartography that reconsidered mapping 
as a practice, and maps as continually emerging through events, rather than 
as static representations. In doing so I also challenge the all too simple 
WXXW[Q\QWVJM\_MMVKIZ\WOZIXPaI[IV]VKZQ\QKITZMXZM[MV\I\QWVWN [KQMV\QÅK
‘objectivity’ and art-mapping as an authentic representation of  subjective 
spatial experience. The destabilising of  the idea of  maps as representations 
was also used as a means of  revisiting the drawings I had been making—a 
way of  interrogating their status as representational objects. In the works 
produced for Meeting Place and in Switzerland there was a gradual move 
towards the performance of  practice, which moves from a sense of  drawing 
as a form of  witnessing events unfolding, to a sense of  being deeply enmeshed 
in surges of  action and anticipation, of  being both in and of  the world. This 
conception still placed me at the centre of  activities, albeit in a way that was 
less removed from the immediacy of  experience than my attempts to interpret 
the jottings of  earlier experiments. But as I continued to produce a number 
of  sketchbooks whilst walking, an increasingly pressing concern was how the 
IK\[WN LZI_QVOIVL_ITSQVO_MZMNWZUQVOUMQV\WLQٺMZMV\IZZIVOMUMV\[
impacting on the control I attempted to exert over media, over my physical 
posture and over the results that were appearing on the paper in front of  
me. In concluding this section by drawing on the writing of  Jean-Luc Nancy 
I advanced the notion that the acts of  drawing become ‘subject-forming’, 
how forms appear to ‘take-shape’ rather than become complete. But whilst 
these arguments followed in the steps of  a substantial number of  writers who 
question the apparent stability between subjects-doing-the-perceiving and 
objects-being-perceived, it was in the studio that I began to direct attention 
\W\PMM^MV\I[I[]JRMK\Q^M[MTNKZMI\QWV5I[[]UQ
As the site-related works began to come to an end, and the location of  
IZ\Q[\QKXZWL]K\QWVUW^MLQV\WIUISM[PQN\[\]LQWWٻKM\PM[MKWVLUW^MUMV\
\WWS \PQ[ [XIKMI[ Q\[XZQUIZa TWK][?PI\_I[I\ [\ISM QV¹1[TIVL[º_I[I
need to consider how the arguments that had begun to form in Chapter 




to isolated acts of  creation. Taking place alongside these considerations was 
the production of  work for the show Borderlands.+PIX\MZLZM_KPQMÆaWV
two art historical accounts of  the studio and a narration of  the developing 
artworks that was directed towards more interconnected understandings of  
the human-material assemblages that resulted in a series of  photographs. 
The wanderings that had provided opportunities to explore interactions 
between bodies, environments and materials were now reconsidered in a 
room that had been repurposed for making studio photographs. Thus this 
chapter turned towards questions around the peculiarities of  the studio, a 
space which has often been represented as isolated, privileged and containing 
a singular personal world-view. Guiding perspectives on the studio were two 
IZ\ PQ[\WZQKIT IKKW]V\[ \PM ÅZ[\ WZ _PQKP M`XTWZML \PM Ua\PWTWOQM[ WN  \PM
Modernist studio and contested the idea of  this space as a ‘double enclosure’ 
7¼,WKPMZ\aX# I ZMXZM[MV\I\QWVWN JW\PIV QV[]TIZ ZWWUIVL \PM
mirror of  a singular mind. The second looked at two observations that 
»NWTTW_ML¼ \W JWZZW_ 3WV\\]ZQ¼[ \MZU IZ\Q[\[ UI\MZQIT[ ZMNMZMVKM[ _Q\PQV
\PQ[MV^QZWVUMV\<PM[MQVKZMI[QVOTaÆ]QLIVLKWV\QVOMV\KWVKMX\QWV[WN \PM
studio are not represented in the developing works, as such, instead they acted 
as forces that moved the ideas forward. An example was presented in the form 
of  an island ‘motif ’ that forms in the visual images, and that appeared to 
parallel the discourse on the studio. Here the iconic image of  the desert island 
oscillated between histories of  Enlightenment exploration and recent writings 
that present islands as metaphors for Western thought. Threaded between 
these elements were a number of  ruminations on the agencies that act in and 
on the formation of  the digital images, on collaborations and intercessions, 
and on the perpetual transgression of  thresholds between the ‘in-here’ and 
the ‘out-there’. As with the previous chapter, here personal observations on 
the creation of  work were brought together with writings that tested the 
idea of  a singular directing vision, arguing instead for an understanding that 





move out materials and ideas, the negotiation of  boundaries between ‘living’ 
and ‘working’ spaces. In drawing focus on the interrelationship between the 
activities that go on within this space and those that occur at its threshold, 
I have positioned the idea of  the studio as a space that is formed through 
XZIK\QKM[ IVL QV\MZIK\QWV[ \PI\ KWV[\IV\Ta ZMKWVÅO]ZM IVL ZMX]ZXW[M \PM
elements within it, and that give it a sense of  coherence or expression. 
The boundaries of  the studio are continually traversed. In the material 
\PI\ Q[ LQ[\ZQJ]\ML NWZ \PM [XMKQÅK X]ZXW[M[ WN  M`PQJQ\QWV XPW\WOZIXPQK
images, diagrams, objects, supplementary texts, explanatory notes, and 
various other matter is constantly on the move. As test images became 
\P]UJVIQT[LM^MTWXUMV\[IVL \PMVÅVIT_WZS[ \PMa_MZMIT[WLZI_V QV\W
larger assemblages of  references, supports, frames, crates, installation 
instructions, press releases and, perhaps, customs paperwork. Chapter 5 
VIZZI\M[ \PM ÅVIT UW^MUMV\ IVL JZQVO[ \WOM\PMZ I V]UJMZ WN  LQ[KW]Z[M[
NZWU\PMÅZ[\\_WKPIX\MZ[J]\\]ZV[\W_IZL[\PMXI[[IOMWN WJRMK\[I[\PMa
move from studio towards exhibition. Taking as its point of  departure my 
own childhood imaginings of  Australia drawn from the tourist objects that 
ZM\]ZVML_Q\PUaOZIVLUW\PMZ¹0WUM)JZWILºUIXXMLW]\I[MZQM[WN 
connections between souvenir tea towels and charity shop knick-knacks, the 
miniature illuminated landscapes of  Thomas Gainsborough and the works 
of  contemporary artists Gayle Chong Kwan and Richard Wentworth. A 
body of  text that brought together landscape-image and object provided a 
means of  journeying between these connections, and turned the focus of  
practical research on the production and circulation of  images and objects 
that transported ideas of  place, as well as a material presence. The work of  
Veronica della Dora often provided a means of  thinking about the trajectories 
of  objects that emerged from the studio. As with the previous chapters, the 
emphasis here was on movement, and the hybrid arrangements that travel 
with ideas in and on objects—in the process forming new relations, new 
connections and new objects. Although the general thrust of  this chapter 
moved beyond ideas of  landscape as a purely iconic or symbolic construct, its 
representational potency is not entirely ignored. As the works are prepared 
for Australia some thought is given to the force of  the Western landscape 

tradition on forming ideas of  the Australian landscape, but these too travelled 
on structures—on canvas supports with a particular tendency to be displayed 
QVKMZ\IQV_Ia[<PMÅVIT[MK\QWV[WN \PQ[KPIX\MZM`XTWZML\PMXZWKM[[M[WN 
creating frames and supports that would preserve the photographic images 
and facilitate their transfer across international borders. And yet in the light 
and the heat of  Australia, what returned to the UK was a reminder both of  
the temporary social status often given to matter, and of  the life that extends 
way beyond any singular artistic intention.
Taken as a whole, this thesis runs alongside a number of  existing texts 
\PI\PI^MMUMZOMLW^MZ\PMTI[\\MV\WÅN\MMVaMIZ[QVVWVZMXZM[MV\I\QWVIT
approaches to cultural geography, and ‘new materialist’ approaches within 
art history, but it has also threaded a number of  these ideas together in novel 
ways, by interweaving them between a series of  autoethnographic accounts 
WN  LQٺMZMV\ IZ\Q[\QK MVOIOMUMV\[ 1V LWQVO [W \PQ[ ZM[MIZKP PI[ XZM[MV\ML
an attitude to artistic image-making practices rooted in drawing, digital 
photography and landscape representation, that moves beyond the iconic 
and purely representational so as to take account of  the way the event of  
XZIK\QKM QV^WT^M[IVLKWVÅZU[ »[]JRMK\ NWZUI\QWV QV \PMUI\MZQITQ\aWN  \PM
_WZTL¼0M\PMZQVO\WVX!<PQ[IXXZWIKPPI[IT[WY]M[\QWVMLMI[a
separations between the insular environment of  the studio and the ‘real-
world’ situations beyond its walls. 
<PM »[\]UJTM IVL [\]\\MZ¼ <PZQN\   X  WN  \PM[M ]VLMZ\ISQVO[ Q[
presented here as part of  a continual shuttling between writing and practice, 
in which attempts to make sense of  either emerging theoretical or artefactual 
forms takes place in pulses that appear to move towards a close whilst 
simultaneously opening up a variety of  new potential aesthetic-epistemic 
WJRMK\[1VLMML»\PMLWQVO[WN _ZQ\QVO¼,M4a[\MZIVL0I_SQV[X
are less obviously articulated here than those of  arts practice, but that is in 
part due to the horizons of  this thesis, and the emphasis on the visual work 
produced during the study. It is this creative practice that is at the core of  
the text. Put broadly and personally, the reasons I embarked on this research 
were to locate an ongoing body of  work within existing spatial discourses 
and to extend my approaches to representational image-making in such a 

_Ia \PI\ \PMa UQOP\ WٺMZ VM_ ^Q[]IT XMZ[XMK\Q^M[ WV [XI\QIT M`XMZQMVKM[
There was a sense that research might also revitalise my practice, provide it 
with a sense of  coherence—an about-ness. These were—and perhaps are—
[WUM_PI\ [MTÅ[P M`XMK\I\QWV[ WN  ZM[MIZKP J]\ \PZW]OP \PM KW]Z[M WN  \PM
study I have come to realise that they were also ill-conceived. Following Katie 
MacLeod’s observations on practice-based research, the study became a 
UMIV[WN »ZM^MITQVOIXZIK\QKM¼JW\PQV\PM[MV[M\PI\\PMMVOIOMUMV\[
between practice and text continually repositioned one another, but also in 
the sense that these drew close attention to the event of  practicing. If  I had 
hoped that the process of  research might provide a more reasoned way of  
explaining the outcomes of  an image-orientated practice, it did not. The 
research has, however, drawn my attention to the contingent and relational 
meshwork of  interactions through which work emerges, and to the various 
transitions, supports and hybrid assemblies that enable the objects created 
in the various sites or locations of  practice to take multiple trajectories and 
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